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HOW CAN THEORIES OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN
AND EVERYDAY INNOVATION REVEAL AGENCY
FOR CHANGE IN REFUGEE COMMUNITIES?
ELIZABETH EKREN
Elizabeth Ekren, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Bonn, Center for Development Studies (ZEF)

Abstract
To what extent can the everyday innovations of refugees address the governance and resource gaps created by
formal, legal institutions of the state? In their daily lives, refugees face unique institutional conditions that create
environmental distortions, compromise livelihood resources, and potentially diminish long-term socioeconomic
well-being. Theories in refugee literature debate the capacity refugees have to respond to these conditions. Some
scholars contend that refugees have little power to overcome the state biopolitical structures that force depravity
and eliminate rights. Others argue that refugees possess the agency to alter environmental, communal and
institutional aspects of everyday life to improve elements of their own well-being. The purpose of this paper is to
contextualize my own research within the landscape of this ongoing debate and propose how new institutional
analysis may be used as a tool to evaluate refugees’ agency for change. I explain how I will apply this analysis using
a case study of everyday refugee life in two refugee accommodation centers in Cologne, Germany. This paper
contributes to the theoretical debate about refugee agency by discussing how institutional analysis may help to
understand how refugees overcome the various constraints that govern their existence through novel
manipulations and everyday innovations of multiple aspects of their living spaces.

The care and empowerment of refugees is an ongoing international challenge
Refugees–referring to people fleeing their native lands and crossing international borders due to conflict or
persecution (UNHCR, 2017)–create complex social, political and economic challenges that states must address to
meet the needs of their own populations, as well as refugees themselves. Throughout the latter half of the 20th
century, state-led responses to refugee crises, supported by international humanitarian organizations, have saved
countless lives and provided survival resources in situations of disaster and displacement. At the same time, they
have also led to bureaucratic and technological inefficiencies, welfare system dependencies, and policy
unsustainability that have threatened refugees’ autonomy and limited their capacity to improve their own
situations over time (Betts et al., 2012; Jacobsen, 2005; Werker, 2007). As the number of refugees across the
world has risen to almost 23 million in 2017 (UNHCR, 2017), average yearly costs for international refugee care
have soared into the billions of dollars (OECD, 2017). With over 28,000 people per day fleeing their homes due to
conflict or persecution (UNHCR, 2017), the parameters for more sustainable, long-term solutions to refugee care
and integration have rightfully become a contested topic of international discussion.s
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A unique institutional existence frames refugees’ daily lives and experiences.
Institutions refer to the “rules of the game…that shape human interaction” (North, 1990, p. 4). More specifically,
they can be thought of as the legal (codified in law) and nonlegal (codified outside the law and/or via social
practices) “systems of established and embedded social rules that structure social interactions” to constrain or
enable certain behaviors (Hodgson, 2006, p. 13). The institutional context as it pertains to the socioeconomic and
political conditions of refugees is critical to examine because refugees conduct life within “an institutionally
distinctive position” unique among migrants. (Betts et al., 2016, p. 9). Unlike refugees, legal economic migrants
choose their destination more freely and exist fully within the protections of its legal institutional context. Illegal
migrants may exist almost entirely outside it, which may offer them greater flexibility to find work in certain
communities (Loescher et al., 2003) and reinvent the parameters of their lives (Papadopoulos and Tsianos, 2007).
In contrast, the involuntarily and crisis-driven nature of refugee migration creates multiple levels of policy
governance, formed by the intersections of state and international regulation, formal and informal markets; and
national and transnational economies (Betts et al., 2016). Because refugees are subject to these intersections and
interplays, institutional factors at multiple legal and nonlegal levels more acutely control the specific resource
restrictions and benefits refugees receive from various channels (Werker, 2007; Betts et al., 2016). More so than
legal or illegal economic migrants, who exist more clearly either entirely within or outside legal institutional
structures, refugees face life paradoxically, but simultaneously, both “outside recourse to law, but not outside its
application and imposition” (Zylinska, 2004, p. 530). Even though they are not afforded the same protections or
benefits as insiders or citizens, they are nonetheless subject to the state’s authority and restrictions in all elements
of their existence.
This paradox is thus what underlies the assertion that refugees “occupy a distinctive institutional context,
stemming from a “particular legal status and position vis-à-vis the state” (Betts et al., 2016, p. 46). “Having been
placed at the intersection of different governing bodies, refugees suffer from a simultaneous absence and surfeit
of statehood” (Betts et al., 2016, p. 50), which in turn leads to the policy, status, and identity distortions that drive
the behavioral constraints unique to them (Werker, 2007). These distortions significantly influence their abilities
to pursue livelihood strategies for a better socioeconomic future in the long term, but also to utilize means of
creative, survival-related problem solving in the short term (Betts et al., 2015; Jacobsen, 2006).
Practically, these distortions manifest themselves similarly across international cases of refugee care. From a legal
perspective, refugees face institutional obstructions with regard to permanent residency rights, freedom of
movement, property rights, labor market access, and state-supported security protection (Jacobsen, 2002). The
legal policies relating to the physical location, administration, and outfitting of refugee housing encampments also
foster a landscape of information, rights, and resource inadequacies (Turner, 2016; Minca, 2015; Werker, 2007;
Darling, 2009). From a nonlegal perspective, further obstructions are simultaneously created by factors such as
the policies of humanitarian and aid groups (Salvatici, 2012; Oka, 2014), acceptable practices established by
surrounding communities (Kaiser, 2006), and the sociocultural codes of conduct invented by refugee groups
themselves (McDowell and Haan, 1997; Holzer, 2013; Kibreab, 2004).
This institutional complexity acts as the theoretical and logistical base for the long-term uncertainty and
destitution that characterize many refugee situations (Darling, 2009). With regard to their effects on
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socioeconomic well-being, the interactions of these legal and nonlegal institutional constraints limit access to the
monetary (i.e., cash, income, credit) and non-monetary (i.e., physical space, natural resources, information,
personal skills, health, social connectivity) resources needed to fulfill the basic means for living (Werker, 2007;
Jacobsen, 2002). In an ongoing manner, this lack of resources can lead to vicious poverty cycles in refugee
communities, few integration prospects in host countries, and financial burdens on social welfare schemes.

What is the refugee capacity to act against institutional challenges? Theories predict conflicting responses.
If refugees face unique institutional challenges related to resource access and governance, the fundamental
question underlying their condition thus becomes, what can refugees do in response to these specific frameworks
that define their existence? In discussing possible answers, theories differ with regard to whether they focus more
on the limitations of “top-down” impositions or the flexibility of “bottom-up” adaptations.
Theories that answer from a “top-down” perspective emphasize the fundamentally exclusionary nature of the
condition of refugeehood imposed by the state. Hannah Arendt’s post-World War II work on totalitarianism
argues that the ongoing, state-imposed creation of “rightless and stateless persons” leads to the formation of
state-led “laboratories for altering human nature” and the transformation of political possibilities to promote
exclusion (Owens, 2009, p. 575). From the state’s perspective, ever increasing volumes of displaced people
necessitate a “complex system of civic stratifications and migration management systems” (Ek, 2006, p. 370),
which ultimately superimpose concepts of statelessness and other inhumane citizenship classifications onto
refugees. Given the state’s power to determine these matters of physical and organizational inclusion or
exclusion–and in many cases, life or death–Arendt maintains that rights are not inalienable, but rather merely “the
result of human organization” (Arendt, 1958, p. 301). Refugees have little to no individual recourse against these
rightless structures because the state has prescribed them no rights to have recourse. For Arendt, criminality is
thus the most viable way refugees might challenge any aspect of their condition because the only manner to gain
access to formal protections of the law is to be recognized as offenders against it (Arendt, 1958).
In the 1970s, Michel Focault further conceptualized this relationship between the destruction of human rights and
state power as biopolitics. Literally understood as the state’s “power over life” (Zembylas, 2010, p. 35), biopolitics
refers to how the state’s regulatory instruments of institutional policy are used to “foster life or disallow it to the
point of death” (Foucault, 1978, p. 138). It arises from the state’s presumed need to defend its society and act
preventatively to protect the well-being of the population it determines to be its own, justifying excluding (or
killing) those outsiders identified as “the other” (Zembylas, 2010, p. 35). From a biopolitical perspective, refugees,
despite the involuntary nature of forced migration, may be seen as a parasitic threat against the resources and
rights of a state’s own (Zylinska, 2004). Thus, refugees are always at the mercy of a state’s “highly conditional
hospitality,” which tightly controls access to material and immaterial resources to prevent such a potential
parasite from becoming too comfortable in its host (Darling 2009, p. 656). This means that refugees are
consistently bared “from the life of the legitimate community,” as well as from physical resources, stripping away
the most primary conditions that constitute “access to the category of ‘the human’” (Zylinska 2004, p. 526). In this
manner, refugees find themselves in unescapable conditions of physical and mental destitution, against which the
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only recourse may be an overreliance on charity and (as Arendt would predict) the necessity of criminal activity
(Lewis, 2007).
Since the late 1990s, Giorgio Agamben's (1998) extension of Arendt’s and Focault’s theories deeper into the
refugee context have dominated ongoing theoretical discussions of refugees’ capacity for change. His concepts of
the “sacred man” (homo sacer), “state of exception” and “bare life” come from the notion that refugees’ rights
exist only insofar as the state institutions that define them. The refugee as a homo sacer recalls the unique
position of the refugee as “an other,” an involuntary outsider deemed unnecessary to protect and whose
existence is removed from the realm of recognized political rights. The state of exception refers to the daily life of
refugees that occurs in “exemplary zone[s] of indistinction where individuals can be subject to various forms of
violence without legal consequence on territory that is outside the normal juridical order” (Owens, 2009, p. 572).
Refugees become reduced to living a primal life in camps and communities, where “only the bare minimum is
permitted,” and “every gesture is conditioned by the power of the sovereign and each gesture acts to reproduce
that power” (Darling, 2009, p. 656). Agamben’s theory of life in the state of exception takes the most extreme
“top-down” view to answer the question about capacity to act. Because the state itself has cast refugees as
animals with no recourse to engage in the political side of their humanity, they cannot overcome the state system
that produces and subjugates them. In this way, capacity to drive external change is eliminated. A pure application
of Agamben’s theories points to only the direst possible outcomes for refugees. Since they possess only their
animalistic body devoid of rights, possible change would end at the physical body, leaving the reclamation of
power solely in the bodily realm with actions such as hunger striking, lip sewing, or even suicide (Owens, 2009).
From the opposite perspective, “bottom-up” theories challenge taking Agamben’s claims in totality and consider
whether even extreme individual actions might still carry some element of sociopolitical disruption, control or
retaking. Because they are, in effect, a form of “rebellion against the desperate oblivion imposed by state power”
(Owens, 2009, p. 577), they might be considered a “graphic disruption of the social contract” (Owens, 2009 citing
Pugilese, 2002, para. 18). In this way, “bottom-up” theories in the refugee context focus less on the rote
exclusions imposed by the state and more on how personal responses can demonstrate different degrees of
power over such exclusions. These theories derive mainly from examining the agency refugees have to navigate,
construct and overcome individual conditions of their everyday experiences. Whether or not institutional
structures exist because of individuals or despite them, they nonetheless transcend the individual to some extent
(King, 2010) by motivating the “capacity, for social actors to reflect on their position, devise strategies and take
action to achieve their desires” (Bakewell, 2010, p. 1694 citing Sewell, 1992). Agency can be reduced to a basic
human capability to “process social experience and to devise ways of coping with life, even under the most
extreme forms of coercion” (Long, 2001, p. 16). “Within the limits of information, uncertainty and other
constraints,” individuals possess knowledge and capability they can use beneath the shaping forces of institutional
structures to “intervene in the flow” of conditions around them (Long, 2001, p. 16).
At the most primary level for refugees, some agency for change comes in the form of the individual migration
decision itself, even when it comes forcibly. Because the nature of any migration decision encompasses “the
making and remaking of one’s own life on the scenery of the [current] world,” refugees too can challenge the
constraints they face by engaging in continually evolving processes of new becoming (Papadopoulos and Tsianos,
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2007, p. 225). In other words, they can “reconstitute themselves in the course of participating in, and changing,
the conditions of their material existence” (Papadopoulos and Tsianos, 2007, p. 223. These “bottom-up”
capabilities of transformation can go even further under the right conditions, when the agency and capacity of
particular individuals (who might be considered everyday innovators) leads to “transform[ing] constraints into
opportunities for themselves and others” (Betts et al., 2016, p. 9). The process by which this occurs has been
linked to innovation theory (Betts et al., 2016; Betts et al., 2012; Betts et al., 2015), which posits that individuals
can systematically create new opportunities in response to the conditions of their environments, driving positive
socioeconomic change in their lives and communities (Schumpeter, 1983).
Regardless of whether or not they are living within emergency, protracted or decentralized contexts, emerging
empirical evidence driven by “bottom-up” theories is revealing the ways that refugees can “engage in creative
problem-solving, adapting products and processes to address challenges” and specifically move through an
innovation process that includes identifying a problem, defining a solution, testing the solution and modifying it
for scale (Betts et al., 2016, p. 3). The very presence of state-imposed institutional voids in refugee communities
may be what necessitates the “bottom-up” practices of innovation in everyday living that attempt to address
them (La Chaux and Haugh, 2014). These types of innovation span environmental, organizational, and institutional
aspects of everyday life to include examples such as the generation of community moral codes of conduct (Hanafi
and Long, 2010), the formation of informal property rights systems (Hajj, 2014), the reclaiming of buildings as new
living spaces (Puggioni, 2005), the functional reorganization of physical camp spaces into functioning “camp cities”
(Agier, 2002, p. 322), and the creation of new social networks to circulate goods and the drive movement of
people (Ciabarri, 2008).
These types of individual activities can reveal evidence for dynamic systems of “new socialization” (Ciabarri, 2008,
p. 79) and increased well-being emerging in places that “top-down” theories would label erroneously as inherently
bare and devoid of any capacity for life remaking. Nonetheless, “bottom-up” ingenuity cannot and does not
address all shortcomings. The condition of refugeehood across the world still brings with it disenfranchisement
from rights and deprivation of resources, “condemning millions of people to wasting their lives” in living
conditions that possess the “rare folly of being both inhumane and expensive” to maintain (Betts and Collier,
2017, p. 1). It is clear that these imbalances framing the lives of refugees exist, but conflicts in theory suggest that
the answer to the question of what can refugees do in response is rich and complex, demanding analysis and
understanding of the factors in a given situation that pull refugees’ agency for change more in one direction or the
other.

Can institutional analysis offer a way to understand agency for innovations in everyday living?
If “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches theorize refugees’ capacity for change differently, what tools are
available to examine the situational factors driving this capacity? New institutional analysis is an approach that can
“identify the key variables” in the structures of individual situations that influence “how rules, the nature of the
events involved, and community [affect] these situations over time” (Ostrom, 2005, p. 9). Such analysis is
predicated on the premise of New Institutionalism that the same imperfections and distortions that result from
particular contexts also have the possibility to “create opportunities for some people to innovate, adapt and
11

engage in forms of arbitrage” across many types of conditions and environments (Betts et al., 2016, p. 9).
Ostrom's (2005) Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework (Figure 1) is one of the most widely used
diagnostic tools that can be used “to investigate any broad subject where humans repeatedly interact within rules
and norms that guide their choice of strategies and behaviors” (Hess and Ostrom, 2005, p. 41).

Figure 1. Institutional Analysis and Development framework (Ostrom and Hess, 2005, p. 15)

Given the question at hand regarding the capacity of refugees to respond to the unique institutional conditions of
refugeehood, analyzing life in camps is particularly suited to the use of the IAD framework. Its purpose is to
investigate how communities of people come together to make decisions and rules to achieve a desired outcome
(Hess and Ostrom, 2005, p. 41). It also helps to understand “commoning,” the social processes of how actors
manage, manipulate and negotiate resources in their communities to fulfill their needs (Dellenbaugh et al., 2015,
p. 13-14). Refugee camps can be thought of as communities, despite being created by force. They present as an
involuntary community, as a type of total institution (Domanski, 1997), in which “a large number of like-situated
individuals cut off from the wider society for an appreciable period of time together lead an enclosed, formally
administered round of life” (Goffman, 1961, p. xiii). Because the IAD framework begins with the exogenous
environment, seeking to understand what patterns of interactions can be created under what conditions unique
to a situation (Ostrom, 2005, p. 13), it is well suited to uncovering what arenas for action can exist in even the
most restrictive communities.
In fact, this type of analysis is consistent with exploring the contextual meanings and power reorganizations that
are present in activities of everyday living and can demonstrate agency for change. Everyday ways of living and
operating are not “merely the obscure background of social activity,” but rather, explicit “systems of operational
combination” that reveal action characteristics of individuals (Certeau, 1984, p. xi). Everyday tendencies towards
efficiency, curiosity, and experimentation have formed the basis of knowledge inquiries and improved ways of
doing throughout human evolution (North, 1994). Individual reactions against perceived inefficiencies and
constraints in everyday life can thus be considered as “ways operating from the counterpart…[that] constitute the
innumerable practices by means of which users reappropriate the space organized by techniques of sociocultural
production” (Certeau, 1984, p. xiv). More broadly, how these activities form processes of commoning can be seen
as evidence for communities creating “alternative economic and political models beyond market and state,” as
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well for methods of “participatory self-governance against state tutelage” (Dellenbaugh et al., 2015, p. 9). This
approach makes it possible to consider to what extent refugees’ everyday activities in response to “top-down”
constraints can be seen as either overcoming or being overcome by conditions of bare life.
The fact that evolving everyday actions of being, doing, and organizing can be seen as direct responses to the
institutional frameworks in which they occur is consistent with Rogers' (2003) definition of innovation that simply
denotes “an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an individual” (p. 12). In some cases, these
improvements and innovations are procedural adaptations of behavior (Tidd and Bessant, 2005), to include the
manipulation, negotiation and change of institutions themselves (Pejovich, 1999; Kingston and Caballero, 2009). In
other cases, they involve technological change (Tidd and Bessant, 2005). When people are faced with choices for
their well-being that are subject to constraints, they trend towards behaviors that utilize and manipulate
institutional conditions “as to alter the pay-offs to induce cooperative [and beneficial] solutions” (North, 1995, p.
22). In other words, the activities of refugees need not be objectively new, technological or advanced to represent
an everyday innovation that can show evidence for change agency. Rather, they can simply be the “miniscule”
procedures that “[sap] the strength of these institutions and surreptitiously [reorganize] the functioning of power”
(Certeau, 1984, p. xiv).
Similar approaches in new institutional analysis have already been used to investigate how communities of other
disenfranchised populations–for example, those in prisons (Skarbek, 2016), illegal homeless tent cities (Lutz,
2015), and slums (Gibson, 2015; Ruddick, 2015)–manipulate their everyday environments in response to the
constraints and failures from above that drive an inadequate fulfillment of governance and resource needs. To
varying degrees, actors in these communities have succeeded in building processes, activities and structures for
themselves that have filled “top-down” gaps. The same analytical approaches can provide similar insight on the
extent to which refugees can do the same in their camp communities.

An example of everyday refugee living in the German case can serve as evidence for or against this theoretical
capacity for change.
Qualitative case studies that research the everyday life of refugees are valuable in that they “reveal much about
how forced migrants live, the problems they encounter, their coping or survival strategies and the shaping of their
identities and attitudes” (Jacobsen and Landau, 2003, p. 190). From a theoretical perspective, the nature of new
evidence from the German case offers an opportunity to explore refugee lives in a context that differs from the
predominant study space. Many theories about how refugees cope with institutional challenges have been
examined in the context of developing countries. Further, they have been studied mostly in large, permanent
refugee settlements that function as semi-autonomous cities. Far less insight is available for conditions such as
those in Germany, where refugees live in smaller, temporary accommodation centers in externally resource-rich
environments. Because similar models of refugee care are predominant across Europe, it is critical to validate the
external validity of findings in developing contexts to see to what extent their insights may be applied to a new
context of growing applicability in Germany and Europe.
Almost 2 million refugees have arrived in Germany since 2014 (EuroStat, 2016). The influx, the largest of displaced
people since World War II (Edwards and Dobbs, June 2014), has led to the concept of a “refugee crisis”
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(Flüchtlingskrise), as the national government and humanitarian organizations have struggled to quickly execute
effective policies for both the short-term emergency care and long-term integration of refugees. In Germany, the
federal government delegates many policy responsibilities concerning asylum application processing, benefits
distribution and accommodation to state and municipal governments. This has led to management variations, as
well as material and immaterial resource inconsistencies, in localized contexts. These variations have frequently
created uncomfortable, unsanitary or unsafe conditions in government-run facilities, where larger numbers of
refugees have lived for longer periods of time than originally ever planned (AIDA, 2017).
The recency of population inflows, along with access difficulties for researchers, have meant that empirical data
regarding the everyday living experiences of refugees is still fairly limited. New survey research (Brücker et al.,
2016a; Brücker et al., 2016b), however, offers a starting point to conceptualize the resource and governance
needs of refugees in the German context (Table 1) and considers the motivations they might have to pursue
means to close these gaps. According to this survey research, primary motivations underlying what is valued and
sought tend to relate to key themes, such as: 1) supplementing limited monetary funds in order to procure
physical resources that the government is not providing; 2) gaining the autonomy and pride that comes with
stable work; 3) better navigating different legal aspects relating to refugee status; 4) sustaining strong ties with
family; 5) maintaining personal space and privacy; and 6) engaging in culturally familiar, daily life practices (such as
eating, keeping religious practices and maintaining preferred gender roles).
RESOURCE TYPE
NATURAL
Natural resources, conditions
of physical space

WHAT IS SOUGHT
• Privacy, personal space
• Larger living areas
• Quiet

PHYSICAL
Tools, equipment, infrastructure

• Better provisions,
facilities
• Food, cooking supplies
• Homey objects

• Internet
• Cell phone data
• Clothing

HUMAN
Personal health, skills, abilities

• Improved hygiene
• Language classes
• Translators
• Job preparation services

• Better physical and
mental health
• Information about
legal procedures

SOCIAL
Networks, practices,
connections with others

• Family, network
connections
• Avoidance of conflict
• Maintenance of cultural
practices

• Leisure activities
• Feelings of welcome
• Childcare, schooling

FINANCIAL
Money, income, credit

• Additional money
• Ability to earn
• Stable job

• Means to recoup
financial losses
• Financial counseling

• Shelter safety
• Neighborhood safety

Table 1. Evidence of governance and resource gaps in the German refugee context
(consolidated from Brücker et al., 2016a; Brücker et al., 2016b)

This emerging evidence is revealing that state-led policy responses have failed to varying degrees at providing
refugees completely adequate resource and governance structures. If the aforementioned theories predict that
refugees may have the capacity to manipulate their living spaces, innovate through their everyday life practices
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and serve as actors shaping (at least, informal) institutional factors of their existence, can an example of everyday
refugee living in the German case serve as evidence for or against this theoretical capacity?
The purpose of this research is thus to understand and describe how (and to what extent) everyday innovations of
refugees can address the governance and resource gaps created by formal, legal institutions of the state. I will
present a qualitative case study from Germany’s “refugee crisis” beginning in 2014. I will draw data from legal and
policy document analysis, daily life observations, and interviews with residents and employees in two designated
government accommodation centers (one run by the German Red Cross, the other by the Evangelical charity
Diakonie) in one municipal district of Cologne, North Rhein Westphalia. Due to its high population and GDP, North
Rhein Westphalia houses the highest number of refugees of any German state (BAMF, 2016). The city of Cologne
has the most refugees in the state (about 6% of the state’s total) (Stadt Köln, 2015).
The IAD framework will guide the components of data analysis and better clarify the previously discussed
relationships between environment, actors, and action arenas for change. First, a content analysis of legal
documents from federal, state, and municipal levels will contextualize the formal, legal institutional space in which
the daily life of refugees takes place. A similar analysis of policy documents of the Red Cross and Diakonie will
assess the degree to which these civil society organizations act as an extension of the state and contribute to the
biophysical characteristics of refugee living spaces. Interviews with center employees will clarify the extent to
which formal institutions of refugee care actually create resource and governance gaps. Experts can also describe
the situations and patterns prompting refugees’ adaptions or lack thereof. Finally, interviews with refugee
residents will provide direct perspectives on the changes that can or cannot be driven “from the bottom up.”
What restrictions do they perceive in their lives, and where do they perceive these restrictions come from? What
are they doing in response to these restrictions and why? How are rules in use invented as a tool to overcome or
conform to institutional shortcomings? Because refugees are not a homogenous group, obtaining their direct
perspectives will also help to better understand how certain typological attributes drive actors, action situations,
patterns of interactions, and outcomes in this regard. These characteristics include, but are not limited to, a
refugee’s specific legal status, country of origin, gender, time in country, family status, education, professional
background, and religion.

Research that adds to the theoretical discussions can impact policies that benefit both states and refugees.
Evolving approaches to humanitarian assistance are beginning to more closely examine how concepts of
institutions, agency, and innovation interact within the refugee context. Discourses are beginning to shift from
viewing refugees as victims who must be saved by the state to agents who can drive positive outcomes in their
own futures (Easton-Calabria, 2015). Recent situations in which refugees have been offered more autonomy in
their daily lives have tended to improve nutrition, preserve more individual household assets, and develop more
resident-driven, community services, (UNHCR, 2006). These outcomes have also led to greater resiliency in
refugee communities by creating means to build sustainable livelihoods that reduce dependency on the state and
increase overall socioeconomic well-being (UNHCR, 2006).
Nonetheless, this agent-driven approach to refugee care and integration is still novel and evolving. More research,
to include my own, is needed to confirm the extent to which refugees can be agents for change in their own
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communities and under what conditions this can optimally occur. As refugee communities continue to grow, acute
policy failures that have direct impacts on these communities are becoming more apparent. In order to move
beyond such failures, practical institutional questions–for example, the degree to which policies are enforced and
followed, actually provide what they claim, and promote positive outcomes–require actionable answers. Research
answering such questions can thus help identify the best combination of institutional factors that support both the
needs of states, as well as refugees. A better understanding of how to construct an optimal institutional
environment can come from knowledge about the innovations refugees drive themselves to address resources
and governance shortcomings they perceive.
Policy makers ought to exercise caution in deriving comprehensive policy changes exclusively from individual case
studies. Collectively, however, they can expand the scope of existing research that aims to elucidate the vast
socioeconomic potential of the creativity and individuality present in everyday refugee life. Such research can help
policy makers to better assess the limits and opportunities of current institutional frameworks. Most importantly,
it can inform more relevant interventions that not only better the conditions of refugees, but also take the
greatest advantage of their capacities and talents to drive change in their new host communities.
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PROTECTION AND ENFORCEMENT HUMAN RIGHTS
IN ASEAN ON HUMAN BOAT ROHINGYA IN STATUS
AS PERFECTION BY INTERNATIONAL LAW
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Indonesia

Human rights are the rights of a person who has owned since the content itself, given by the Creator not the
country or the board as well as host of others are going to be universally. Human rights is a part of the study of
international law because of the nature and character of human rights itself is a defense mechanism and
protection of the individual against the power of the State is vulnerable to abuse, as has been well prove in the
history of mankind on Earth. Thesis research raises several issues, how the history of human rights in the
international community, how the legal protection of ethnic and refugee status under international law, and how
enforcement of human rights in ASEAN towards boat people Rohingya The research methods used in this thesis is
done using the Normative Research Methods by collecting secondary data in Library Studies which this study
originated from pure secondary data derived from books, articles, both from newspapers, websites, and
magazines, and legislation. From the results of this study has concluded that human rights was born with the
Magna Carta, the declaration of human rights by the United Nations and later adopted by several International
Conventions. Problem of refugees in international law set out in the 1951 Convention on refugees accompanied
by the 1967 Protocol on refugees. Upholding human rights on the Rohingya boat is not easy, see the difference of
each legal instrument in the ASEAN countries recognize the existence of refugees in the country areas.
Key word : Human Right, Rohingya Etnic, status of Refugees in ASEAN

PRELIMINARY
Human Rights are the rights that a person has had since his being in the womb, given by the Creator not by the
State or any other institution and universally applicable. The Republic of Indonesia includes Human Rights
(Http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/hak_asasi_manusia.htm. Accessed December 13, 2012 -nb: hereinafter referred to
as Human Rights) in the Constitution of the 1945 Constitution in Article 27 paragraph 1, Article 28, Article 29
paragraph 2, Article 30 paragraph 1, and Article 31 paragraph 1. HAM itself is part of The study of International
Law because of the nature and character of Human Rights itself is the mechanism of defense and protection of
Individuals against the power of the State is very vulnerable to abuse, as has often been proven in the history of
human development on Earth. That everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms of each human being, as
contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, accepted and announced by the General Assembly of the
United Nations (nb: hereinafter referred to as the United Nations) on December 10, 1948 through resolution 217
A (III), then through UN General Assembly resolution 260 A (III) on December 9, 1948 was also adopted by the
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Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the first human rights treaty endorsed
by The UN General Assembly. The Convention focuses on the protection of national, racial, ethnic and religious
minorities from the threat of their existence.
Ethnic or tribal spirits Myanmar is one of Myanmar's ancestral tribes, who are physically, linguistically and
culturally closer to the South Asian people, and some of them are of Arab, Persian and Pathan descent. Ethnic
Rohingya inhabit two towns in the northern state of Rakhine, formerly known as Arakan, western Myanmar since
the 7th century AD. After the independence of Burma on January 4, 1948, U Nu was elected prime minister of
Burma and at the beginning of independence U Nu disappointed the Muslim Rohingyas because in the draft
Burmese consent the Muslims were not included in the category of minorities, whereas the number of Muslims in
Burma was a minority The second largest after the Karen Tribe. Finally, Ethnic Rohingyas have no such rights as
legislative quotas and special guarantees in the intervention of individual minorities' legal status.
The handling of boat human cases is also colored by the interests of countries in the region. For Thailand the
existence of the Rohingya boat man in his territory is illegal and is part of the crime of smuggling and trafficking in
persons. Not unlike Thailand, Indonesia also believes that the wave of refugees is a human trafficking and people
smuggling activity. However, the Government of Indonesia can not turn a blind eye to the Rohingya ethnic
suffering and seek to find the best solution as mandated by the 1945 Constitution. Myanmar as a country of
origin, took an indifferent stance towards the fate of the ethnic minorities and insisted that Rohingyas were not
citizens. While Bangladesh as a poor country in South Asia feel burdened with the large flow of refugees from
Myanmar. Australia which is one of the destination countries has an interest in preventing the entry of refugees
due to the reasons of its national security interests.

A. Human Rights in the International World
The history of human rights in the international world The essence of human rights consists of the two most basic
fundamental rights, namely the right of equality and the right to freedom. It is from these two basic rights that
other human rights are born, or without these two basic rights, other human rights will be difficult to uphold.
Given the importance of the process of internalizing the understanding of human rights for everyone who lives
with others, a historical approach from the recognition of human rights to the UN, "The World Conference againts
racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia, and related intolerence" (Http://www.un.org/WCAR/ekit/backgrounder1.htm, downloaded December 13, 2012). The current development needs to be known by
everyone to affirm the existence of his / her rights with the rights of others. Generally, European scholars argue
that the birth of human rights began with the birth of Magna Charta in 1215 in England by King John Lackland,
thus the power of the King began to be limited as the embryo of the birth of a constitutional monarchy that
berintikan King power as a mere symbol. The birth of this Magna Charta was followed by a more concrete
development, with the birth of the Bill of Rights in England in 1689. At that time began to arise adagium which
essentially is that human equality before the law. This adage strengthens the impetus for the emergence of the
State of law and democracy. The Bill of Rights gave birth to the principle of equality, in which the human rights
warriors had already established that the right of equality should be realized no matter how severely the risks
faced because the right to freedom can only be realized if there is a right of equality.
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Human rights development is further characterized by the emergence of The American Declaration of
Independence born of Roesseau and Montesqueu. So, although in France itself has not been specified what
human rights, but in the United States first proclaim in more detail. Begin to be asserted that man is independent
since in the womb, so it is not logical if after birth, he must be in bondage. Subsequently in 1789 the French
Declaration was born, in which more detailed rights gave rise to the foundation of The Rule of Law, which among
others stated that there should be no arbitrary arrest and detention, including being arrested for no apparent
reason and withheld without A warrant issued by a legitimate official. It is also stated that the presumption of
innocence, which means simply that those arrested are then detained and accused, entitled to be declared
innocent until a permanent, permanent court ruling declares that he is completely guilty. It is also affirmed by the
Freedom of Expression, the Freedom of Religion, the Right of Property and other basic rights that are all covered
by the French Declaration and will ensure the growth of democratic and legal States. It should also be known The
Four Freedoms of the President of the United States Roosevelt delivered on 6 January 1941: The first is freedom of
speech and expression throughout the world. The second is the freedom of everyone to worship God in his own
way, all over the world. The third is the freedom from desire which is defined in terms of the world, meaning in
economic understanding that will secure every nation to live peacefully, healthily for the whole population
throughout the World. The fourth is the freedom from fear which is defined in the world term, ie the reduction of
armaments around the world to such a meaning and in such a way that the nation will not be in a position to
perform an act of physical aggression against any neighboring country in the World (Richard P. Claude, The clasical
model of human rights development, the john hopkins university press, london, 1977. 6 The history of human
rights, 7 February 2013, is on the site http://emperordeva.wordpress.com).
The position of human rights in the Charter of the United Nations and the ASEAN Charter When allies declare the
UN declaration, they declare that victory is essential to preserve life, freedom, independence and freedom of
religion, and to defend human rights and justice. President Franklin D. Roosevelt identifies four freedoms to
sustain:
1. Freedom of speech and expression 2. Freedom of religion 3. Freedom from a life of need 4. Freedom from fear
of war.
The founders of the UN believe that reducing the possibility of war, requires the prevention of massive violations
of human rights. Because of this belief, the earliest UN conceptions have included the role of human rights
development and freedom. The original manuscript of the UN Charter (1942 and 1943) contains a provision on
human rights that must be adopted by any State that joins the United Nations. But a number of difficulties occur,
because of the prospect of their sovereignty, many countries are willing to "develop" human rights but are
unwilling to "protect" those rights. It was finally decided to include some references to human rights in the UN
Charter, in addition to assigning the Commission on Human Rights. The Commission is in the form of the UN under
a provision in the charter, to make an international statement on human rights later. The Charter itself reaffirms
that fundamental belief in human rights, of human dignity, of equal rights between men and women and between
large and small states. In 1994, at the Colloquium on Human Rights in Manila, the role of national institutions and
non- governmental organizations (NGOs) in developing regional mechanisms was emphasized. A year later in
Manila, the Human Rights Committee of LAWASIA formed a Working Group for an ASEAN Human Rights
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Mechanism to recommend in relation to the structure, form and substance of the institution to be established as
well as the steps required for its implementation. In this regard, the working group drafted the Draft Agreement
on the Establishment of the ASEAN Human Rights Commission at the 33rd meeting of Ministerial Meeting in
Thailand in July 2000. The scope of this document includes the proposed mandate, structure, authority and
function of the ASEAN Human Rights Commission To be considered by governments of ASEAN member countries.
The authority of the ASEAN
Human Rights Commission includes petitions and other communications from individuals, NGOs, and countries
that have ratified the treaty. The Commission will also solve the problem by prioritizing the use of peaceful means.
The commission can also make findings about human rights violations, which are persuasive and non-judgmental
recommendations, since the ASEAN Human Rights of Commission is not a legal justice institution. In addition to
the ASEAN Charter, the member states further and in particular signed the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in
Southeast Asia which was held in 1976 in Bali.
Finally, on 23 October 2009, the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights (AICHR) was formally
established. Along with these events, was announced Cha-am Hua Hin Declaration on the Inauguration of the
AICHR as a form of full support for the new ASEAN institution at once also reiterate our continued commitment to
ensure continued development of cooperation to uphold and protect human rights in Southeast Asia. The
establishment of AICHR is a follow-up of the commitments of ASEAN countries in article 14 of ASEAN Charter to
establish a regional human rights institution. Even if it has mandated the establishment of AICHR, the ASEAN
Charter As well of the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights (s) unfortunately does not contain
elements that can provide the prospect of a strong human rights institution (Http://un45.blogspot.com, accessed
on February 13, 2013). Traditional decision making through consensus is still the main working principle of ASEAN.
Besides that there are also various uncertainties in the formulation of paragraphs of the AICHR framework that
can ensure the success of human rights protection efforts in the region. In the Spiritual Conflicts in Myanmar
discussed by the authors in this paper one of them, is one of ASEAN's toughest challenges in realizing the ASEAN
Charter. ASEAN was previously known as a conservative and undemocratic association of states on human rights
issues. The lack of courage to put pressure on Myanmar and the cultural relativism of ASEAN countries has led
many to doubt the effectiveness of the ASEAN Human Rights Board. In contrast, the minimalist approach sees this
as a major step for ASEAN which has never previously included human rights and democracy as an open regional
element. This means that there are still some ASEAN member countries that do the self-closing to discuss this
issue of human rights, because they do forms of human rights violations themselves.

B. Protection of Ethnic Minorities and Refugee Status in International Law
General views on Ethnicity and Minority Almost all countries have minorities within their national territory. In the
Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, the Religious and Linguistic Minorities
1992,17 belonging to minorities are non-dominant groups characterized by national or ethnic, religious and
linguistic minorities. Minorities generally involve numbers. A group is said to be a minority if the number of
members of the group is significantly smaller than any other group within the community as a whole or nationally.
From a social science point of view, the notion of minorities is not always related to the number of members. A
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group will be considered a minority if its members have the power, control and influence that is weak to their own
lives compared to other members of the group. In anthropology books are generally ethnic groups as a population
that has the characteristics:
1. Biologically able to breed and survive
2. Have the same cultural values and are aware of a sense of togetherness in a form of togetherness
3. Establish its own communication and interaction network
4. Determining the characteristics of the group itself received by other groups and can be distinguished from other
groups.
From this definition, an important important feature of an ethnic group is the ability to share the same cultural
traits. Given this cultural aspect the classification of a person or a local group in the membership of an ethnic
group depends on a person's or a local group's ability to demonstrate the cultural nature of the ethnic group.
Various cultural forms are also caused by the influence of ecology. The point is that differences in ethnic groups
are the result of adjustment of members of ethnic groups in the face of various external factors. An ethnic group
living scattered in an area with different ecological environments will exhibit different behaviors according to
where they live. From a social point of view, ethnic groups can be viewed as a social order. In this case the
determining is the fourth limitation of the definition of the above ethnic group, ie determining the characteristics
of the group itself received by other groups and can be distinguished from other groups. Based on this, the
cultural distinction between ethnic groups is divided into two kinds, namely:
1. The visible signs or symptoms, which distinguish between one ethnic group and other ethnic groups, are
cultural forms commonly used to determine identity eg clothing, language, house form, or lifestyle in general,
2. Basic values, for example: moral standards used to assess a person's behavior. The definition of minority groups
to date has not been universally accepted.
However, commonly used in a country, a minority is a group of individuals who are not dominant with distinctive
national, ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics distinct from the majority of the population. Minorities as
'groups' seen from the numbers are smaller than the other population of the country in a non-dominant position.
Its membership has ethnic, religious, and linguistic characteristics that are different from other populations and
show at least an implicitly solidarity attitude aimed at preserving culture, tradition, religion and language.
International Law Instruments against Ethnic Minorities Based on data made in 1990 there are 820 ethnic groups
in 160 countries, now the number of ethnicities worldwide recorded by the latest research in 2010 was 1276
groups. This figure shows how much cultural diversity exists in this world. Of these ethnicities, there are many
ethnic minorities scattered in various countries. The fate of ethnic minorities is also not escape from human rights
violations. As in Rohingya boats in Myanmar, ethnic minorities in Myanmar are being forced to leave their homes,
many victims of human rights abuses by the government, including extrajudicial executions and confiscation of
their lands (Http://www.stanford.edu/group/ethnic/workingpapers/egroups.pdf, accessed March 9, 2013).
Ethnic protection and measures to combat racial discrimination have been made by the United Nations by
adopting a number of resolutions, conventions and declarations. In the first world conference to eradicate racism
and racial discrimination, states are urged to eliminate discrimination because of ethnic or national backgrounds
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among their citizens and protect and promote the human rights of ethnic minorities and nationalities. The
Conference recommended countries to adopt special economic, social, educational, cultural, and civil rights and
political measures to ensure that everyone would enjoy legal equality, thus ensuring that discrimination between
majority and minority has been eliminated. Some of the international instruments associated with this author's
paper, which regulate minority groups are: 1. The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide Defined by United Nations General Assembly Resolution 260 A (III) on 9 December 1948. The
Convention Entered into force on 12 January 1951. The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide is the first human rights treaty authorized by the UN General Assembly. The Convention
focuses on the protection of national, racial, ethnic, and religious minorities from the threat of their existence. The
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide also lists the definitions of genocide and
deeds classified as genocide. Article II of this Convention states: "in the present convention, genocide means any
of the following acts, national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:
A. Killing members of the group B. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group
C. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its in whole or in part
D. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group
E. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group Related to ethnicity, physical destruction
In article II above the protected ethnicity of all acts that may cause the disappearance of some or all members of
the ethnic group, either in ways that prevent the birth of infants in certain ethnic groups or the lives of members
of the ethnic group. Like what happened during World War II when Adolf Hitler attempted to destroy, or to spend
his offspring from, the Jewish ethnicity that was scattered throughout the United Nations, "The World Conference
Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance" (Http://www.un.org/WCAR/ekit/backgrounder1.htm accessed March 9, 2013 24 UN General Assembly Resolution A / RES / 33/99, December
16, 1978 25 United Nations, Loc.cit Europe), perpetrators of genocide as well as those planning genocide whether
they are constitutionally responsible leaders, public officials or individuals may be tried by courts in the country of
genocide or through an international court of jurisdiction. 2. International Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Racial Discrimination Stipulated through General Assembly Resolution 2106 (XX) December 21, 1965 and
entered into force on 4 January 1969. Earlier on 20 November 1963 UN member states have made a declaration
namely United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination through Resolution
1904 (XVIII). The Declaration contains a rejection of racial discrimination by governments and some societies,
cessation of race or color cosmetic racial propaganda, and measures that countries must take in eliminating racial
discrimination. To follow up the Declaration, the UN Human Rights Commission then adopted the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. These International Instruments complement
each other with an element of the specificity of the protection of the rights set forth therein. Protected rights
include protection against genocide, torture and ill- treatment, the promotion of identity, the right to education
and so on.
In another international legal instrument, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted by
General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December 1966 and entered into force on 23 March 1976, in
Article 27 of the present Covenant states that the protection of ethnic minorities That exist in a country not only
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aimed at the recognized ethnic group and obtaining citizenship status. Rather it applies to ethnic groups who do
not have citizenship status, nor are entitled to enjoy the rights protected in these provisions. So what happens to
the Rohingyas, who end up having to be boat people because they are deemed to have no citizenship status in
their own territory, namely in Myanmar State, Rakhine Province, in accordance with their local citizenship Act
does not get his rights as a citizen Myanmar is legitimate. Therefore, many of those who fled and then fled to
other areas as boatmen, without stateless citizenship status and requested asylum to the regional state even to
Australia.
The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination states that "the United
Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 20 November 1963 (General
Assembly resolution 1904 (XVIII) - Jelena Pejic, "Minority Rights in International Law", Human Rights Quarterly,
Vol.19, No. 3, (John Hopkins University Press, August 1997) p. 672.) Refugee Status in International Law
Movements across national borders do not necessarily solve the problem. Precisely new problems arise because
those who cross national borders do not necessarily have a clear legal status in the country where they seek
asylum. They are especially vulnerable to imprisonment, deportation, utilization, and other ill-treatment.
Therefore, an international protection is needed to minimize the threat of violence against them. Before a person
is recognized as a refugee, he is an asylum seeker. Vice versa, an asylum seeker is not necessarily a refugee. If a
person is recognized as a refugee, it will attach itself to the rights of the refugees as well as the obligations to his
protective state. The refugees themselves are a group of people who are forced to leave their homes, friends and
relatives, because of the fear that threatens their lives very much.
Refugees are usually not equipped with travel documents so many are subjected to abuses in both countries of
origin, transit countries, and destination countries. The 1950 UNHCR Statute also has defi- nitions that are similar
to the 1951 Convention even though the 1950 Statute does not include "membership of a particular social group"
as a basis for persecution. So now refugees under UNHCR's mandate are those who are outside their home
country or place of residence, and can not or will not return there because of a serious and indiscriminate threat
to the soul, physical safety or kebebasanya as a result of violence General or disturbing events of disorderly order.
In the sense of refugees in the 1951 Convention there are criteria of participation. This criterion is the basis for
consideration to determine the status of refugees. Decision-makers also need to consider all the facts and
circumstances of the case. These criteria include:
1. Being outside of their nationality or place of daily residence Under the 1951 Convention, a person is referred to
as a refugee if he is outside his nationality or has no citizenship and is outside the country of his or her daily
residence. This fact can be seen based on statements or other information obtained from the applicant or from
other sources. UNHCR, "protecting refugees and the role of UNHCR"( UNHCR, 2008, p. 14. 33 Sulaiman Hamid,
"Asylum in international law", (Jakarta: PT RajaGrafindo Persada, 2002). Fearful Ground In this element there are
two elements, namely the subjective element of "fear" and the objective element is "reasoned".
2. Fear is a state of mind so it is a subjective condition that depends on the background of the applicant and the
way he interprets his situation. In practice, the element of "fear" can be seen from the expression of an
unwillingness to return or can be seen also from the circumstances surrounding it, for example there is a real risk
of financing if the applicant returns. While to judge that the fear is reasonable, it is necessary to look at the
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context of the political situation in the applicant's home country and the applicant's circumstances. In addition it
also needs to understand the background, profile and individual experience of the applicant. The information
already obtained is then evaluated based on objective information about the situation in the country of origin.
3. Persecution The fears of reasoning perceived by the applicant should be related to the persecution. This term
includes all forms of inhumane interference and can not be allowed to continue continuously. For example, access
rights for survival are limited.
4. The reasons of the 1951 Convention a person is entitled to a refugee status if he or she is afraid of being
persecuted for one or more reasons contained in article 1A (2) of the 1951 Convention, namely:
A. Race Is widely defined as any form of prominent tribal features.
B. The Religion of Religion in the 1951 Convention includes not only institutionalized religion, but also includes a
belief system or beliefs or values of a supreme or glorified reality or human spiritual destiny.
C. Nationality here does not only mean citizenship, but also includes groups of people characterized by ethnic,
religious, cultural or linguistic, whether real or perceived.
D. Membership in a particular social group A social group formed from one of the following reasons: 1) Congenital,
such as sex, race, kinship, language or sexual orientation, 2) Unalterable, such as relating to one's past, Members
of a commercial cocoon, 3) the basis of one's identity, conscience or the way in which one's basic human rights are
exercised so that one can not be expected to change it.
E. Political opinion This is called the "nexus" requirement. Or outside societies that group them are widely defined,
including any opinions on matters relating to state, government or community mechanisms. Absence of state
protection In the definition of refugees under the 1951 Convention, one of its elements is that one can not or will
not seek protection from the country of origin or residence of the day-to-day.
The inability to obtain protection from the country of origin implies the existence of circumstances beyond the
control of the person concerned, such as a state in a state of war. While the unwillingness to ask for protection
from the country of origin or place of day-to-day means that the person refuses to be protected by the country of
origin because of reasonable fear will get the financing. The protection of this country is usually understood as the
consular or diplomatic protection that the state imparts on behalf of its citizens abroad. Article 1D and 1E
Convention Relating to the Status of Refuge 1951 contains an exclusion provision. This clause contains elements of
an exception that specify a person does not need international protection under the 1951 Convention even if it
qualifies as a refugee:
1. A person who has received protection or assistance from a UN agency other than UNHCR.
2. A person who has been recognized by the country in which he resides and has received the same rights and
duties as a national of that country.
Refugees also not only as listed above, but there are other types as well as displaced internally. Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs) are often called "refugees", while they differ from others. IDPs are persons or groups of
persons who have been forced or forced to flee or leave their homes or daily dwellings, in particular as a result of
or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, the situation of general violence, human rights violations or
natural or man-made disasters, and Which does not cross the internationally recognized border. So the difference
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lies in the presence or absence of the boundaries of the area passed when avoiding a disaster. Another term often
associated with refugees is "economic migrants", unlike refugees, an economic migrant usually leaves a country
voluntarily with a view to seeking a better life. If they choose to return home, they will still get proper protection
from their government. Refugees fled because of threats to their safety and could not return safely back home
unless there was UNHCR.
Human Rights Enforcement in Asean on Human Rohingnya Boat The news of Rohingya ethnic minority refugees in
Myanmar attracted the international community's attention, after hundreds of boatmen who fled from Myanmar
were stranded in Aceh and expressed the ill-treatment they received while in Thailand. In early 2009, the Thai
Navy captured the Rohingya boatmen in the Andaman waters and then forced around 1,000 boatmen back into
the sea in boats without machinery and without adequate water and food supplies. The International Organization
for Migration (IOM) also found evidence of human rights violations committed by the Thai military. No wonder
then Thailand reap criticism and criticism from various countries including Indonesia. The Thai military treatment
includes inhumane acts even for reasons of law enforcement against the violators or illegal entry though. The
Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) has also requested the Thai government to provide the necessary
protection to boatmen as stated in the 1951 Convention. This case arises amidst the thickness of human rights
issues and raises the question of the seriousness of ASEAN countries in enforcement Human rights and the
establishment of ASEAN Human Right Body. Ethnic spirits when viewed from the status of citizenship, are people
who are not recognized by the country of origin. The Myanmar government does not grant citizenship status
because the Rohingyas do not belong to the 135 ethnic groups belonging to the Union of Myanmar. The Myanmar
government considers the Rohingyas as migrants from Bengali-Bangladesh who later settled in Myanmar. By law
ethnic Rohingya do not get the same rights as other citizens. In line with the policy, the Burmese government
imposed various restrictions on economic, social and political issues, it can be said that they did not obtain
minority rights in Myanmar. Therefore they left Myanmar to earn a better living in other countries or in other
words the economic factor as their main driver became a boat man. According to the 1951 Convention concerning
refugees, refugees are persons outside their home country or place of origin, experiencing fear of prosecution due
to race, religion, citizenship, membership of a particular social group or having different political views and no
stateless and incapable Willing to get protection from their country or return to their home country due to the
existence of the Rohingya ethnic also conduct asylum seekers to other nagara due to pressure in economic factor
in Myanmar. (UNHCR, "Refugee Convention 1951: Questions and Answers", UNHCR, p.11 44Google,
aceh.tribunnews.com, 1 August 2012 accessed March 20, 2013 45 Irma D. Rismayati, Man boat Rohingya) But if
we explore further as discussed by the author in the early chapters, behind the main motive of the economy, the
Rohingyas are subjected to various pressures, tortures and human rights violations with forced labor, without
proper wages in Myanmar's various infrastructure developments. Based on the refugees' definition of the 1951
Convention concerning refugees, the Rohingyas can already be categorized as refugees. The authors say for the
following reasons:
1. This ethnic group faces threats and fears based on race of skin color, religion, of Myanmar State and majority
population there. They are treated unfitly, and are incompatible with basic human rights, such as decent work and
protection before the law.
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2. Then this ethnic becomes a person without clear citizenship status in view of Burma Citizenship Law 1982,
especially in Article 4 where it is said that the Council will determine to which ethnic group is entitled to
citizenship status.
3. Finally they will be categorized as refugees when the Rohingyas, being human boatmen then out of the territory
of Myanmar, seeking asylum in other countries and fulfilling protocol as refugee status.
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951, adopted by the United Nations Conference of
Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons, reinforced by UN General Assembly Resolution
No. 429 (V) of 14 December 1950. This Convention shall enter into force on 22 April 1954. This Convention also
incorporates the principle of non-refoulement in Article 33 (1), whereby States shall not be allowed to evict or
return refugees in any way to the borders of territories Where life or kebebasanya akan threatened because of
race, religion, membership to a particular social group or because of political opinion. This principle is often called
the heart of international protection for refugees, and is a part of human rights that must be accepted and
respected as ius cogens in International Law. So that a country that has not been a participant of the 1951
Convention should respect this principle. Each country has its own regulatory or policy in handling refugee issues
and refugee related issues. Before a person is recognized as a refugee, he is an asylum seeker. In Indonesia the
institution of asylum was first recognized through the Circular Letter of the Prime Minister of Myanmar, The
Rohingya Minority: Fundamental right denied, amnesty International, May 2004, Al Index: ASA 16/005/2004"10.
Ius Cogens are the norms that have been accepted and recognized by civilized countries, which shall not be
repealed and shall not be excluded by anyone
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. Article 1 of this circular states that: "to political refugees, who

enter and who are in the territory of Indonesia shall Given protection under human rights and freedoms, in
accordance with customary international law "Based on the circular the political refugees who came to seek
asylum in Indonesia or reside in Indonesia committed an offense committed for political reasons or purposes,
including attempts to conduct and assistance Of political crimes will be given protection. Further recognition of
the asylum institution is upheld through the Decree of the People's Consultative Assembly Number XVII / MPR /
1998 on Human Rights regulated in Article 24 stating that: "Everyone has the right to seek asylum for political
protection from other countries." In 1999, -Undonesia Number 39 Year 1999 on Human Rights which recognizes
the right to seek asylum in article 28 paragraph (1). The Article states: (1) Everyone has the right to seek asylum
for political protection from other countries. (2) The rights referred to in paragraph (1) shall not apply to those
who commit non-political crimes or acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations. In the
explanation of the article it is said that the determinant of an act including political or non-political crime is a
country that accepts asylum seekers. Then in
10 Http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asser/ASA16/005/2004/en/domASA160052004en.pdf. 48 Burma
Citizenship Law, article 4, "the council of state may decide whether any ethnic group is national or not.
11 Hamid, op. Cit., P. 39. number: 11 / RI / 1956 on the protection of political refugees.

the second amendment of the 1945 Constitution, the provisions on an asylum institution are included in Article 28
G Paragraph (2) : "Every person shall have the right to be free from torture or degrading treatment of human
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dignity and entitled to political asylum from another country."
In the ASEAN region, Rohingya boat people from Myanmar are not the first refugee flows to occur. Previous
refugees also occurred when the May 10, 1975 conflict occurred in Vietnam, which resulted in a flight to regional
countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia. To address this issue, the President issued
Presidential Decree No. 38/1999 on Coordinating the Settlement of Problems of Vietnamese Refugees in
Indonesia. In accordance with the decision of the President then built a refuge center for refugees Vietnam in
Galang Island, Riau Province. Unlike Indonesia, the Prime Minister's Circular Letter Number 11 / RI / 1956 on the
protection of political refugees, article 3 52 of the Law on Human Rights, Law no. 39 of 1999, the explanation of
Article 28 paragraph (2) 53 M. Djamil Usamy, "refugees in Indonesia", Introduction to International Refugee Law:
International Law and International protection principles. 190 other countries such as Thailand there is no
distinction of arrangement for asylum seekers and foreigners entering Thai territory illegally. This is because
Thailand is not a party to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol and does not have a domestic law that
regulates refugees. However, relating to the Rohingya Rohingya Man refugees, the Thai government has created a
policy of providing humanitarian assistance and granting permission to stay on site Refugees already set on the
Thai-Myanmar border. However, if the refugees leave the camp without having a valid document, it will risk being
arrested and deported. Conclusion The starting point of the emergence of human rights began with the birth of
Magna Charta in 1215 in England by King John Lackland and the birth of the Bill of Rights in 1689 which
championed the right of equality, as the starting point for the establishment of a state of law and a democratic
country in the World.
In the modern era is marked by the emergence of the Human Rights Declaration of independence of France in
1789 which is based on understanding the public contracts Roesseau and America's declaration of independence
on July 4, 1776. Then the birth of the United Nations which is the largest organization in the world also upholds
human rights through the birth of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 30 Article, on December 10, 1948
which was then designated as the date of the worldwide warning of human rights. Although it is not an
agreement, all members of the UN are morally obligated to apply it. In Indonesia itself, when it declared its
independence leaders nation's leaders hope that the country has a Constitution which includes specific provisions
on human rights, in order to prevent the system of State power into State based on sovereignty of the people
though in preparation for independence there are differences of opinion in Determine the Constitution and the
direction of this Country. In the ASEAN region, the ASEAN Charter in Article 2 also upholds the human rights values
that ASEAN must strive for. There are several instruments of International Law adapted to the writing of this paper
relating to the ethnic and refugee status. First Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities This declaration defines that minority is a group that is not dominant
with typical national or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities. The definition of minority groups to date has not
been universally accepted. The
second Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, is the first human rights treaty
ratified by the UN General Assembly on December 9, 1948. The third is the International Convention on
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, on 21 December 1965. Forms of human rights enforcement In
ASEAN that should be able to be done by the regional countries to get into trouble, because there are differences
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in the legal instruments of each country to accept and recognize the existence of the boat man Rohingya in its
territory. As well as Malaysia and Thailand, which both did not participate in the 1951 Convention on Refugees or
the 1967 Protocol (UNHCR, "2011 UNHCR country operations profile - Thailand",
http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e489646.html, accessed March 21, 2013 56 Ibid.). Indonesia, one of the countries
that have law enforcement in refugee arrangements, should be able to help the issue of Rohingya refugees.
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Abstract
The study investigated practice of Satellite City in Turkey as related with the territorial trap and sedentarist
metaphysics concepts. Turkey refugee system and practice of satellite city opened and there practice itself needed
to be analyzed by focusing place of Turkish state authority in the analyses; place of nation-state in that processes
in that refers Ministry Of Interior Directorate General Of Migration Management (DGMM), also its ‘transnational’
interactions and networks tried to be shown in the study via examination of place of United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and a NGO in Ankara as the implementing partner of UNHCR that are
responsible for registration and assignation of asylum seekers to satellite city in Turkey analyses. In whole process,
some metaphysics from Turkish society tries to be given by critical discourse analyses of social media; Ekşi
dictionary and Uludağ dictionary that are collaborative dictionaries most popular online dictionary sites in Turkey.
Place of refugees and asylum seekers ‘trapped’ in Turkey also tried to be given through the interview that
conducted with partner NGO workers on refugee area for the study and taken some interviews of academic
studies studied on that issue.
Key words: Turkish satellite city practice, refugees, territorial trap, sedentarist metaphysics

Introduction
Baaz Muhammad Kakar, 23-year-old Afghan asylum seeker says that ‘he is trapped in turkey’. “Kakar has been
stuck in Turkey since March 20, waiting for human smugglers to get him to Greece. ….The money I had has run
out. I don’t speak the language,” he wrote on April 14, adding the only food he could afford is 2-Lira (70-cent)
cheese sandwiches. “I’m stuck wondering what to do. There’s no work,” he said (Pavraz, April 26, 2016).
From that Afghan young asylum seeker’s sentences that says ‘trapped in turkey’, that study opens discussion of
the Practice of Satellite Cities in Turkey related with the territorial trap concept with regard to Liisa Malkki’
National Geographic and Agnews’s Territorial Trap and methodological nationalism discussion in academia certain
extent. The study tries to open questions on whether satellite cities in Turkey bring territorial trap or not thinking
on legacy of nation-state in contemporary transnational order both in academically and also in social and political
realm. Satellite city practice needs investigation to be able to bring critics on nation, state, its society and its
territory as harmony and inseparable concepts in analyses that comes from legacy and sovereignty of nation-state
in social and academic sense. Come to territorial trap and sedentarist metaphysics, both Agnew’s Territorial trap
and Malkki’s National Geographic approach similar problem; that is, in Agnew geography as concept divided in
clear cut container seems problematic, in Malkki also argument is that field concept cannot perceived as such.
Agnew’s critics on conventional thinking in that state as fixed units of sovereign space, domestic/foreign division,
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and state as container of society bring us “territorial trap” in which society seen as nation, land as territory, state
as nation-state, so all as ‘fixation’. Malkki argues that if we encounter something which escapes from that fixation,
we think that is pathology- as in the sedentarist metaphysic and national order of things Malkki explains. In that
study, by investigation of practice of satellite city open way to realize transnational networks behind this practice
in that NGOs, non-state actors, cooperation and agreements among them with together societies in different level
can be seen as participants in that process. To be able to see that networks and mechanism; for the analyses of
that, unstructured interview has been conducted with workers of a NGO in Ankara which is responsible for the
registration and assignation of asylum seekers to satellite cities with referral of Turkish authority and United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to get background information on practice of satellite city,
states, non-state actors and non-governmental organization’s role in satellite cities process and place of refugees
and asylum seekers in that experiences with discussing place of Turkish society in that process. Analyses of place
of Turkish society’s some part in that experience and in the transnational political atmosphere tries to be
discussed with the critical discourse analyses of social media; Ekşi dictionary and Uludağ dictionary that are
collaborative dictionaries most popular online dictionary sites in Turkey which were used as database in the
process of collecting data, giving the opportunity to reach various discursive repertories (Yurtdaş and Yıldırım,
2015). In that analyses, voices of refugees try to be given by the analyzed of academic studies and interviews
conducted with workers of NGO as implementing partner of UNHCR.

Refugee System and Practice of Satellite City in Turkey
Firstly, to open and define the practice of satellite cities in Turkey, it needs to open the refugee system in Turkey.
Turkey maintains in regards to the United Nations 1951 Refugee Convention with the ‘geographical limitations’
that means only European refugees are considered full refugees in Turkey. All other refugees from anywhere
outside Europe that arrive in Turkey and successfully undergo refugee status determination (RSD) procedures are
considered “conditional” refugees by the Turkish government in that refers here in satellite city practice these
groups generally refer Afghans, Iraqis, Iranian and small number asylum seekers like Somalia and Uzbekistan
where workers of a partner NGO argue. Another feature of the refugee system in Turkey is that refugees wanting
to apply for RSD must effectively pass through two systems—one conducts by Turkish authorities and another by
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)—before receiving their status. Refugees must first
register with a NGO in Ankara which is complementing partner of UNHCR that means this NGO make registration
of asylum seekers on the behalf of the UNHCR (UNHCR, and Norman, Sep 2014).
While refugees await an interview with the UNHCR that will determine their status, they must also register with
Turkish authorities by the cooperation with partner NGO, who will then assign them to one of the approximately
51 satellite cities that have been appointed by the Turkish government as temporary residences for refugees.
Throughout that process partner NGO, UNHCR and Turkish authorities that refers DGMM (Ministry Of Interior
Directorate General Of Migration Management) work together to assign certain satellite city. DGMM decide cities
and coordinate satellite city police and municipality authorities, give information and consent on satellite city
assignment process to UNHCR and the NGO as implementing partner of UNHCR conduct registration and assign
certain cities that are decided and authorized by DGMM, Turkish state’s authority for asylum seekers. General
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coordinator of the partner NGO has said in many times throughout my visits of that NGO “ we have very good
relations with both DGMM and UNHCR, so some NGOs criticize us because of our good and intimate relation but
this is from their jealousy” with smiling. They argue that refugees are given access to health care and schools while
they reside in satellite cities, as well as a modest stipend from the government (Norman, 2014). Yet because this
stipend is not usually enough to cover the cost of living in the satellite cities and because there are few work
opportunities, many refugees decide to leave their assigned satellite city in search of work in Istanbul or one of
Turkey’s other metropolises says Kelsey P. Norman (2014) in his article Turkey’s New Migration Policy: Control
Through Bureaucratization. While up until now refugees found residing outside their assigned location have
generally been detained and then returned to their respective satellite city, refugees will face stricter conditions
under the new 2013 Law on Foreigners (Norman, 2014) and also these premises has been corrected by the
workers of partner NGO thinking on practice of Turkish authorities.
Unlike other refugees, Syrians residing in Turkey have under the “temporary protection,” which refer them certain
rights in addition to those granted under conditional refugee status. “Temporary protection is a category created
under the new 2013 law, and can be applied by the government to any group entering Turkey in mass numbers.
While twenty-five percent of the approximately 1.3 million Syrian refugees in Turkey live in camps managed and
funded by the Turkish government, seventy-five percent of live outside of the camps in either metropolises or
‘satellite cities” and temporary protection and registration of Syrians are conducted by government itself; that is,
directly by the DGMM, rather than any cooperation with partner NGO and UNHCR (UNHCR, and Norman, 2014).
When I asked the reason of it, workers generally refer politics of the government and UN and also in general
political atmosphere in the Middle East and world politics in some extent. In that study, Syrian refugees under the
temporary protection law and other asylum seekers such as Afghans, Iraqi and Iranian mostly in Turkey system are
taken as interchangeable because even their category is different, their subjection to system and process of
satellite city, accessing to services, and limiting freedom of them with together idea of controlling them seems
coming from very same understanding and mechanism in that context. As Michael Agier says, ‘category of refugee
is itself broken down into distinct categories of vulnerability, which end up establishing hierarchy of
misfortune.’(2011:213).The exercise in division can be read somehow as the application of bio-power.
UNHCR says that assignment of satellite cities that conducted by partner NGO with the ‘permission’ of DGMM is
depended on being relatives of asylum seekers, their health condition; medical needs, familial situation, and also
points out that ‘the referral power belong to DGMM; that is, it is based on state’s authority an decision in that
during interviews, workers of partner NGO also again mention and refer that ‘power of Turkish state’. Come to
interview conducted with some stuff of partner NGO. One of them is responsible for the process of assignment of
satellite cities and work with cooperation with DGMM, another is protection assistant for the registration unit of
the NGO in that as in mentioned in the beginning, the NGO as the complementing partner of UNHCR is primary
registration place of that process for asylum seekers with cooperation and information flow to UNHCR and one
another worker I talk with is protection coordinator of Syrian project that means again work with DGMM on Syrian
refugees.
As they and UNHCR argues, the majority of satellite cities are located in Anatolia and metropolitan cities like
Istanbul, Ankara, and Izmir are not considered as satellite cities. The ministry of interior has authority to decide
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number of satellite cities that recently increase number of those cities from 31 to 51 and has power to arrange
size of the refugee population in certain satellite city (UNHCR). The reason of satellite cities are selected from
generally small and ‘underdeveloped’ Anatolian cities has been explained by UNHCR‘s online book on satellite
cities that ‘satellite cities are selected from ‘secure’, silent and ‘non-criminal’ cities in Turkey’, so asylum seekers
can live in their satellite city within peace with Turkish society where they can take health and education services
of that certain satellite cities. When I ask about that issue to worker of NGO on satellite city with referral to
DGMM, he says that “this is of course for the control, how to manage that population? Satellite cities help Turkish
authorities to control refugees.” He also adds that unfortunately, satellite cities have no job opportunity and no
good facility in terms of health and education. But “think throughout Turkey, is there perfect city for it?” how to
control I asked and he says that asylum seekers have mandatory sign to authority of satellite cities; that are
generally police station’s foreign department where applicants; asylum seekers sign document in each week, so
they have to live in assigned satellite cities and sign each week,’ they have no chance to live in another city.’
Turkish authorities are very strict in that issue he says, “I cannot make any arrangements and change in satellite
cities of asylum seekers sometimes even person’s relatives live in Manisa and even has some health problem, I
cannot still make change satellite cities from Yozgat to Manisa for example”, so he accepts that satellite city
practice has many problems. For example, he says “our protection officers that responsible for the LGBTI refugees,
single women or single women household, unaccompanied children that generally lost their family in the border,
disabled refugees and asylum seekers and those have some serious health problems always complain about
attitude of Turkish authorities that become trouble in assignment of satellite city to certain asylum seekers.” After
that, I ask questions to protection assistant she also mentions that “according to UNHCR protection rules and
satellite city practice in rules, we should refer vulnerable asylum seekers to some cities according to their need
and vulnerability. For example, an asylum seeker has serious health problem; cancer and have no effective
treatment facility of that cancer in Ardahan, so I refer that person to Samsun and Turkish authority in Samsun
cannot accept this and say ‘Samsun is not satellite city now, so you cannot send refugees in that cities’” she says
and adds that “I cannot know how to ‘protect’ them in that way, there are many cases like this.”
She also has shared a story that makes her very sad a ‘Afghan-Iranian woman asylum seekers ‘s child was very
serious illness, she is alone in Turkey that escape from war atmosphere and some terrorist organization, so her life
is so hard and she cannot work even in informal sector for care of her child. She has to leave her satellite city for
the look for doctor for her child and good hospital. After 2 weeks’ period of her child’s treatment, she faces the
threat of deportation because she leaves her satellite city. She says to me if she deported to her country of origin,
she will be murdered by that terrorist organization, but DGMM does not interest that story actually!’
From Norman and lawyers of partner NGO, refugees can now be deported if they are found by Turkish authorities
to be residing illegally outside of their assigned residence, since leaving the satellite city without authorization is
“considered a withdrawal of the refugee’s application, because then the refugee is not fulfilling their obligations to
the Turkish authorities” (Norman, 2014).
One another worker of the NGO who works on protection of Syrian refugee I talk with says about satellite cities
that “The partner NGOs and UNHCR have no decision on satellite cities and camp areas for Syrian refugees in
which DGMM control. Syrian refugees are under the DGMM rules and practices. I get information of one Syrian
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refugee that with his family go to Antalya for work in agriculture, but municipality, Antalya DGMM with other
Turkish authorities in the region say that refugee to sign document which argues ‘you cannot be seen around the
seaside and touristic place as refugee’ and I heard that Turkish authorities start to make refugee sign certain
document that argue ‘they cannot live, walk and stay in certain city centers and places.’

Satellite City Experience and Refugees as ‘State of Exception’
Peter Nyers in his study Rethinking Refuges: beyond states of emergency says that state is not distinguishable from
its practices; here modern politics is spatial politics. Nyers points out from Rob Walker and argues that modern
politics’ crucial condition of possibility is “the distinction between inside and outside, between the citizens,
nations and communities within and the enemies, others and absences without” (Walker, 195: 306 as cited in
Nyers, 2006). From this understanding, modern state provides spatial resolution to problem of political order by
insisting that all disputes within its bounded territory will be solved by legitimate sovereign power. Nyers argues
that the refugee is constituted by being exposed to the violent limits of the sovereign relation known as the ‘state
of exception’. “That relationship is not necessarily oppositional; rather refugee is not simply excluded from
political realm. Refugees’ relationship to the political can be described as kind of inclusive exclusion; that is,
refugees are included in the discourse of normality and order only by the virtue of their exclusion from the normal
identities and ordered spaces of the sovereign state. As an object of classification, the refugee is trapped within
sovereign relation of exception, a relation that Agamben argues that is an “extreme form of relation by which
something is included only through its exclusion” (Agamben, 1998:18 as cited in Nyers, 2006).
Nyers shows that refugee identity is limit-concept of modern accounts of the political and is constituted through
an exceptional logic: whatever qualities are present for the citizen are notably absent for the refugee. NGOs,
government and international humanitarian organizations; here UNHCR as seen their handbook and brochures of
partner NGO and NGOs working on refugee services mention refugees always in crises vocabulary; that is, whole
issued of refugees are spoken within form of a ‘problem’ that need practical, technical and operational solution.
Michel Agier says as in Managing the Undesirables that “protection of the stateless-here refugees and asylum
seekers- is no more than a euphemistic justification for controlling the undesirables.” (2011:211).That crises
vocabulary find itself place in societal level in that as Nyers says that ‘ human beings as possessing fearful
subjectivities generally find themselves subjected to representational practices which define them as something
less than human where the construction of refugee can be given to discursively establish animal quality to
refugeeness’ (2006:17). He argues in his study that how this animality bring significant challenge to contemporary
cultures of hospitality in that representing refugee in that way in metaphysis of society it can be said from
Derrida’s rereading of hospitality which include hostile dimension; hospitality. “Hospitality allows for encounters
that refugees without pretending that anxiety and conflict are absent, but also without negatively characterizing
refugees as bestial beings to be feared and controlled” (Nyers, 2006). From Nyers, here the study discuss that
issue by the analyzing interviews conducted in partner NGO and social media through critical discourse analyses
investigated by Yıldırım and Yurttaş (2015).
From interviews, it can be inferred that satellite city can be analyzed with concepts territorial trap and sedentarist
metaphysics. State sovereignty can be sensed in that analyses, but it is important to see mechanism in that
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workers of NGO argue that on the satellite city practice state sovereignty play key role with cooperation of UNHCR
and partner NGO Here, the study aims to realize that whole process is dependent on refugee system of Turkey; EU
regulations on refugees and UN refugee system in that RSD arrangement, resettlement, taking refugee status are
dependent part of that satellite city practice. Turkey assign that city temporarily in that sense, so waiting duration
and limitation of freedom directly related with relation between UNHCR, Turkish authority and EU ad US migration
and refugee system. As a result of the need of the analyses of that mechanism with the criticizing of place of state
and its networks and opening discussing on territorial trap, that study aims to analyze social media; Ekşi and
Uludağ dictionary that gives analyses of Turkish society’s place in that experience and the transnational political
atmosphere tries to be discussed with the critical discourse analyses of social media; Ekşi dictionary and Uludağ
dictionary that are “collaborative dictionaries most popular online dictionary sites in Turkey which were used as
database in the process of collecting data, giving the opportunity to reach various discursive repertories” (Yurtdaş
and Yıldırım, 2015). Dictionaries cannot be seen as representative, but here the aim is only trying to analyses
discourse to bring issue societal side.
The topic of war atmosphere of Middle East and Syria has been agenda for both government of Turkey and society
itself. Refugee crises in that extent push some critics and ideas of society to that side. Here, that our study think
that to reach societal level recently can be possible via analyzing social media. Here, entries of Ekşi and Uludağ
dictionary is shown to look societal level of perception of refugees by the using analyses of Yurttaş and Yıldırım
made in 2015 about descriptive repertories on Syrian asylum seekers in Ekşi and Uludağ dictionary in addition to
understanding issue in analyzing academia and politics.
From their study and additional analyses our study add, in that platforms, asylum seekers are criticized as treats;
firstly, asylum seekers themselves as personal threat and secondly, they has been constructed in nature, as being
refugee-ness as inert, feeble-minded and the tool of violence. The ‘enemy among us’ discourse is very common
where it can be remembered Malkki’s critics to see refugee as loss of morality and territorial displacement as
pathological (1992:31). Some of these dictionary entries say that;
“They are group I cannot make sense of. I am thinking now, if I go to a country as a refugee because of problems in
my country, hell, I’d be a bit embarrassed! I would try to live inconspicuously in a corner. Consider the psychology
of guests. Look at them. I see they are more relaxed than us, roaming around, shouting and disturbing people
without hesitation (excerpt: 06.08.2014, ekşi sözlük; from Yıldırım and Yurttaş, 2015:114).
“They are people who damage turkey’s economy every day. Come on, friend! I am also a people person, but
refugees like them cause my people to lose their job because they get hired so cheaply, as if the food they take is
not enough,” ( excerpt: 10.05.2014, uludağ sözlük, Yıldırım and Yurtdaş, 2015).
These asylum seekers do not behave suitably as like the ‘ guest’ and/or these refugees damage the economy; in
the subtexts of many entries that our study also looks refer that refugees as category, as alien, as out of the
national order of the things from Malkki that says if something go out of the national order of things, and fixationthat refer critics of methodological nationalism-, they are pathological in understanding, also Wimmer and Schiller
say that “ modern nationalism fuses four different notions of peoplehood; these are people as sovereign entity,
people as citizens of state -discussed in Yıldız and Sert also-people as a group of obligatory solidarity and people as
ethnic community……once order is established, nationalist imaginary can be protected on the surface of the earth
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and become territorially inscribed…… in nationalist doctrine as well according to container model of society,
immigrants must appear as antinomies to orderly working state and society, even in societies where past
immigration constitutes the foundation myth of the nation” (2002:309).
From the sayings of satellite city assistant talking on satellite city, he argues ‘otherwise, how state controls
refugee’. This perspective with the practice of satellite city itself bring that how asylum seekers perceived as
pathology and problem and how to manage them throughout the history of academia that refer methodological
nationalism discussions and nation-building is become question here discussed with the discussion of refugee
camps, detention centers, open air prison ; that is, in that study satellite city practice. Similarly, Deniz Sert and
Uğur Yıldız (2011) in their article To Be or Not to Be: the Case of Refugees in Satellite Cities of Turkey ask that why
and how Turkish authorities plan to control refugees by satellite cities. They show that satellite cities increase
control of state sovereignty on its legislative power on asylum seekers. Chernilo (2006) says on the methodological
nationalism that refers ‘equation between the concept of society and nation-state in modernity’ and to transcend
it, it needs to tackle understanding of nation-state’s history, its features, its position and legacy of nation-state in
modernity. This also opens the way to ask questions on how its knowledge is produced. From that point, S, Eldren
(2010) asks how states operated in certain way that normalize and perpetuate spatial order of things? And A,
Murpy (2010) asks also is there challenge to ideological norms of modern-state system? That study aims to
investigate that legacy and position of nation-state thinking on place of asylum seekers and refugees in that it
chooses satellite city as case to analyze. From Sert and Yıldız (2011) Westphalian nation-state system has not erase
invisible boundaries yet even in transnational order thinking on citizens of nations and not. Invisible state
boundary has established through exclusion and inclusion they say in that they refer satellite city practice. That
invisibility is not limited with the state boundaries; it is also valid for some living beings that are invisible despite
their voices, appearances and bodies. They exist without being recognized by any nation-states and without
recognition. This is seen from interview with Syrian protection coordinator of partner NGO that reflects authorities
cannot endure refugee’s appearances in public and some touristic place. That ‘small’ city boundaries try to settle
in vision of society, vision of service provider and workers of NGO working on refugee services via practice of
satellite cities in that how state normalize that practice need to further and deep research also. Sert and Yıldız say
that there is dichotomy between citizens and non-citizens who are out of the system. While citizenship as political
life refer legality, rights, and entitlements, non-citizenship; asylum seekers and refugees as bare life refers
illegality, rightlessness, non-participation and exclusion. Asylum seekers seems alien to that certain system with
the category of non-citizenship. They also says that through construction of satellite cities, how find place asylum
seekers themselves versus Turkish society, and they also shows the role of Turkish authorities in that experience in
that their plan is controlling refugees via satellite cities (p.178). Sert and Yıldız also open citizenship broadly and
mention that “citizenship as legal status describe what you get; persons as citizens avails legal privileges such as
civil, political and social rights provided by state. Citizenship as activity; what you owe, that refers participation in
political activity; right to vote and right to work. Citizenship as identity, what you feel refer to psychological
dimension of identification on the individual level referring to loyalty and commitment.” (2011:180). From the
being non-citizen of that certain society makes you out of the certain order, in that point Lisa Malkki critically says
that from pathologization of WW II refugees,” refugees loss of bodily connection to their national homelands
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came to be treated as a loss of moral bearings. Rootless, they were no longer trustworthy as ‘honest citizens’
“(1992: 32). From the last interview that says Turkish authorities say that refugee to sign document which argues
‘you cannot be seen around the seaside and touristic place as refugee’ can be found place itself in also academia.
Mallki says that “refugee studies shares earlier text the premise that refuges are as problem; refugees are not
ordinary people, rather anomaly requiring specialized correctives and therapeutic interventions.” That
understanding has also observed during the interviews in partner NGO that advertise their multi-service center,
psycho-support centers projects for refugees that give psychological support for refugees, also departments of
protections cooperation with UNHCR departments that say ‘refugees need psychological treatment’ says
protection team of that NGO continuously and again Mallki shows that we do not deny that displacement can be
shattering experience, “it is rather this: our sedentarist assumptions about attachment to place lead us to define
displacement not as a fact about sociopolitical context, rather as inner, pathological conditions of displaced.”
(1992:33). Different actors see that ‘problem’ in very different way; that is, position of partner NGO and other
NGOs working on refugee services, UN and position of Turkish authorities are different in that process as seen in
interviews in that NGO worker also criticize state centric programs and practice of state authorities, but it is crucial
to realize that all are the part of that play thinking on whole process. Here, it can be seen from both in Ekşi and
Uludağ sözlük in that the study show small piece of that repertoire and sum the general views from discourses
related with Malkki’s points, and also by the such satellite city practice, it can be argued that as Agamben shows
‘camps’ –concentration or refugee camps- is the paradigm of political modernity as legal categories and idea of
sovereignty have served as justification for abandoning ‘enemy bodies’ to zones outside strict legality (Kanwar,
2015). As refugees seems as enemy bodies against harmony between state and its nation, its national order, as
they are out of national order, so they are found in state of exception in state, its nation and its territory.

In Lieu of Conclusion
The practice of Satellite cities thinking on legacy and position of nation-state promote territorial trap and
sedentarist metaphysics both in imagination of society, academia and also social and political networks in all levelhere societies, governments, refugees, NGOs, non-state actors (Nye and Keohane, 1971:334).The article approach
with the critics of satellite city practice tries to bring critics of position and sovereignty of nation-state. From the
analyses of ekşi and uludağ dictionary that reflect sedentarist metaphysics in society itself as example case, from
Malkki (1992), there is “immigrants as security risks, as marginal and as exception to rule of territorial
confinement”, Malkki says that migration studies also mirrored the ‘nationalist image of normal life’ that
discussed in dictionary analyses. That is crucial point that we can only start to go beyond methodological
nationalism by the way we realize history and position of nation-state (Chernilo, 2006) both in practice and in its
reflection in societal level. That study also with the critics of satellite city practiced agrees both Chernilo (2006)
and Wimmer and Schiller’s (2002) argument that says thinking carefully on methodological nationalism and reject
it, so that study also tries to be not colored by methodological nationalism, at the same time it does not obsess
with orthodoxy of metropolitanism (seen in Ulrich Becks mentioned in Chernilo and Wimmer and Schiller, 2002)
because as seen in satellite city practice, role of nation-state still need to be analyzed and criticized thinking on
locality of satellite cities.
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In academia, there is absence of political voice or place of refugees in discussion, this study argues that there is
voices of refugees that also need to be put in analyses with together transnational networks, so the study starts
with the sentence from a refugee and concludes voices of Afghan asylum seekers networks even the study realizes
own limitation in that no chance to interview with asylum seekers and refugees in that study. Afghan asylum
seekers platforms who struggle for the rights of Afghan asylum seekers in Turkey and their rights to RSD says in
their website (Hazara People International Network) that “it is even worse to imagine that in the peak of the world
modernization, some groups of people -that refer especially afghan asylum seekers in turkey-are locked in small
place- refer satellite cities of Turkey- and denied the freedom of movements –that here criticize Turkey and EU
politic on the refugee issue-.” (Hazarapeople, June 22, 2011). This also show place and voice of refugees and
asylum seekers in that process; as Syrian refugees and other asylum seekers and their communities in Turkey are
main part of that process.
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Abstract
In last decades, forced migration movements increased unfortunately and caused a number of people to leave
their countries, homes. According to United Nations High Refugee Committee (UNHCR), “65.3 million people
forcibly displaced worldwide and if these people were a nation, they would made up 21st largest country in the
world” (2016, pp 2,72). Since World War II, this number is highest in the world. In addition there is an important
fact that more than 50 per cent of these refugees are younger than 18 years old (UNHCR,2016). All these refugees
need to have access to their basic needs. In this context, especially existence and quality of food, health and
educational services have importance. Host countries should make plans for these services even refugees are
“temporarily protected” because “temporarily” time is unbounded. 1 year can be temporary time for refugees but
also 20 year also can be a temporary time. Moreover, refugees may have cultural problems as the time
progresses. Cultural problems are very important issues that refugees may face. Due to different cultural dynamic
of host countries, refugees culture can be shapen. Multicultural socialization occurs when these type of migration
movements exist. Multicultural socialization is the process of acquiring values, cognitions, emotions and behaviors
from a different culture through social mechanisms.
As stated above 50 per cent of refugees are children (UNHCR,2016). Refugee children are not only need
to access humanitarian needs but also education. Getting a good education is every child’s right as stated in
Children Rights. According to Children Rights’ 28th article, all governments should give free and compulsory
elementary school education to every child and make arrangements to sustain a healthy education life
(UNHCR,1990). Refugees also have rights to get proper education. Even though, making a new system or adapting
to established system for refugees is sometimes hard for host countries, getting this responsibility is crucial in
context of human rights. Turkey is one of the countries that hosts high number of refugees. According to European
Comission Eurostate Release, Turkey hosts 3.4 million refugees and Turkey is the first country that hosts number
of refugees (2017). From these refugees, 51 per cent of them are children (UNHCR,2016). Considering the fact that
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there are so many young refugees, education plays an crucial role for adaptation to society and decrease level of
language barrier. Education system of Turkey should be arranged according to refugees and should respect their
identities. When refugees migrate, a common culture occur in society. This common culture, affect refugees
identities. Governments and policy makers should aware that, refugees are not only have their identities but also
they probably have host countries identities. Sustainability and combination of different cultural identities are
important part of refugee education. To achieve this goal, curriculums for refugee students should be well
analyzed and planned based on multiculturalism. In this paper, a multicultural curriculum advice will be given to
establish a better education life for Syrian refugees in Turkey.

Introduction
Though, mobilization increased especially with increasing technology and welfare level there are so many people
mobilize in a different context. Migration movements caused people to move all around the world. Unfortunately
because of war, famine and contagious diseases forced migration movements occurred. When we look at last
decade, Syrian War has been left mark on the world. It has huge effects both in country and outside of the
country. Syrian War that starts in 2011 caused 5.5 million people to migrate from Syria (UNHCR, 2016a). Turkey,
Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Egypt and some European countries hosts these refugees. Turkey’s geographical
position lead Turkey to be a leader in context of hosting refugees. Increasing number of refugees has some
significant effects on countries. Basically, countries should recover and improve their systems for instance
infrastructure, education, health systems are some of them. Refugees effects are not only limited with sharing
resources. Demographic effects are inevitable. Particularly considering the fact that there has been a huge number
of young refugees. These young refugees effects on countries are similar with young citizens effects. As a result,
these young people should be well educated.
Turkey’s refugee education policy is very critical for refugee children to sustain their lives and adaptation to
society. Syrian refugees mother tongue is Arabic which is different from Turkish. As a result, these refugee
children has a language barrier first. To solve this problem, curriculum of schools should revised. If this
arrangements will not take place not only Turkey but also other host countries will face to face with broad range
of problems like early child marriage, child labor and employment of refugees in illegal ways. Turkey has been
taken highly important steps to decrease child marriage but if they will not focus on refugee education this
problem occur again. To avoid these problems, host countries basically focus on education. Turkey gives free
education to Syrian children but there is not any legal article that states refugees education is mandatory until
university. For Turkish citizens, there is a system called 4+4+4 and all Turkish citizens have to get education until
university. From this perspective, Syrian students do not have the same opportunity as Turkish citizens in case of
education. There are number of difficulties that Syrian refugees face with, language barrier of both families and
children, economical conditions, prejudices towards refugees are some of them. Unfortunately, due to these
difficulties 61 per cent of refugee children in Turkey who are in going-school age can not enrolled to primary or
secondary education (UNHCR,2016b). Syrian students are going to temporary training center’s. These centres are
located in some government schools Refugee children get education after Turkish children’s classes finish. In these
centers, Syrian curriculum is continuing and giving by Syrian teachers. Also, Turkish classes are given by Turkish
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teachers. In 2017-2018 academic year, Syrian students will integrate into Turkish government schools with Turkish
students. However, there is a less integrated system and Turkish identity based curriculum has been teaching in
Turkish governmental schools. There is no class or curriculum that emphasis importance of multiculturalism. There
is no class that Syrian children will understand Turkish culture or vice versa. Due to lack of multiculturalization and
adaptation, prejudices against refugees started to occur. To eliminate prejudices, education system should be
based on multiculturalism and global values should be told to students. In addition, hate speech against refugees
increased all around the world. There are some examples in Turkey can be seen in real life and social media
unfortunately. To have a peaceful society, more conscious youth should be raised in a multicultural form.

A Contemporary Issue of the World: Refugees
As Ormsby stated, since 2011, number of displaced people around the world increased more than 50 per cent
(2017). Year 2011 is so critical because Syrian War started and effected 5.5 million people, caused them to
become a refugee (UNHCR,2016a). Forced migration caused them to leave their country like Afghans and South
Sudanese people. “Forced migration is not something we discover but something we make” (Working,Turton,2003
pp 3,17). Political and economical problems affect not only refugees lives but also all world. Displacement can
cause so many problems in host countries. In addition, refugees traumas, identity fights and struggle for life is so
depressing. One of the most significant effect of forced migration is it affects all people from all socioeconomic
backgrounds. A person can be a millionaire, an intellectual or a worker can all affect same time from the
migration. Also maybe it is nonvisible fors o many people but children are affected from forced migration issue so
much. They may have trauma, chronic diseases during the migration process and after. Life standards of
immigrants decreased steadily after migration. However, to survive in this standards refugees need support from
local authorities, NGO’s (Non-Governmental Organizations) and societies. One of the way to increase refugees life
standards is education. To give an appropriate education for them and creating a common culture would affect
their lives profoundly.
Adapting to a new culture is hard for refugees because they migrate into societies that have very different
structure from them. As an example, if we want to analyze top 10 countries which accept high number of refugees
90 per cent of them are developing countries. To stay in camps in a developing or developed country is irrational
for refugees. They seek job opportunities in these countries rather than staying in a shelter. UNHCR states that in
Turkey, 91 per cent of refugees are living in cities (2017b). Turkish government gives work permits to refugees.
Okyay states that, at the end of 2016, 13,298 Syrian refugees have work permits (2017). Considering the adult
number of refugees in Turkey, this number is really low. Some of these refugees are entrepreneurs that opened
their own restaurants or companies but still there are so many blue-collar workers. Unfortunately, some illegal
labor is included. Especially due to hard economic conditions in big cities, high house rents, high prices lead
children to become worker. Though this is illegal, refugee children are forced to work. United States Department
of Labor also states that in textile, furniture and manufacturing sectors child labor has been increasing and these
children get less than half of the wages that are given to adults.
Pakistan is the second country that host the highest number of refugees. Most of the refugees in Pakistan has
been came from Afghanistan. Around 1.4 million refugees are living in Afghanistan. Afghan refugees also live in
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some European countries and Iran. Most of Afghan refugees are living in Iran and Pakistan, which are developing
countries. Also in 2016 in Iraq 953,447 and in Turkey 118,116 Afghan refugees are living (People of Concern
Popstats UNHCR, 2016). Developed countries has less Afghan refugees compared to developing countries (Human
Rights Watch, 2017). Due to political issues between Afghanistan and Pakistan, as a host country Pakistan has
been started refoulement of these refugees. UNHCR numbers showed that in 2016, 1,737,882 refugees came
back to Afghanistan though they have lack of humanitarian resource and job opportunities (2017c). In Afghan
refugees case, children refugees are high too. More than half of the Afghan refugee population are children
(UNHCR,2017c). Moreover, 74 percent of Afghan refugees living in Pakistan are below age of 24 (UNHCR,2016a).
Giving education for these children is really crucial because there is a non-negligible existence of terror in that
geography. To keep children safe and add value to their lives education has a huge place.
Lebanon is the third country that host highest number of refuges. Lebanon hosts 1 million Syrian refugees
(UNHCR,2016a). Lebanon has some advantages based on refugees due to it’s geographical proximity. Language of
Lebanon is same as Syria, Arabic. Also, cultural differences are possibly less than Turkey or any other country that
Syrian refugees are living in. However, Jesri states that spread all around Lebanon, there is not any formal camps
(2015). This situation may affect to access education in a negative way because if government can not gather
refugees it is hard to follow their needs.
Iran is the fourth country that hosts the highest number of refugees. Iran not only hosts Afghan refugees but also
hosts Syrian refugees. There are 979,435 refugees in Iran (UNHCR,2016a). Afghan refugees can attend schools like
citizen of Iran. In Iran, refugee children are getting education based on countries curriculum (UNHCR, 2016b). This
situation is critical because this curriculum is not multicultural and does not fit to refugees culture.
Due to conflicts in South Sudan so many people become refugees. Almost one third of the population of South
Sudan is displaced. “More than 1.7 million South Sudanese have fled the country and an estimated 7,5 million
people are in need of urgent humanitarian assistance inside South Sudan, including more than 1.9 million
internally displaced people (IDPs)” (UNHCR,2017a). Sudanese people mostly migrate to neighborhood countries
and all these countries are not developed countries like Sudan or developing countries.IRRA (International
Refugee Rights Association) states that in Uganda there are 1 million South Sudanese refugees (2017). Due to
economical conditions of host countries, refugee education is not successful so much. UNHCR states that almost
65 per cent of these children can not have access to education (2016a).
From all these examples it can be clearly seen that migration movements affects children so deeply. These refugee
children are getting education in cultures which they did not born into. In addition, some refugee children were
born into a society which is totally different than their families. For instance, according to AFAD (Disaster and
Emergency Management), until July 2017, 224.750 children were born in Turkey. As time passes, these refugee
children grew up and they grew up in a multicultural world. Possibly they will be bilingual, they will learn their
mother tongue in home and they will learn host country's official language in schools or during social activities.
These refugee children will possibly have conflict about their identity in their minds. If education system can be
redesigned based on refugee identity, global values and cultural combination, refugee children can be saved and
reintroduce to society.
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All in all more than half of the refugees around the world are children (UNHCR,2016a) and these children need to
get proper education like normal citizen children. Approach of countries toward them maybe different but they
should meet in a common point that these children are not bounded with national borders they are world’s
children. To save children, education is an important mechanism. In next part of this paper, multicultural
socialization and refugees identity is discussed. After that, a curriculum advice for refugee children in Turkey is
given.

Education, Multicultural Socialization and Reconstruction of the Identity
Different countries, different people have different cultures. Globalization is a value that creates a new culture
which everyone can meet in a common point. A Turkish person can wear blue jeans also a Japan can wear blue
jeans too. Spread of internet and social media also plays a significant role here. These channels showed people
that culture is not only restricted with countries borders. From these examples, we can easily say that people from
different backgrounds, cultures, countries established a new culture that called global culture. Multicultural
socialization is another part of global culture. Multicultural socialization process is a significant way of having
values, behaviors and cognitions from a different culture via social mechanisms. Education is one of the most
effective social mechanism that combine cultures, discover talents and shaping identities.
Education encourages wide based improvement of human abilities and possibilities. With a specific end goal to
locate the self and to investigate the potential that the individual has, the individual need to teach her psyche and
soul. The individual distinguish herself in light of the education that he/she has.
Education begins in the family and proceeds through all lifetime. The education that is gotten from the family is
the essential determinant of the personality development. Data that is found out from guardians that we have,
the condition that we grow up, the racial or religious gathering that we have a place or companions that we play
with are operators for the character development.
Vincent (2003) says that education is not only a question of the activity of the political rights but on the other
hand is the way to the verbalization or generation of the character. In a few nations education is an
unquestionable requirement however other like African nations it is an extravagance. Despite the fact that
education is a required commitment by the law, it assumes a key part on the development of the personality.
As a result of the cultural assimilation outcasts look to remake their personality when they touch base in another
general public. Individuals want to distinguish themselves in view of their gathering enrollment. Since they need to
increment in-assemble self-adequacy, they have a tendency to oppress out-gathering. Evacuees are uncovered
various separation. That is the reason they feel the need of having a place a gathering that exist in the host nation.
They reproduce their personality in like manner.
To discuss the reproduction of the character, Social Personality Hypothesis can be inspected. McLeod (2008)
expressed that the focal speculation of social character hypothesis is that gathering individuals from an ingathering will look to discover negative parts of an out-gathering, therefore improving their mental self-view. In
this manner the local open separate the displaced people which has a place with out-aggregate so as to build their
confidence. As a result of these sorts of social clashes, outcasts are compelled to face such rough acts and
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practices. Indeed, even the most people don't demonstrate any forceful demonstration, despite everything they
feel scorn toward outcasts.
Keeping in mind the end goal to end the contention between two gatherings, the administration should give exiles
more social part to coordinate them into local society. So displaced people can build their character as indicated
by the social part that s/he plays in the general public. In any case, it is precise for displaced people to totally
adjust in an absolutely new society and culture. Regardless of the possibility that they had just battled far from the
war, individuals had their own particular societies in their recollections and comprehensions. They ought not to be
torn from this culture. Since recollections that we have are vital. Our past encounters are put away in recollections
and these are essential for the development of the character.

Bilingualisms Place in Refugees Education
Dewey states that education is a process of living not preparation for future life and education adds value to
people not only in academic ways but also in social ways (1897). Combination of learning, values, cultures,
behaviors are also part of education. Nowadays, aim of education changed sharply. Value creation part of
education has been decreased because education started to serve as a mechanical system. Meyer states that in
today’s world education does not look like a process but it is more like a product (as cited in Bauman, 2003).
Curricula are not based on improving creativity and exploring talents. All children got same exams even though
their talents, cognitions are different.
Unfortunately, people see education as a bridge to enter workforce system only. Education’s role on combining
cultures, people has been undervalued and focus is mostly being part of workforce. To solve this issue,
multiculturalism should be brought forward in education system and curricula. “Multicultural education is also a
reform movement that is trying to change schools and other educational institutions so that students from all
social-class, gender, racial, language and cultural groups will have equal opportunity to learn” (Banks J.A, Banks
Cherry A.McG. , Eds, 2010,pp 4,481 ). Language classes are crucial in multicultural education. Especially, in
refugees education bilingualism place is really huge.
Bilingualism is basically using two languages fluently. “The concept of bilingualism refers to the state of a linguistic
community in which two languages are in contact with the result that two codes can be used in the same
interaction” (Hamers , J., Blanc,F., 2000, pp 6,49). Bilingualism is a way of cultural interactions between people.
Countries who includes a huge culture mosaic, like Turkey, bilingualism is a way to connect cultures. Families,
traditions and schools are serving as a bridge on bilingualism. As stated above, there are 22.5 million refugees
around the world. Communication among host countries citizens and refugees is totally critical. Bilinguality of
refugees also supports multicultural connections. Multiculturalism is not restricted with one culture’s adaptation
to another culture. When each culture learns language, values, traditions of each other and embraces it, uses
them in their daily lives, multicultural socialization occurs. A research conducted by Sunny Man Chu Lau, from
Canada and Burma students become pen-pals. Students from Burma are mostly refugees and Burmese students
write some parts of letters in Burma language while Canadians write in English to increase bilinguality practices. At
the end of this research, students perspective about using different language has become more positive and lost
their fear of learning different cultures (Sunny,2017). Bilingualism in multicultural societies should not be
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restricted with one cultural or ethnic group. Bilinguality of refugees can not be the only source of multiculturalism
because people living in host country should develop bilingual skills, this type of interconnection will be more
helpful for both sides.
Bilingualism place in refugee education is critical because with learning a new language, refugee children’s identity
can be shaped. Blau and Duncan stated that “The most important means for immigrant groups and other ethnic
minority groups to be absorbed into the mainstream culture may be education” (as quoted by Bankston and Zhou,
1995, pp 3,17). Multicultural education aims not absorption but adaptation. Thus, combination of multicultural
education with bilingualism aim is increasing adaptation process not absorption. In past, some absorption
examples can be seen in different countries. United States of America, congress made a legislation in 1906 that
states, if a person can not speak English, she or he can not have a right to be a citizen (as quoted by Bankston and
Zhou, 1995). These restrictions in countries, limits multicultural environment. Researches conducted based on
bilingualism showed that children who are bilingual keep their bonds with their native culture and also show
adaptation to other culture so bilingualism has favourable effects on children culture (Bankston and Zhou, 1995).
Memories of children in their native culture keep alive with bilingualism. “In such a world, memory was an asset,
and the further back it reached and the longer it lasted the more valuable it was” (Bauman, 2013, pp 21). When
host countries aware that memory is an huge asset for refugee children and shape education system based on
multicultural values, refugee children can have a better future.
To conclude, multiculturalism shows itself hugely in bilingual education. Considering the fact that there are 22.5
million refugees around the world and almost 3 million of them are living in Turkey, a new curriculum for Turkish
education system based on multicultural values can be crucial. To break prejudices for each other, to understand
cultures better and to have a healthy cultural mosaic in society, reforms are needed in Turkish education system.
In next parts, refugee education in Turkey will be analyzed and a curriculum advice for Turkey will be given.

Refugees Education in Turkey
Syrian War affected number of refugees in Turkey considerably. More than half of refugees are children.
Unfortunately only 39 per cent of Syrian refugee children can have a chance to continue their education life in
Turkey (UNHCR,2016b) . Children can not go to school due to economic problems, psychologic problems,
traumatic backgrounds or language barrier. Turkish government gives temporary settlement document to Syrian
refugees and with this document every children can attend government schools without paying any money. In
some Turkish schools, Turkish government opened a centre called Transitory Education Centre (Geçici Eğitim
Merkezi). Due to these centres location is in government schools, refugee children starts education after Turkish
children finish school. In these Transitory Education Centre’s Syrian curriculum has been continue and children
also learn Turkish in addition to that curriculum. Refugee children can start to Turkish schools in 2017-2018 fall
semester and most of the Transitory Education Centre’s closed all around the Turkey to adapt refugee students
into Turkish schools. (Personal Communication with Ministry of Education of Eyüp District).
Turkey has given exam with refugee education. Unexpected rates of migration from Syria not only surprised
Turkey but also suprised other countries. After migration, Turkish government started to find solutions for refugee
education. Transitory Education Centre’s are one example of it. Still, some refugee children are going to schools
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which are not legal. UNICEF give monetary support to Transitory Education Centres. UNICEF pays teachers salary
and refugee children’s monthly transportation payments in some Transitory Education Centres (UNICEF,2015).
Turkish MONE states that, most of these Transitory Education Centre’s close in 2017-2018 Fall semester and
Syrian students will start regular Turkish schools and only minority of Transitory Education Centre’s will continue
(MEB,2016).
A crucial issue in that education case is education can play a supportive role about their adaptation to society but
can also have a huge effect on shaping identities. When Syrian children started to get education in Turkish schools,
they will get classes that focus on Turkish history and Turkish culture. Unfortunately, Turkish education system for
elementary, secondary and high schools are based on Turkish culture not multicultural approach. Losing or
breaking identity should not be aim of Turkish education system. However, due to lack of multiculturalization in
Turkish curriculum refugee children’s identity may break. Moreover, to have a good education life integration of
family is important.“School and family are two different social institutions and shaped by different expectations.
These different institutions has to meet in a common point about children’s education. Problem is more significant
for first grade because the most basic working and learning skills establishes in that year” (Şimşek; Tunaydın, 2002,
pp 12,16). In refugee families, integration to education system is really low. Even some families do not know how
to send their children to schools. Language barrier and lack of information plays a significant role here. Even
teachers observe some problems in students, they can not tell to their families because neither teachers know
families native language nor families know teachers native language. A research made by Uzun and Bütün (2016)
is like a proof of statements on below. In Samsun, Turkey teachers who worked with Syrian refugee children in
pre-schools stated that they have communication problems with both families and students. Additionally,
teachers observed that some students have hygienic and psychological problems but when they tried to tell these
to families they can not have a good communication because of language barrier.
Language barrier is not only bounded with preschool children. From different ages communication problem may
raise. Considering the fact that every children’s learning and adapting process is different, learning process takes
time. Even though in Transitory Education Centre’s Turkish classes are given because all students are Syrian,
children have not got any chance to practice speaking Turkish language. Also, in Turkish society there are some
prejudices about refugees, especially Syrian refugees. For instance in Twitter, there are some hashtag’s about
Syrian refugees based on hate speech. Due to some distorted news about Syrians some Turkish people get angry
to them. When families have prejudices about refugees their children also have prejudices about refugees. This
situation creates a barrier between Syrian and Turkish children’s friendship and Syrian refugees integration to
Turkish society. Furthermore, economic conditions of refugee families are important problem for refugee
children’s education. In Turkey, refugees who have Temporary Protection Document can have access to free
education and free health services, some government schools wants money for school services while registering
schools. Moreover for some cultural trips that schools organize during semester, stationary expanses, clothing
expenses are huge problem for refugees. Considering the fact that Syrian refugee families have high number of
children it is hard to meet all children’s need. Some families find illegal solutions to meet their needs. Child labor is
one of the most significant problem. Open Society Foundation states that according to A Support to Life Survey,
conducted in different cities of Turkey, in İstanbul, at least one children works in 1/3 Syrian households and half of
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these children are working in textile industry , in Şanlıurfa average age of a child laborer is 14 and in Hatay almost
50 per cent of children refugees are working (2016). Additionally, in Human Rights Watch’ report there are some
interviews with Syrian refugee children who has been working since they come to Turkey (2015).
Additionally, an important factor that causes refugee children to work at a young age is the lower level of
education of their families. According to AFAD, 20,2 per cent of refugees who are older than 6 years old are
graduated from university or high school. 79,8 per cent of refugees are graduated from middle school and primary
school (2017). From these results we can easily conclude that not only refugee children but also adult refugees
needs education. Despite, younger refugees can learn Turkish in government schools there is not any attempt for
adult refugees on language learning from government. Some NGO’s like AID (Alliance of International Doctors)
give vocational and language courses for Syrian refugee adults but there is not any attempt of government about
opening a vocational course for refugee adults. Municipalities have vocational courses for Turkish citizens. For
instance, Istanbul Metropolitan Municipalities course centers for gaining professionalism with free is called İSMEK.
This courses are spread almost all around the Istanbul. It is a good opportunity to get education in these centres
but there is not any concrete step from municipality to create place for refugees in these centres.
In spite of these problems Turkish government made regulation about refugees employment. According to this
regulation, refugees who have Temporary Protection Document and want to be employed they can get work
permit from Turkish MOI (Ministry of Interior). Refugees can get work permit after 6 months from enrollment to
Temporary Protection Document. This regulation gives quota for Turkish businesses that for each workplace
number of workers who has work permit can not exceed 10 per cent of total employee number. This regulation
also keeps Turkish citizens employment rights but still this condition may affect Turkish employees in a negative
way. As reported by World Bank Syrian refugees employment in Turkish labor force will negatively affect informal
Turkish labor force regardless of gender or educational level or age (Del Carpio & Wagner, 2015). To avoid this,
new work areas for refugees can be created and job opportunities for Turkish citizens can be expand.
To conclude, Syrian refugee children’s adaptation to Turkish education system and Turkish society is important
step but not enough. To sustain their adaptation, families also have to integrate society. Social, monetary and
psychological support for all refugees are crucial. Moreover, having a multicultural curriculum have benefits for
both refugee and Turkish students. Gaining professionality and language classes for adults is also important for
preventing child labor and increase refugees literacy level. Also, government should share refugee education
responsibility with municipalities and NGO’s. Refugee education and integration is not one-sided issue and not
only bounded with refugees. If all people from different backgrounds and different cultures can meet in a point
and support each other, problems can be solved easily.

A New Multicultural Curriculum for Refugees Education in Turkey
Curriculum is one of the main issues in an effective educational system. Without curricula, an educational system
can not give what the students should learn. Furthermore curricula have to be appropriate to needs of all
participants in the system. Refugees as mentioned above should be given all support for a sustainable life in the
host country. Every member of refugee society needs education as well as food, shelter, hygienic environment.
When refugees were living in their own countries, they were able to use all educational opportunities in terms of
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their national educational system. But when they migrated to a new country, they can not have the same
educational assets. Because they are now in a new country with a different educational system and school
structure. Therefore, a new educational structure and school environment are needed for children refugees. Host
country has to provide an educational opportunity for these children who should attend a school either primary or
secondary or any type of it. Otherwise refugee children can not be adopted the culture of the host country and
they will not take any kind of formal education. As a result of this case, most probably there will be different types
of problems from two perspectives; the first one is from the point of view of the host country and the other one is
from the perspectives of refugees. Moreover, if the children who are refugees do not be taught in their
developmental ages, it will be very difficult to be a part of whole society. Therefore every host country has to
think, design and apply a unique educational programme for refugee children. It is clear enough that a curriculum
for refugee children should be different than both of two educational structures, the system of host country and
that of their own country. An effective and efficient educational system contains well-designed curricula in such a
way that it can provide all kind of issues which those children need in their present and future lives.
It is offered that an effective curriculum has to provide the knowledge and skills for the students who are
expected to reach the objectives of the curriculum. For refugees who may continue living in host country or may
go back to their homeland, curricula must be designed in terms of multicultural expectations and that of both
possibilities mentioned previously. By using these ideas, curricula or refugee students must contain both
languages, native language and the language of the host country. It must also have subjects such as math, science,
arts and sports. The other two important subjects are guidance-psychological counseling and religion. All of these
subjects should be blended in such a way that a refugee student should be able to use what he/she learned by this
educational programme in different multicultural environments.
The general educational programme for Syrian refugee students is given in Table-1.

Primary School

Secondary School

Courses\ Grades

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Arabic

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

Turkish

7

7

6

6

5

5

5

5

Maths

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

Science

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

Arts

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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Music

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Sports

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Guidance & P.Counseling

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Religion

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Turkish Culture

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Life Skills

0

0

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

4

4

English
Game

3

3

1

1

1

0

0

0

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

Table 1: General Educational Programme for Syrian Refugee Students

Instead of a general educational programme, more innovative program which includes STEM (ScienceTechnology-Engineering-Mathematics) can be another alternative for Syrian refugee students.
An Innovative Educational Programme for Syrian refugee students is given in Table-2.

Primary School

Secondary School

Courses\ Grades

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Arabic

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

Turkish

7

7

6

6

5

5

5

5

STEM

8

8

9

9

10

10

10

10

Arts

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Music

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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Sports

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Guidance & P.Counseling

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Religion

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Turkish Culture

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

English

0

0

2

2

3

4

4

4

Game

3

3

1

1

1

0

0

0

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

Table 2 : STEM Approach Educational Programme for Syrian Refugee Students

Conclusion
Refugees are global citizens but most of the countries do not want to integrate them or failed to integrate them
into society. Considering education has a significant role in both shaping identities and integration, careful steps
should have taken and curriculums should be updated. Especially in Turkey, one of the most important way to
tackle with refugees is giving them a proper education. Establishing a multicultural curriculum for schools and
integrating STEM education system are two ways that increase belonging and adaptation of refugees to society.
Furthermore, decrease child labor level and avoid child marriages, education’s function is non-negligible. Turkey
has been working to decrease child marriage level and Ministry of Family and Social Policy publish reports on child
marriage topic (Aile ve Sosyal Politikalar Bakanlığı, 2015). If Turkish government will not give education enough
importance, efforts for decreasing child marriage will go down the drain. Therefore, an efficient educational
programme should be put into life of refugee children who need the best education which can prepare them for
both future either in host country or in their native country.
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Abstract
Today, 50 years after the beginning of diplomatic relations between Turkey and Australia, many lives have been
affected by migration. The migration of Turkish people to Australia began in 1967 with an agreement between the
two governments. While Australia’s intentions were to receive permanent immigrants, the majority of Turkish
migrants considered themselves as temporary workers. In spite of being in a country which never had a
“guestworker” status in their immigration policy, Turkish migrants never lost their objective of returning home.
However, return migration does not appear to be an easy process to live through. Integration of returning
migrants into their homeland is expected to cause inconveniences after being absent for a considerable amount of
time. Consequently this struggle is capable of triggering unfavourable outcomes.
This phenomenological study focuses on the case of a Turkish family of five, who migrated to Australia in 1969.
This family exemplifies the complexity of return migration, due to the fact that they have moved back and forth
between Turkey and Australia many times. The struggle surrounding the family’s migration process is considered
as phenomena for this study. Therefore, their migration experience will be analysed through semi-structured
interviews conducted with the family members.

1. Overview
Migration has been an ongoing phenomenon for centuries. It has been and will be an important effect all around
the globe, socially and economically. In this study, we will be mainly focusing on Turkish people who migrated to
Australia.
Starting from the 1950s, economical growth in Northern Europe led to a wide inflow of migration (Dustmann,
1996). As Brettell (2003, pp. 57) states, between the mid-1950s and the mid-1970s, over 10 million people
emigrated from the underdeveloped countries to the more developed and industrialised nations.
While emigration from Turkey was uncommon until 1960s, soon enough it became one of the well-known migrant
sending countries (Icduygu, 1994). At the beginning, Turkish migrants were mostly contibuting to Germany’s
labourforce. In the first few years of recruitment, the migrants were mainly men in their twenties and thirties who
were relatively skilled and educated compared to the average in Turkey at that time (King and Kılınç, 2016, pp.
170). Later, they started temporarily migrating to France, Belgium and other European countries.
This situation caught the attention of the Australian government. They saw the Turkish people as potential
immigrant source during the times British and European immigration rates decreased (Inan, 2013). With
Australia's demand, the biliteral workforce agreement was signed between Australia and Turkey in 1967.
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In the specific example of Australia, after being formed as the Commonweatlth of Australia in 1901, Australian
govenment has been eager to accept migrants in order to increase its population. In contrast to Europe, countries
like Australia, United States and Canada have always considered themselves as immigration countries. According
to Manderson and Inglis (1984, pp. 259) the Australian immigration policy stated that migrants would come
permanently to Australia, rather than temporarily as guest workers. By this means, while the Turkish government
was sending their people as temporary workers, the Australian government was accepting them permanently. The
migrants were mostly concentrated on the agreement’s condition of staying in Australia for two years. That’s why
the expectation of the first immigrant generation about their migration was working for two years in Australia,
saving money and going back to Turkey (Inan, 2013).
This is the reason why the phenomenon of “returning home” gains importance. According to Inan (2013) only a
small proportion of the immigrants managed to go back to Turkey as planned, and some of them re-migrated to
Australia within a couple of years.
If a group of migrants, whose intentions were always to return to their homeland, end up re-migrating, it can only
indicate that the circumstances did not turn out as expected. Accordingly, these circumstances can only be
understood by being analysed through the perspective of return migration. The study of return migration is
challenged by the fact that theoretical approaches in migration research were developed initially to explain
primary migratory movements (Lang et al., 2016). Thankfully, return is no longer viewed as the end of the
migration cycle; rather, it constitutes one stage in the migration process (Cassarino, 2004).
Looking into the terms re-migration and re-emigration literally, according to Bovenkerk, (1974, pp. 4) "both terms
mean migration for a second time and they do not imply return to a place of origin. But apart from this very broad
meaning these words are also used more specifically when people emigrate again to the same destination after
having returned home, and sometimes they mean that people emigrate again to yet another place of destination."
At this point, it would be useful to address the difference between returnmigrants and transmigrants. According
to Brettell (2003, pp. 54) the first concept should be reserved for those individuals who do go back to live in their
sending communities. But a transmigrant then remains a concept which is used to refer to the individuals who
maintain ties with their homelands and become involved in the economic, social, religious, and political spheres of
their sending communities as well as the host society.
Theoretical insights of researchers show that return is not a simple issue but can have different dimentions to it.
According to Cassarino (2004, pp. 257) the structural approach argues that return is not solely analysed with
reference to the individual experience of the migrant, but also with reference to social and institutional factors in
countries of origin.
"This revisited conceptual framework induces us to think that the point is not so much to focus exclusively on the
voluntary dimension of return as to apprehend the level of preparedness of the returnee, i.e. willingness and
readiness to return. Preparedness is far from being a vague notion; it puts emphasis on the returnees
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ability to gather tangible and intangible resources when return takes place autonomously." (Cassarino, 2004, pp.

275)
Figure 1. The returnees preparedness (Cassarino, 2004, pp.271)

This willingness of return could be caused by a number of reasons such as homesickness, marrige, the future of
the kids, business opportunities, retirement (Cassarino, 2004; Cristou, 2006; King and Kılınç, 2016; RittersbergerTiliç et al., 2013). Thereupon, King and Kılınç (2016, pp. 167) nominate the term "counter-diasporic migration" to
connote the movement of diasporic peoples back to their homelands: normally, such "returning" migrants are the
descendants of the original migrants, given that the meaning of diaspora invokes a historical scattering of a
population.
This also appears as the difference between the first and second generation returnees. Even though the first
generation migrants try to construct the most struggle-free conditions for their children, this does not always turn
out to work for them. According to Cristou (2006, pp. 207), "second-generation return migrants’ stories that
narrate the 'self upon finding the home' are stories of the 'who we are' in the 'where we are'; these are
performative and reactive acts of migrants’ reinscribing, reinventing and reclaiming themselves within the writing
of their new world".
Despite all the theroratical explanations that have been put forward, we still need to know who returns when, and
why; and why some returnees appear as actors of change, in specific social and institutional circumstances at
home, whereas others do not (Cassarino, 2004, pp. 254).

2. Method
The research design was built on a family of five which has been chosen as the sample of this work. The family’s
experiences are specifically considered as a phenomenon. According to Patton, (2002) what phenomenographic
approaches share in common is a focus on exploring how human beings make sense of experience and transform
experience into consciousness, both individually and as shared meaning. Also Patton (2002, pp. 107) states that,
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"a phenomenological study is one that focuses on descriptions of what people experience and how it it they
experience what they experience".
Therefore, to gather detailed information about the family's experiences, semi structed face to face interviews
were used as the tool of data gathering. The family is consisted of a mother, a father and their three daughters.
The father passed away 19 years ago, for this reason the interviews were conducted with the remaining family
members. Each member was visited at their home between 11-13 August 2017. In total, 156 minutes of audio was
recorded during the interviews. Code names are used in the findings of this research in order to protect the
identities of the participants.

Name

Age first migrated
to Australia

Age today

Amount of returns

Amount of returns

before 1983

after 1983

Hediye

27

75

3

1

Melek

20 months

50

3

6

Ebru

Born there

45

2

4

Nehir

10 months

40

1

1

Table 1. The participants

According to the family’s story, Hediye (mother) and Ali (father) migrated to Sydney, Australia in 1969 from Bursa,
Turkey. Their eldest daughter Melek was 20 months old at the time. Their second daughter Ebru was born in
Australia three years later. The family first came back to Turkey when Ebru was still a baby. They bought a house
back in Bursa and returned to Australia. In 1976 they moved back to Turkey for good. Contrary to their plans, they
could only manage to stay there for less than two years. They re-migrated to Sydney soon after their youngest
daughter Nehir was born. In 1983, after living five more years in Australia they moved to Turkey, again, making
this their final settlement.
Unsurprisingly, their migration story does not end with them moving back to Turkey. Each of the three daughters
ended up re-migrating to Australia in their adulthood.
After getting a divorce with her husband, Melek re-migrated to Australia with her daughter in 1999. She later
moved back and forth between Australia and Turkey many times.
Ebru migrated to Australia with her family in 2001. They moved back and forth four times, each time thinking that
it would finally be their permanent address.
Nehir too migrated to Australia with her husband in 2010. Soon after, they had to return due to personal reasons.

3. Findings
The interviews which are conducted with the family members show us that several topics become prominent. For
this very reason the results can be gathered around several themes. These themes are; 1. living conditions in
Australia, 2. decision of returning to Turkey, 3. re-adapting to Turkey, 4. post-return era of the second generation.
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3.1. Living conditions in Australia
The family first migrated to Australia in 1969. We understand that Ali had actually applied to migrate to Germany,
long before he got married to Hediye. After a considerable amount of time, he received a letter from the local
employment office about this application. His application was declined but to his surprise, the letter was holding
an interesting offer. About the letter, Hediye says, "It was written in the letter that, 'you applied for Germany but
they don’t accept any more workers, Australia does. They prefer families with children, they don’t accept single
workers'". Further explaining with gratitude, "They were offering to take us for free, we didn’t have any money
anyway". Coherent with the facts about the biliteral agreement between Turkey and Australia, she explained how
they accepted the migration proposal.
“You can not return quickly. The agreement was like that and we accepted it. We got on the plane and left. We got
there on 23rd of February 1969. They picked us up from the airport and took us to a hostel. Later, we were placed
in various jobs in factories".
Hediye explains their first impressions about Australia contently. Not much later, they rented their own apartment
and tried to get used to their new life in the new country. After a few years they had their second child. Talking
about the maternity, she says, "I didn’t work for a while. Actually that last job was very convenient. Sometimes
people cause their own discomfort". This can be considered as the first example of her self-questioning.
She then talks about their first return to Turkey. She explains how they went back to Sydney after buying a house
in Turkey. She says;
"That was our intention anyway. We were going to buy a house, go back and work more. We would live this way as
long as we could. However much we could stay".
As an answer to the question about whether if they got used to living in Australia, she says, "At first, for one or two
years we couldn't get used to it but afterwards we did, like it was our homeland”. We can infer that there is no
hate, but actually an acceptance and embrace towards the condition of their life as migrants. This embrace is also
detectable with the children. Ebru explains her feelings about living in Australia as, "I was born and raised over
there so I was an Australian anyway". Also Nehir, being the youngest in the family stated that she used to consider
herself as from Australia and she wasn't aware of her identity. Melek gives details about their daily life by talking
about the language problem:
"We had very little Turkish. We only had limited amount of daily coversations with our parents. My dad wanted us
to speak Turkish at home so that we wouldn't struggle when we returned. But we struggled very much". Ebru's
statements also support this claim. She says, "My dad always wanted us to speak in Turkish at home but we didn't
have much to talk about. They weren't that much engaged with us".

3.2. Decision of returning to Turkey
The family's first return attemp was in 1976. Hediye also considers their action as an attemp by explaining how
they wanted to "try" it at home. They had worked for some time and wanted to continue their story in their
homeland. Having already bought a house, Ali opened up a repair shop and they "tried" it at home.
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However, Melek was not feeling the same way. She states that she never wanted to return. She says, "I used to
say that ‘Let’s go for a holiday, not to stay'". Ebru's approach to the matter was milder:
"I was a kid, I couldn't think negatively. We stayed at my grandmother's house for a while until we moved to our
own place. I was treated like a guest. When we started living in our own house, I realised things weren't how I
imagined."
They stayed in Turkey for less than two years. When the repair shop didn't turn out to be a success as they had
hoped for, they decided to move back to Sydney, following the birth of their youngest daughter Nehir in 1977.
Melek talks about how happy she was when her father told them that they were going back to Sydney. She says,
"It's the place where I found myself at. I always considered myself from there."
Hediye reacts to the question about the reason of going back as, "Back and forth, back and forth, can you imagine!
We even had to sell our furniture, they were brand new". Melek also reacts to this matter:
"I started school over there (Australia) I remember it clearly. Then we came back and I studied the third and fourth
grade here. When we went back, I had to restart the fourth grade. They moved back and forth and we were always
divided. It was always too hard to readapt."
After working five more years in Sydney, the idea of returning resurfaces. Hediye explains this situation as folllows:
"I actually didn’t want to return and I told him (her husband) that I wanted to stay. I suggested that we could buy a
house from there and we could visit home occasionally. He got angry saying ‘I can’t divide up my kids’".
Here, we see a clear evidence of a patriachy and understand that Ali's decisions were not quite debatable.

3.3. Re-adapting to Turkey
When it comes to talking about the situation in Turkey, mostly the daughters come to the fore with opinions.
Melek states that her freedom was limited in Turkey and adds, "There are such things as Turkish customs".
We see that one of the most important struggles were at school. Not being able to speak Turkish well caused
problems for both Melek and Ebru. Melek says;
"I wasn't very successful because the education system here was based on memorisation. I failed my classes and I
had to repeat. I couldn't continue after a couple of years. So I got enrolled in a typing course. I knew that I could
find a job if I learned the typewriter. I was accepted for a job the same day I finished the course."
Ebru also confirms this idea and talks about how her thoughts about living in Turkey was effected:
"School was very hard here. In Australia, I was the best student in my class and here, it was the other way around.
The other kids always made fun of the way I spoke. I never wanted to go to school, I always hated it that's why I
always wanted to go back."
Then she talks about how she had to repeat her first year and how she left school after a few years. We clearly see
that both children went through the same struggles. Ebru tells the story of how she followed her sister's steps as:
"When I was older I wanted to go to a typing class. There were such things then, you could find a job even if you
didn't go to school. I knew English and I thought if I learned using the typewriter I would definitely find a job. So
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that's what happened. Plus, one of my friends informed me about distance education and I finished middle and
high school few years later."
According to Nehir, she didn't struggle as much as her sisters because she was only five years old when she
returned. She says, "I was very young so I didn't struggle that much but I remember people gathering around me
and making me speak in English". But she talks abouts her expectations which clearly affected her emotionally as,
"Once my dad ran a poll at home, asking who would want to go back. The poll didn't work out because mum didn't
want to go but I wanted it badly." Also she adds, "I would occasionally ask my dad if we would ever go back and he
used to get my hopes high. Since he never answered me clearly, I couldn't let go of the idea."
It can be inferred that the children obviously had a very hard time re-adapting to Turkey. From all the statements
we understand that they clearly preferred living in Australia rather than their homeland.
Hediye reacts to the question about whether or not Ali considered re-migrating after their latest return:
"Of course he did! But I didn’t want to and I was clear this time. Going back and forth all time... All of our savings
were wasted on travel costs."
That was the end of their migration story as a family.

3.4. Post-return era of the second generation
The interesting thing appears is that, years later each of the daughters ended up re-migrating to Australia with
their own families. But the history kept repeating itself and each of them had to move back and forth for several
times. From 1983, the year of their final return, until 1999 Melek had started working, got married, had a
daughter. After getting a divorce, she decided to go back to Australia. She states that her ambition was to stay a
year so her daughter could learn English.
Ebru also got married and she had a son. She says that she was married for six years when they went back to
Sydney with her family. She states she thought about that decision for three years, adding:
"My sister put the idea in my mind. At first I thought 'Why would I want to change everything?' but the idea was
like a ticking clock. We were paying rent and my husband wasn't earning great so we decided to gamble with our
lives. We thought we can always come back if things didn't go right, but it did."
Melek explains that she couldn't continue living there because her daughter couldn't get used to living away from
her father and the rest of the family. "I didn't want to return" she says, "I was used to being there again and there
was government aid, I didn't have to work in strict conditions. We weren't living in great prosperity but my income
was enough to lead a stable life." Ebru also justifies her reason for returning with the idea of being away:
"We worked and we earned well. But we missed it here. My husband's family was in Turkey and I also didn't have
much family. If we had some relatives we would never have returned. Our problem wasn't economical, it was
emotional."
Melek talks about her moving back and forth saying, "I went back there because of my economical state. It was
easier to find a job there." But after her daughter moved back to Turkey permanently she wasn't able to sustain
her conditions in Australia. She says, "I was always coming back after the project I was working on was over
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because it's hard to live away from your child as a mother." She also remarks that she never thinks that this "back
and forth" situation will change. "Belonging to two countries is very hard. You always miss the other one when
you're away. I don't think that cycle would ever end." Ebru also confirms this idea by saying, "I think my parents'
problem was the same. I think it effects all of the migrants."
Nehir, having always imagined to go back to Australia since her childhood, also managed to go back. But she had
to return due to some personal health issues. She says, "I always remember our family being happier over there so
I felt like everthing would be better if we went".
Each of the four family members live in Turkey at the moment and they all hold a positive attitude towards the
idea of living in Australia. Nehir says, "I discussed it with my husband the other day. He's not much open to that
idea but if he ever wants to go, I'll go straight away." Ebru makes a much more rebellious remark saying, "I don't
think we'll come back if we ever go there again".
Melek feels like emphasising on the matter of distance:
"If it was a country in Europe it would be much different. I could have the chance to visit Turkey every year for a
month like the people who live in Germany does. Turks in Europe are very lucky in that way. Sometimes I wish that
my dad had gone to England instead of Australia."
Hediye states that they never regretted the idea of migrating to Australia in the first place:
“We never wished to have never gone there. Because it’s a nice country. They took good care of us and they gave
us jobs, how could you deny that? God would punish you. It was our poor decision to leave."
Melek signals she is seriously considering going back again by saying, "Being able to go back anytime affects my
decisions seriously. I always have that 'plan b' on my mind." She also concludes the interview by a quote; "I've
recently read something on the Internet the other day. It said, 'If you don't like how things are, move, you're not a
tree!'"

4. Conclusion
The interviews clearly show that the family members' migration is in a constant cycle which proves Bovenkerk's
(1979) point, returnees stimulate further emigration. We see that their motivation to return have always been
about homesickness, more precisely, wanting to be where they belong. But economical situations have always
surpassed emotional needs and they had to re-migrate each time they were economically troubled. Lang et al.
(2016, pp. 13) explains it as, returning migrants are often affected by irregular work conditions, and are more
often unemployed than non-migrants. There is also a clear difference between the two generations' attitude
towards the whole migration story. We can infer from what Hediye says, that she and her husband saw
themselves as "away" from home and they always tried to find a solution so that they could make a living where
they actually had belonged. But the second generation certainly did not agree with their parents. While we can
use the term "return" for the first generation's resettlement back in their homeland, it is problematic to use the
same word for the second generation, since they are relocating to a country in which they were not born and
raised, and their understanding of "home" can become blurred (King and Kılınç, 2016, pp. 168).
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So, from what Melek, Ebru and Nehir says, we understand that they have always preferred to live in Australia but
their parents' decisions had made them struggle. As mentioned before, Hediye says that the decision maker for
the family was her husband. Even though Hediye manages to object to her husband's idea of re-migrating for one
last time, we understand that the women of the family did not have much to say in this matter generally. We can
see that the same situation occurs in the work of King and Kılınç, (2016, pp. 168) as their research participants also
described how it was nearly always the father who took the decision, which was imposed on other family
members.
In conclution, as Melek points out, being aware of the fact that to be able to change one's conditions puts this
journey into a constant cycle. As from Cristou's (2006) point of view, for the returning migrant, journeys of arrival
and departure, recurrent goodbyes and new hellos are a link between the past and the present and a window to
the future.
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Abstract
The concepts of movement and space are components of an intricate phenomenon. They cannot be considered
apart from each other because the movement is actualized at a place and time. Moreover, the space is a place
where the subject attributes value by acting except as Plato said that it is spatium (distance, distribution),
extension (dimension) and an empty container. The movement of the subject causes the place where it interacts
to change over time. The phenomenon of immigration is the greatest mobility demonstration that has been going
on for centuries, beginning with the history of mankind. Today, the immigration wave reflected in European
countries as the Refugee Crisis, especially after 2015, is one of the most striking examples of this movement. In
addition to the economic and political dimension of sudden mass immigration, there is also a spatial dimension
that is often ignored during formation process, but whose effects are evident after the event. The most obvious
places to see this are the cities because the concept of city contains all kinds of identity, status, and value
judgments in all the layers of heterogeneity. The city does not just shelter its citizens; it opens its doors to
refugees, migrants and even to the nobles. "The right to the city" (le droit à la ville) is for everybody living in the
city even if only citizens utilize many public rights and property rights in the city. This is because the city is a place
consisting of borders and has the spaces formed by numerous control mechanisms, as well as the network of
social relations. This means that every individual or community in the city is in interaction with communal and
individual mechanisms as "others" in a social sense. Whether temporary or permanent, the interaction of these
subjects with each other and with the space produces new values, new systems and new spaces. In this study,
firstly, the phenomenon and subjects of immigration has been studied philosophically and sociologically with the
concepts of movement-time-space. Secondly, the transformational response of the city was investigated against
the effects of these different subjects in the city. Finally, with this reaction given by the city, it has been tried to
determine the spaces that are reproduced in the cities or urban areas. As a result, "the spatial possibilities" of the
transformational relation of the immigration movement and its subjects have been tried to be revealed. Thus, it is
aimed to re-evaluate the concepts of space and urban by the possibilities it has in the Refugee Crisis.
Key Words: immigration, refugee crisis, otherness, spatial potentials, reproduction of urban areas, thirdspace,
threshold spaces
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Introduction
All humanity is in motion, whether it is self-selected or not. As Bauman said, "All of us are, willy-nilly, by design or
by default, on the move. We are on the move even if, physically, we stay put: immobility is not a realistic option in
a world of permanent change." (2012/1999, p.9). The concepts of movement, time and space are intertwined
inseparably, with complex interrelationships. Each concept is changing and transforming with its different
mathematical, social, political, economic, historical and cultural inputs and maintains the continuity of the physical
and perceptual evolution in these inputs. Our era has a dynamism that the speed of motion is constantly
increasing with the acceleration of globalization. As a result, while the speed of motion increases, the duration
decreases and the stability of the ground are lost and it becomes continuous. The continuity of the movement
enhances the interaction established by the places where the subject is present. The mobility created by this
interaction causes both the place and the subject to change. In other words, the movement causes mutual
transformation in the subject-object interaction. As is known, these transformations have been going on since
human history. The major reason for these transformations is the immigration defined by the mass movements on
the world scale.
Migration is a concept that is now as old as human history and quite complex, based on many sociological
theoretical approaches. It is an approach that will cause difficult or even misleading evaluations to be made in an
overview when immigration studies are conducted because each of the forms of migration has its causes and
consequences specific to its own existence. When immigration studies done up to now are examined, this process
starts with Ravenstein's general laws on immigration (Adıgüzel, 2016, p.22-26), seems to have been re-theorized
by many influences, especially economic agents. The phenomenon of migration, especially after the nation-state,
is an important transformation. After the development of nation-states, immigration was categorized, politicized,
characterized and quantified, studied and controlled (Mountz, 2009, p.174). In the modern capitalist world, where
all kinds of flows that do not work for the benefit of the capitalism are cut off, the phenomenon of migration and
every concept associated with it are reproduced with images that can serve the system (Özgül, 2016). Reproduced
concepts are defined with absolute certainty and concepts with contrasts are further decomposed. Migration
subjects, on the other hand, are objectified through the use of images to lose their action importance and to
passivate them. Thus, the power of the government is strengthened in terms of the control of the space and the
discipline of the society.
The purpose of this study is to expose the potential multitudes of immigration by overlapping the different views
and definitions made for the phenomenon of migration and its subjects. Thus, the spatial transformations which
are presented to us by the phenomenon of immigration which shows a state of mobility and a state of continuity
have been tried to be examined. The space is in a dynamic state of being which is produced by these movements
with complex social networks, identity and self-states, power relations, and belonging. The variable ties
established by different migration subjects have the potential to give clues about the reproduction of the space.
The places where these potentials and spatial productions are obviously observed are the cities. However, in order
to perceive these spatial production and transformation situations in cities, it is important to understand the
phenomenon of migration and its subjects.
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Migration Concepts and Otherness
Migration refers to mobility with the most general definition. This mobility occurs as people change their
geographical location in an individual or mass, either as a compulsory or voluntary. According to Park (1927),
migration cannot be defined only by movement; At least, the change of space and disconnection of family ties.
According to the United Nations (UN), in order for a geographical mobility to be regarded as an immigration, an
individual or community must have realized this displacement for a year or longer. In addition, it must have been a
significant or long distance, transcending political boundaries and a new international population movement
(Adıgüzel, 2016, p.18). The temporal, spatial, legal, social and political dimensions of migration movements have
led to the production of different migration concepts: Internal migration, external migration, transnational
migration, forced migration, illegal migration, diaspora, brain migration, seasonal labour-circular migration, chain
migration, etc. ... These various concepts of migration are made use while describing different migration subjects.
The fact that the differences and similarities between migrantion' subjects can be correctly identified provides a
sense of whether they are effects on the reproduction process as cogito and an active subject or a real subject1.
Nomadism is a lifestyle different from immigrant and refugee concepts. Nomads are nomadic communities
livestocked and constantly migrating. Nomadism is the displacement to feed and protect their animals better
(Yazıcı, 2016, p.195). So nomads are constantly on the move. The nomads are in continuous flow and cannot root
so they are deterritorialization in the smooth space (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1990). ‘‘A refugee is a person who
carries a justifiable fear that he will see him because of his race, religion, nationality, the formation of a certain
social group or political thought, and thus is separated from his country and does not want to return or return
because of his fear ‘’ (Akgül,2006, p.90). Refugees are at the extremes of forcing or volunteering. According to
Bartram, Poros and Monforte, "when immigration is defined as forced, the target country must accept immigrants
- as refugees in the traditional sense -" (2017, p.155). Despite all these definitions, the concept of refugee still
cannot be done today. The reason for this is that the definition varies according to the economic, social and
political dynamics of states. States 'immigration and asylum policies and countries' outlook on foreigners make the
political steps taken difficult and prolong the process of finding a solution (Hazan, 2016, p.194). In fact, the
becoming-refugee2, which is seen as a crisis and thought to be sought for solutions, is problematized because it
threatens the modern capitalist system and nation-states. It is also a crisis of modern man, not just economic, but
also a political, ethnic, cultural and social crisis.
Refugee and immigrant concepts are often used interchangeably. Yet these two concepts are quite different from
each other in content. Economic reasons and migrants hoping to attain more comfortable living standards are
often called immigrants. ‘‘The IOM recognizes that this term covers situations in which the individual decides to
move freely, for ‘personal comfort’ and without any external constraints’’ (IOM, 2009, p.22; Sever, 2015, p.32). In
other words, immigrants migrate voluntarily without any coercion, unlike refugees. For this reason, the immigrant

1 According to Badiou, (2006, p.52) being a subject requires positioning in front of the event. For this reason, in

2 For an examination of the immigration phenomenon through the concepts of Deleuze and Guattari and the
concept of 'becoming-refugee' see. Ersen, T. & Geçkili, P., 2017, Leaks From Cracks of Our Era: ‘Becoming-Refugee’
as a line of Molecular or Supple Segmentation, DAKAM’s International Philosophy Studies Meeting, Deleuze
Studies ‘17/International Conference on Gilles Deleuze and Deleuze Studies, İstanbul: DAKAM, p..15-22. ISBN: 978605-9207-71-3
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can be described as a part of the thoughts produced by modern life and as a figure articulated in the capitalist
system (Özgül, 2016). According to Özkul (2016, p.499), immigrants are individuals who move with the changes
that bring about the social transformations in places where immigration is present. When many immigrants arrive
at the foreign country, even if they have spent quite a long time there, they can be coded as foreign and other by
the citizens of that country. These coding processes damage the bonds of immigrants with the system and cause
"becoming situations" of mobility of otherness and citizenship. Nevertheless, it can be said that these mobility and
flow situations are less visible to immigrants than to nomadic and refugees.
Otherness is a form of relationship and the other is both inside and outside. In fact, the concept of other is virtual
and describes "becoming". It is necessary to understand the otherness, which has a potentially liberating quality
compared to judge regulatory values, as a process, not as a condition. According to Simmel (1971), a foreigner is
considered as people who come today and will stay tomorrow, that is, as a potential traveler who has not fully
recovered from his freedom of coming and going, even if he cannot go further. Expressing it as a different ethnic
group or minority group is to immobilize it, to freeze it. This is to speak to the sovereign language by referring to
"data" (Ünsaldı, 2016). In other words, it is to allow the concept to be coded by control mechanisms of the state.
Actualazing the concept of the other in this way and going to the collecting and subdivision in a few categories is
to come to ignore the many nodes where the concept creates connections in a rhizomatical way. This means that
the answer is to be sought in a narrow region that has been restricted space.

Settlement and Spatial Sense of Belonging
Settlement means to a place, typically one which has previously been uninhabited, where people establish a
community. The application of resettlement depends both on the person and on the state, whether it is
mandatory or not (Babuş, 2006, p.13). Settling can happen for a variety of reasons: wars, natural disasters,
increased productivity, and resettlement of populations resulting from migrations... The social, legal, economic,
psychological and cultural ties established with the place where it is located bring with it the sense of ownership
of that place and the feeling of ownership of space. The places where the sense of belonging is most strongly
established are the houses. According to Schütz (1945), "the house is both the starting point and the last station".
According to him, the concept of home has a symbolic and emotional prescription beyond concrete existence:
The home is the place to which a man intends to return when he is away from it," says the
jurist. The home is starting-point as well as terminus. It is the null-point of the system of coordinates which we ascribe to the world in order to find our bearings in it. Geographically
"home" means a certain spot on the surface of the earth. Where I happen to be is my "abode";
where I intend to stay is, my "residence"; where I come from and whither I want to return is my
"home." Yet home is not merely the homestead-my house, my room, my garden, my town-but
everything it stands for (Schütz, 1945, p.370).

Before we talk about spatial sense of belonging, we need to understand the concept of space well because it is
almost impossible to solve the social force relations and the cultural codes processed in the space without
understanding the different meanings of the space (Kaya, 2014). According to Lefebvre (1974/2016, p.25), the
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concept of space is a more complex phenomenon beyond mathematical boundaries. The concept of space
connects the mental and the cultural, the social and the historical. Heidegger's understanding of space is related
to the boundaries of those who define it. According to Heidegger, space depends primarily on the mind of the
perceiver and he notes that the important thing is the human settlement experience:
What is so abstracted [in space conceived as dimension] we represent as the pure manifold of
the three dimensions. Yet the room made by this manifold is also no longer determined by
distances; it is no longer a spatium, but now no more than extensio – extension. But from space
as extensio a further abstraction can be made, to analytic-algebraic relations. [. . .] The space
thus provided for in this mathematical manner may be called ‘space’, the ‘one’ space as such.
But in this sense ‘the’ space, ‘space’, contains no spaces and no places (Sharr,2007, p.60).

It is not just the mathematical boundaries that make space, but the values and actions that people add to existing
planes. Heidegger expresses in people's minds that they draw boundaries around their places and define them for
themselves: some boundaries are definite and specific, others are ambiguous and transient (Sharr, 2013, p.64). In
other words, "border regions are both visible and invisible spaces at the same time" (Saybaşlı, 2011, p.72). The
ambiguity of the boundaries arises from the fact that the minds that determine them are the regions of imaginary
conflict. The boundaries that constitute the space represent the beginning of the values and identities that make
up the sense of belonging of the users.
Many studies have shown that immigrants are never able to cut off relations from their homeland they left behind
even if they are in alignment with the target country. These new spaces are places for them to meet their vital
needs just like dwelling, and these places have a very low sense of belonging (Göregenli & Karakuş, 2014,
p.107,108). The example of a residential unit housing three Syrian families in Mamak reveals this low sense of
belonging (Figure 1). This place where the refugees live is an image that creates a sense of migration at any
moment. The household goods have not been placed with a specific arrangement and planning to create a feeling
of belonging. They were just piled on a corner to use when needed. Beds in the room serve as seats daytime, and
at night they cover all over the floor for sleeping.

Figure 1. As a temporary space for the refugees, "house without sense of belonging", Mamak / Ankara, 2017
(Photo: Ersen, T.)
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Production of Interpenetrating Spaces in the Urban Areas for Otherness
According to the United Nations, 244 million people live outside their homeland (UN, 2015). The greatest refugee
crisis after World War II broke out due to the wars that are taking place today. By 2015, the number of displaced
persons has exceeded 65.3 million (UN, 2015). Those who have come to the foreign country as refugees are first
settled in certain places in the cities, which are called as border camps or border cities. Cities that are generalized
as border cities have geographical and political differences in terms of identity and economy, distance to border
and crossing points, conflict or compromise region (Tan, 2015, p.77). As a result of the forced migration, the
refugees who have escaped from the wars and massacres in their country have survived the first shock of their
lives in these boundaries and then they can adapt to life again by experiencing the stage of acceptance.
Afterwards, if the refugee is able to move into the established status as an immigrant, such as having a job, social
and class status, he or she continues to live there. But many of them continue to migrate to other cities of the
country or to other countries hoping for better living standards.
There are a total of 3,049,879 Syrian refugees in Turkey. Of these, 2,803,159 reside outside the temporary
sheltering center, while 246,720 reside in the sheltering centers (Republic of Turkey Ministry of Interior
Directorate General of Migration Management, 2016). The refugees who came to Turkey after the war in Syria
were first placed in the camps. But later on, large majorities of refugees have continued to migrate to the cities.
Many of those who migrated to these cities were also involved in the effort to go to European countries. The
richer Syrian families, who are in a higher status, are said to have bought houses before giving up war in different
cities. But the refugees, who have low incomes, or who only escaped from the war by saving their lives, have had
more difficult challenges in terms of housing because of their poverty (Gürkaş & Tan, 2016, p.54). Most of
refugees in these cities have settled in the slums and barracks, which had previously been inhabited by the subclass but evacuated due to urban transformation. The residential areas for refugees in the city are usually
abandoned dwellings, waste spaces such as abandoned warehouses and factories, spaces that can contain large
masses, buildings such as bus stations, schools closed gymnasiums or residential units where several families join
together to rent (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Midyat Bus Station - Temporary Ezidi camp, 2014 (Tan, 2015, p.77)

Contemporary cities, especially modern metropolises, have been divided into urban islands, sometimes broken
down into visible boundaries with physical walls and control-safety mechanisms, and sometimes broken up with
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invisible boundaries in which cultural values and imagery have been created. Large shopping malls, enclosed
security sites, suburban areas, slum areas, gentrified residential areas, immigrant ghettos, etc. These are the most
obvious examples of islets. "Urban islands can be huge building complexes, like the ones just described, but also
closed neighbourhoods – especially those defined as ‘gated communities’" (Stavrides, 2016b, p.19). These islands
form heterogeneous cities with the combination of mixed clusters but the islands homogenize within themselves.
Stavrides (2016b, p.50), using the expressions of Agamben (2011) indicate that today's authorities tend to apply
the model of medieval city in the claw of disease, where some parts of the city are left to the shroud, while
providing the disinfected islands for the rich by establishing gradual control zones. This is strategically designed to
produce divided worlds, divided cities, in neoliberal cities, where localization paradoxically increases with
globalization. These designs made for the control of the city and for the facilitation of the organization are made
because "the city becomes increasingly unmanageable" (Stavrides, 2016b, p.50). The identities of today's urban
residents, grouped in different urban islands, surround and are surrounded. When these different regions are not
clearly separated by physical boundaries in cities, they are disagreed by the encompassing influence of dominant
identities. When these different regions are not clearly separated by physical boundaries in cities, they are
confronted as being separated by the encircling influence of dominant identities. Thus, this regional
decomposition and grouping situation, which is planned in the beginning, continues with the fixed regional
identities, as urban residents choose and reside in regions according to their wishes. In other words, initially
planned urban fragmentation grows unstoppable spontaneously. In this way, space and identity productions
maintain their homogeneity in a vicious cycle. It is crucial that they will serve as activator/catalyser between these
differentiated and homogenous islands that are alienating each other and create areas of reconciliation that will
allow them to unite without conflict. These areas of reconciliation are intermediate spaces that serve as a kind of
gateway: porous-permeable membrane, threshold space3 and common space4 that have potentials, the
ambiguous area5 where the inside and outside exclude each other and are blurring, holey space6 providing
communication between smooth and striated places, flows space7 containing transit identities, thirdspace8 that
accommodates pluralism etc…(Figure 3-4-5-6).

3 For threshold spaces see. Turner,V., 1977. The Ritual Process, Ithaca: Cornell University Press.
4 For common spaces see. Stavrides, S., 2016a. The City as Commons. London:Zed.
5 For spatialization of exception and ambiguous area see. Agamben,G. 2005. The State of Exception, Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press.
6 For holey space, smooth and striated space see. Deleuze, G. & Guattari, F. ,2005. A Thousand Plateaus Capitalism
and Schizophrenia (Trns. Massumi B.), London: University of Minnesota.
7 For flows space see. Castells, M., 1996. The Rise of the Network Society, Oxford:Blackwell
8 For thirdspace see. Bhabha, H., 1994. The Commitment to Theor, Location of Culture, Oxford: Routledge.
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Figure 3.Syrian refugees who built tents in the parks in Şirinevler, Istanbul, 2013 (on the left) (URL-1)
Syrian refugees on the Historical Kumkapi, Istanbul, 2013 (on the right) (URL-2)

The spaces that produce space are called Third Space by the definition of Bhabha (1994, p.38). The third space
emerges as a kind of conflict zone, in other words, the confrontation and contact area of cultures. According to
Bhabha, such regions are defined as "a contradictory place where cultural systems and identities are synthesized"
(1994, p.38; Buğra, 2011, p.22). Such places where all cultural accumulation and systems are built are places
where a complex society is present and all cultural accumulation and systems are built there. The existence of
complex societies in these places is due to the fact that they are places where pluralism is observed (Tanyeli, 2011,
p.62). These third spaces in the city are important social production spaces that accommodate this pluralism and
provide for the production of new values. These places are of great importance in terms of facilitating the
adaptation of the immigrants from different geographies and cultures to the country they come from and allowing
the country to interact with its citizens in compromise.

Figure 4. Syrian Refugees in Basmane, Izmir, 2015 (URL-3)

Similarly, threshold spaces are defined as places of reconciliation and cultural interaction. The threshold is not a
boundary that excludes the other, but is a complex social artifact that produces different relations between
sameness and otherness. If the inside and outside communicate with each other and mutually define each other,
then the threshold can be thought of as a mediating region, with occasional, varying sizes. The threshold is
established as a potential space for virtual transition (Stavrides, 2016b, p.43). In order to be able to experience the
thresholds and comprehend the liberating potentials, we need to understand these areas as spaces that are
constantly being crossed. Furthermore, the threshold is the space where the encoded identities that are
surrounded by the urban islands meet and interact with each other. In the unexpected connections realized by
these thresholds, otherness emerges, not only as a threat but also as a promise (Stavrides, 2016a, p.71). What
expresses the wall of urban islands is a porous-permeable membrane instead of a frame. Passages connecting to
each other instead of the separating control points have to provide spatial and temporal relationships as mutual
obligatory constituents of dependent identities (Stavrides, 2016b, p.53). Urban islands usually consist of private
areas and semi-private areas. There are also public spaces that are inside the islands and used by the enclosed
identities of the island. However, the public space is forced to turn out to be a network of communicating areas,
out of a series of irrelevant islands. For this reason, the interaction of identities is also very important in the public
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spaces that serve as inter-island communication network and a kind of bridge. Opportunities to encounter
otherness to act on benchmarks, negotiations and creative transformations are essential for any initiative to go
beyond the existing social classifications and values (Stavrides, 2016b, p.55). Public spaces belonging to all the
inhabitants –such as differences with status, religion and race, citizen or immigrant, etc.- in the city appear in
different forms as areas of encounter with otherness: Parks, squares, streets, wasteland between the buildings,
abandoned or waste spaces, corner heads, even sub-bridges etc. (Figure 3-4-5-6).

Figure 5.Afghan refugees living under bridge in Kazlıçeşme, Istanbul, 2015 (URL-4)

Figure 6.Syrian Refugees in a street in Istanbul, 2015 (URL-5)
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Conclusion

"The hypercomplexity social spaces should by now be apparent
embracing as it does individual entities and peculiarities,
relatively fixed points, movements and flows and waves-some
interpenetrating, others in conflict, and so on. " (Lefebvre, 1991,
p.88)

The emergence of migration due to social and economic transformations makes it a result. However, at the same
time immigration is a reason as a contributing factor to these transformations (Çağırkan, 2016). The phenomenon
of migration emerging as a dialectical synthesis of reason and result is the creation process of potential
possibilities. The geographical space, socio-cultural structure and thought systems - individually or collectively are influenced by this mobility in the process of migration and in the end, no matter when and where migration
occurs. As Adıgüzel (2016, p.1) stated, "Migration is not only a change of the living physical space, but an
important social phenomenon that also transforms all elements of social structure". Just as changes in physical
space affect social construction, they produce their own social spaces again in changing social systems.
Urban spaces need to be reproduced in order to create a line of flights in the enclosed and coded daily life of
people displaced and weakened as refugees. Through the mobility and ambiguity created by the heterogeneous
pluralism that these places have, they can enable people to question their habits, their values, their purpose and
behavior. The threshold spaces that constitute an unstable platform for each other's trial visits may be relational
transition places where encounters with different futures can be realized (Stavrides, 2016b, p.210). Processes such
as bringing the differences together and comparing them are the first steps in creating a common space. Refugees
are the kind of people we have hidden in our subconscious or do not see as a ghost, but others who we feel
disturbing distress. In fact, the other whom we feel bad for is not an external being, but the other who is the
reflection of our self-deprecated side is an internal being. This means that these common spaces or threshold
spaces where we will rebuild and reproduce with a counterattack every time control mechanisms begin to spark
are of great importance for the development of all mankind as spaces of liberation where we can confront not
only the external alienator but also our inner differences.
The main thing to be emphasized in this study is to turn away from seeing refugee, immigrant or nomadic
problems as a crises first and to ask us what they can learn from their social and spatial experiences by realizing
the potentials they have in them. The refugee or immigrant, who is seen as the only subject to be subjected to
integration or assimilation, will probably trigger the potentials of the settled public and will show that
transformation is never unilateral. This triggered subjective transformation will undoubtedly bring spatial
transformation. Thus, we may be able to reproduce new spaces by breaking the spatial codes we have.
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LOOKING INTO THE REFUGEE PROBLEM THROUGH
THE EXHIBITION: “BOATS FILLED WITH SOUL,
WATER AND DREAMS”
FIRAT ENGIN
“Since the world drives to a delirious state of things,
we must drive to a delirious point of view”
(BAUDRILLARD, J. 6:1993)

Introduction

According to the report prepared by the United Nations in September 2013, four and a half million people were
displaced and three million people are in the position of refugees due to the civil war in Syria…
The world has faced the biggest refugee crisis in history since the World War II, resulting in many problems
extending from the Middle East to central parts of Europe such as the economic and cultural integration problems
that the refugees had to face both throughout the migration process and inside the areas, where they take refuge.
Having difficulties to cope with these problems, the western countries have implemented harsh practices towards
asylum seekers day by day. This extensive and massive problem has inevitably created an area of attraction for
journalists, sociologists, artists, aid organizations and great humanitarian organizations all over the world. In
addition to the fact that the concept of migration resulting from the war and the results created by them are
covered by the news, documentaries and exhibitions, the continuity created by the actuality, comprehensiveness
and tragedy of the subject continues to expand on a global scale.
The migration has been one of the most discussed areas in recent years especially for artists who are fed by social
dynamics: Artists from the regions where migrations occur, as well as those from many different countries deal
with different dimensions of the migration issue. In this context, the exhibitions realized by Ai Weiwei, a Chinese
artist, with regard to on one of the greatest and long-standing refugee problems of history due to the civil war in
Syria are remarkable. Ai Weiwei has lived with refugees for a long time on the island of Lesbos, witnessed their
immigration processes in person and even carried his studio there, and thus turned his field of study into the
research field of anthropology and practice and used his fieldwork in depth. Ai Weiwei has also produced a series
of works over the experience that he gained during the time he spent on the island and held a number of largescale exhibitions and projects in the US and Europe. Stating that he started to work on the issue of refugees as a
coincidence and he was further involved in the issue by the subject in the course of dealing with it, Ai Weiwei
focused all his recent works on this subject. The artist, who carries out his work by doing research in many places
ranging from Lebanon to Lesbos, produced a documentary about this subject as well.
There are also artists working on the concept of refugee in Turkey. These artists even organized an exhibition
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entitled "Not an object but a subject" between November 12 and December 3 in Scotty, an artist initiative, in
Berlin in 2016. Cengiz Tekin, Fırat Engin, Ceyda Pirali, Fırat Bingöl, Ulaş Çıbuk, Şehnaz Layıkel and Çiğdem Üçüncü
were involved in the exhibition. The exhibition is very important in terms of pointing out the 'refugee crisis', which
has been subject to negotiations between Turkey and the European Union since 2011.
Press Release of the Exhibition:
“This exhibition is stimulated by the shift in EU strategy to expand its border security to “safe
countries of origin”. It raises question about the current refugee policy.
SCOTTY is hosting seven Turkish artists, who have dedicated themselves to themes including human
rights violations and treatment of minorities. In their current work they reflect on the arrangement
between the EU and Turkey, its historical background and its ramifications. The artists focus in
particular on the ongoing negotiations between Turkey and Germany, visa exemption versus
repatriation and support of refugees. The treaty ignores the fact that Turkey has declared martial law
and conditions in the eastern part of the country resemble those of civil war. Instead, Turkey is being
declared “secure” to legally receive deported refugees. The arrangement between Turkey and the EU
is being viewed as a blueprint for similar treaties with countries of origin and those that allow transit.
This exhibition at SCOTTY is a further installment in the ongoing series dedicated to “flight” and
refugees.” (http://www.scottyenterprises.de/suspended/)
Artist Fırat Engin organized his personal exhibition entitled "Boats Filled with Soul, Water and Dreams" in Meclis-i
Mebusan Caddesi No: 25, Istanbul again in 2016. Within the scope of the exhibition, he shared the field work that
he has carried out on the Aegean coasts and the data that he has obtained in the region with the audience
through his contemporary art works. One of the most important features of the exhibition is that a decision was
taken to discuss the issue as the 'fieldwork,' because the main artery that provides the exhibition with its spirit is
the artist’s decision to transform a lot of stories observed by him throughout his 'field work' into his inner
adventure, after infusing them in an intellectual manner. The exhibition was held in a place independent from art
institutions (galleries, museums, etc.), namely, an unused an empty building in Meclis-i Mebusan Caddesi No: 25,
Istanbul. We can now look at the events experienced during the fieldwork that constitutes the main spine of the
exhibition, evaluate the determinative factors of fieldwork in the artist’s production process and listen to special
experiences regarding the refugee crisis.

FIELDWORK
Fırat Engin has been trying to experience different possibilities of the methods and techniques of art making since
his student years. Although he further focused on specific materials and methods in certain periods, his formal
method could be defined as a comprehensive area to encompass various techniques and methods such as
photography, performance, video, sound, modeling, ready – object, neon, marble sculpture, site-specific
placements, video – sculpture, etc. His field of study thematically covers rather socio-cultural issues and current
political issues.
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The artist has handled the combination of form and content in his own studio process (except for some
exceptions) until the exhibition "Boats Filled with Soul, Water and Dreams!" We see that the artist has also
changed his method for the first time in this exhibition, and thus we can think that he used this field as an area,
where both artworks are produced and the content is created.
While the artist, who has gone through many places, especially Izmir - Basmane, Ayvalık, Dikili, Assos, Kadırga Bay
and Bodrum, was expecting to see the refugees’ drama along with images that are served through written and
visual media in the initial stage of his work, he witnessed almost none of such images throughout his work (due to
the winter season as well). He initially thinks about collecting the objects belonging to refugees and making
interviews and shooting videos as much as he could, and thus carrying out the preliminary preparation, but the
method he follows totally changes during the time he spend there, because the difference between looking at an
incident from a computer or television at the studio and working on the issue on site is definitely reflected on your
works. You experience all the emotions in a much more intense manner on site. As a result, the artist also directs
his method on the basis of this intensity of emotions in terms of both content and form. On the other hand, there
are also topics that catch us off guard in terms of both technique and content. Sometimes it might be very difficult
to solve these problems, because the physical conditions in the studio may not be available on site.
Apart from these basic and technical differences, the artist and his assistant, who work on the field throughout the
study encounter events that they never expected: The road they followed when they departed towards Kadırga
Bay in order to view the refugees’ sailing at around 05.00 in the morning is extremely dark and desolate due to
winter. They cannot see any other vehicles than themselves in the dark, but they go around the coast, risking their
car to be stuck in the sand. Their aim is to interview the refugees, if they are to meet with them. In the following
hours, they are squeezed by the gendarmerie in Kadırga Bay. The gendarmerie commander mistakes them for
smugglers, performs an identity check, and searches their car and when he finds out the truth, he tells the artist
and his assistant the following: "There is danger of road blockages by smugglers or others, human smugglers run
wild in that area in those hours and they are at a very dangerous time and place." The tense atmosphere of the
region is very influential on everybody, but the views of the people in regions that are visited, the fact that they
are inured to this tragic incident and their views on that as a daily event is quite scary. For example, the calmness
in their tone, when they say, "Look at these bushes, you'll find bodies there" is not something to be forgotten by
the artist. On the other hand, the local people who claim, "You ask a lot of questions" say that this situation may
not be welcomed in some coastal settlements and may be dangerous for them. Many people do not want their
voices to be recorded and they even hesitate to say their name. Unfortunately, human trafficking has created an
extremely saddening plane of relationship, created by fear and alienation that is widespread throughout the
region. Another unforgettable event for them is an interview made with a refugee family in Basmane, Izmir: the
family, who used to live in the city of Aleppo in Syria before the war, had to illegally enter Turkey, thinking that
their lives are not safe due to the civil war they suffer, because if they were to stay in Syria, they would be forced
to either participate in Assad’s forces, or join the opposition groups. These people are dragged into a very difficult
journey as a result of preferring not to be a party to the war and not to kill each other. Firstly the problems they
faced on the Turkish border and then the difficulties about maintaining their established life in Basmane do not
leave them in peace. The social aid provided for them in Turkey is unfortunately limited, it is very hard for them to
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make money and they are very open to exploitation. They remain vulnerable and suffer from various
exploitations. This situation has actually become the fate of many Syrian people living in Turkey…

ARTWORKS
The artist infuses this story and many similar ones for a while in an intellectual manner throughout his fieldwork
and decides to turn his experiences into his inner adventure. His decision is revealed especially thanks to the
poetic impact created by the stories that are witnessed through the image of the “sea.”
This poetic impact, the traces left by refugees on this coast of the Aegean Sea and their struggle to transit the sea
to reach Greek islands grow different after being handled with an abstract and cinematographic language through
the theme of parallel reading that is established with the book “Water and Dreams” by Gaston Bachelard. The
works that are produced with such techniques as video, photography and neon are transformed into a holistic
exhibition by finding references through literary examples that Bachelard has attempted to solve in terms of
imagination of the material.

Wait for Me, Poseidon
In this work, Firat Engin empathizes with refugees who reach the final threshold before going to the Greek islands
and deals with their motivations in three phases, namely, "Preparation, Exit and Remaining". In the first video, the
artist personally records the refugees behind bushes, when they wait behind the olive groves and bushes and take
the boats after all the preparations are finalized, and conveys the videos to his audience - according to the
information he obtain in the course of fieldwork. In the second video, we witnesses the fluctuation of a flag made
from belongings that are left behind: This image aims to make the audience strongly feel that the refugee drama is
a reality that can no longer be erased from blue-flagged beaches and memories of the coasts. The video on the left
shows the lifejackets that are left on the shores, as well as the clues about the preparation process of the work.
The cinematographic multi-video that is composed of the combination of these three videos: It sheds light on the
courageous and determined journey make by refugees by risking everything, despite all the scenarios prepared by
the sea for them. Despite Poseidon, the refugees head towards the sea with great heroism in this region, where
the fishermen once had mercy on Poseidon.

Ethics of the Sea (Fisherman / Refugee)
One of the most striking notes taken by the artist in his fieldwork is the one about the moment when the refugees
opened to the sea. Accordingly, when crossing the Greek Island, refugees need to perform the transition without
getting caught by the Coast Guard boats and without being exposed to warnings and denouncements made by the
fishermen.
As a result, the sea hosts the fishermen in its quietest and most tranquil times, whereas it hosts the refugees in its
most turbulent and aggressive waters. Therefore, the sense of sea begins to change and grow different in the eyes
of the refugee. For the fisherman, the positively symbolic associations of the sea such as peacefulness and its
relaxing nature for people and productivity turn into opposite imagination for the refugee.
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Ophelia
In this work, the artist basically uses similarities and common aspects of the story of Ophelia, who was drown in
the river, and the stories of refugees drowning at sea. Accordingly, is Ophelia the only one who "dies for the sins
of others, slowly and without any noise?"9
The people who avoid the war and killing each other in order to protect human dignity come to a point where
they risk drowning at sea for the sins of others with their virtuous stance in their decision to migrate for the sake
of holiness of life.

Conclusion
The "Refugee Crisis", which is dealt with from different angles in many different disciplines is constantly served
with tragic images both from social media and from visual and written media. Obviously, in the face of this human
tragedy, all these images call on everyone to think about the issue and to be conscientious. But in terms of the
current situation, the refugees, who have been a matter of bargaining for the sake of political objectives, suffer
from the problem of integration with citizens of the countries where they take refuge and they are also unable to
meet their most basic humanitarian needs. At this point, it is not proper for human dignity to exclude and
marginalize the refugees and even force them to stay in their countries and risk their lives, instead of producing
reasonable solutions related with the problems faced by refugees. In this context, contrary to many negative
points of view such as pain, tragedy, drama, etc., which can be easily produced on the subject, the exhibition
"Boats Filled with Soul, Water and Dreams" has tried to provide a post-mythological meaning for this journey of
migration that they make in order to realize a hope for their children's future, instead of murdering each other for
sake of human dignity: Refugees challenge Poseidon and sacrifice their lives for the sins of others like Ophelia and
for the sake of human dignity, if necessary. As indicated by Martin Heidegger, it should be remembered that
"Homelessness is coming to be the destiny of the world".
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EU-TURKEY READMISSION AGREEMENT: ASYLUM
SEEKERS’ DILEMMA OF RETURN OR REMAIN
ARZU GÜLER
The agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Turkey on the readmission of persons residing
without authorisation has caused a great concern on the right of asylum and the principle of non-refoulement.
Although this agreement aims to deal with the irregular migrants in the EU and with their return to the Turkey
when certain conditions are met, UNHCR is particularly concerned about the agreement since asylum seekers in
EU, staying on or using Turkey as a transit country, may be returned to Turkey without sufficiently spelt out
refugee protection safeguards in keeping with international obligations. However, an asylum seeker is not an
irregular migrant until his/her refugee status determination process is ended with the rejection of the asylum
application. For that reason, this study questions why there is a risk of returning such asylum seekers to Turkey. By
examining the international refugee law and EU asylum law, the study argues that two factors pave the way for
the return of third country asylum seekers after having stayed on, or transited through, the territory of Turkey:
first, the absence of any international obligation for states to provide for an individual’s right to asylum and
second, ability of EU Member States to consider an asylum application as inadmissible when, inter alia, a country
which is not a Member State is considered as a safe third country for the applicant.
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DISCURSIVE FRAMING OF ASYLUM IN BRITISH
PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES SINCE THE 2015
REFUGEE CRISIS
SEVGI ÇILINGIR
Declaring “Universal Human Rights” and signing the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, liberal
developed states at the receiving end of asylum, have assumed a common responsibility under international law
to protect those who flee from risk of persecution. Although the liberal state is founded upon universalist moral
values, it is also a nation-state, which is obliged to prioritize its citizens’ well-being over others. These principles
become contradictory when immigration becomes associated with economic, social and security costs and antiimmigrant attitudes expand throughout the political spectrum, as has been the tendency in the West for past
decades. In this context, arrival of a large number of refugees - such as that of Syrian refugees into Europe in 2015
- becomes a “crisis”, which requires a rapid and effective response. Governments respond to such pressures by
attempting to strike a balance between humanitarian considerations and public anxieties over letting outsiders in.

This paper seeks to unravel the discursive framing of asylum in the liberal nation-state in the case of Britain,
following the 2015 refugee crisis in Europe. Proud of being a “safe haven”, the British state also aspires to assert a
“firm control” over its - spatial and symbolic - borders. These two goals have been simultaneously set by Labour
and Conservative/Conservative led governments since the introduction of 2002 Nationality, Immigration and
Asylum Act. Deciphering the definition and justification of these two goals and related policies enables to infer the
significance of granting and withholding of asylum for the ideal collective self, and its contradictions. Utilizing
parliamentary debates as texts provides actors’ contestations as well as their positions. Hence, alternative
discourses and their development may be revealed. By applying methodological tools of critical discourse analysis
on House of Commons debates over asylum since the 2015 crisis, discursive strategies of various British political
actors in relation to “their” liberal nation-state are delineated and compared.
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GLOBAL MIGRATION CRISIS AND HUNGARIAN
RESPONSES
ANITA ROZALIA NAGY-NADASDI, BARBARA KOHALMI
In our article we examine how UN treaties, COE, ECHR govern migration, what is the core of the definition
international protection and how changes upon by the current European migration crisis and in Hungary and what
is the relation with national identity. The idea of national identity appears in ECJ case law and a few constitutional
court decisions, and besides them we focus on the recent decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court on that
matter. Our aim is to discover and describe the relation between the modern idea of sovereignty and the
international obligation of protection of migrants, especially forced migrants in Hungary. The European Migration
Agenda indicates the reform of CEAS and during the negotiation the main national concern has been that
migration may change the national identity.
This concern is deeply rooted in the different evaluation of immigrant integration policies in Member States and
the meaning of successful integration itself. After the legal and sociological examination of this concern from
Hungarian point of view, we examine the institution of detention and and its widespread application as illegal
migration management tool and its effect on the migration and integration itself. Finally we look into the main
ideas of bilateral treaties on migration in order to be able define how could Hungary govern the migration outside
the arena of asylum acquis, the CEAS if it is even possible.
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TEMPORARY PROTECTION REGIMES AND
REFUGEES: WHAT WORKS? COMPARING THE
KUWAITI, BOSNIAN AND SYRIAN REFUGEE
PROTECTION ISSUES
JINAN BASTAKI
The 1951 Refugee Convention has been ratified by over 140 states, and provides protections for those who are
recognized as refugees under its definition. However, the Convention is arguably only suited to the long-term
protection of individual refugees and not mass influxes of refugees. As the Syrian refugee crisis has shown, states
have responded in a variety of ways: from providing the full protection of the 1951 Convention, to setting up adhoc and/or temporary protection regimes, to outright rejection and denial. This paper will compare the approach
of states to three separate refugee influxes – Kuwaiti refugees in the Gulf, Bosnian refugees in Europe, and Syrian
refugees in Turkey – and seek to answer the question: What works? And what factors contribute to the success or
failure of these mechanisms?
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UNDERSTANDING TURKEY'S SYRIAN REFUGEE
POLICY ON EDUCATION: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS
HASAN AYDIN
The influx of Syrian refugees into Turkey has become a major political issue that country. Refugees began arriving
in 2011 and now Turkey hosts the world’s largest refugee population. Approximately three million Syrians are
currently registered in Turkey, this accounting for around 3.5 percent of the total Turkish population. Research on
the matter has shown that political concern over Syrians’ integration into Turkish society is complex on many
levels, the surge having caused the domestic upheaval that has increased political polarization in Turkey and
further eroded already unsteady relationships between Turkey and the European Union (EU). In good numbers,
Turkish citizens are concerned about the impact of dense refugee concentrations on the labour force, about social
benefits refugees receive, and a potential for increased crime and terror. Thus, on one hand, Turkey becomes
more deeply embroiled in the Syrian conflict and growing criticism of Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s active support of the
Syrian opposition. On the other hand, many of Syrians have come to be supportive of the Turkish President
because of his support for the Syrian opposition and his promise to grant citizenship and labor rights to more
refugees. At the same time, refugees have been disappointed and frustrated with the lack of political action on
their behalf by the Erdogan government. Some argues that AKP government and Erdogan are more concerned
with their own agendas and argue that the Turkish government policies towards refugees stems more from a
desire to control events in Turkey so as to benefit their political agendas. The purpose of this paper, then, is to
critique the Turkish government’s current policies for Syrian refugees and the implementation of those agendas.
Several challenges remain for developing reasonable strategies for dealing with Syrian refugees, amongst them
firm policy on their legal status in Turkey and implementation of programs to create job opportunities for them
and adequate access to educational opportunities for refugee children. While the number of Syrian children
enrolled in school is gradually rising, access to schools is still limited. This paper will provide an overview of the
Turkey’s migration landscaper and the status of Syrian refugees in Turkey. It will also provide a review and
critique of refugee policy under President Erodogan and the AKP government, this in relation to Turkey’s historical
approach to matters involving refugees in order compares current policy to those of the past in order to discover
what is feasible for the present situation and what is not. The researcher will offer policy recommendations for
Turkey and other countries experiencing immigration by refugees with emphasis on cultural integration and
educational policy.
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THE RIGHT TO HEALTH FOR REFUGEES IN THE
SOUTHERN AFRICA DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY
(SADC): CONCRETE REALITY OR WISHFUL
THINKING?
CRISTIANO D'ORSI
My paper analyses the present situation of the right to health for refugees (for reasons of space, in my study I will
not take into consideration asylum-seekers) in the SADC area, envisioning whether this right, in principle destined
to “everyone” (Article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights -ICESCR-), “every
individual” (Article 16 of the African Charter of Human and Peoples’ Rights –ACHPR- ) and, in consequence, also to
refugees, is in fact enjoyed by this last category of individuals in the fifteen States members of the African, intergovernmental organization under study.
Numerous medical practitioners in the SADC area still associate forced migration with, among other aspects,
healthcare seeking, hence considering refugees more like economic migrants in search of better, material
conditions of life than persons fleeing “a well-founded fear of being persecuted”, according to the words of Article
1.A.2 of the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and Article 1.1 of the 1969 OAU
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa.
The World Health Organization (WHO) periodically reports that countries in this area of Africa still cope with
serious challenges in providing health care to everyone. These challenges include, among others, the lacking of
specific rules on the treatment of patients, a deteriorating health system and the deficiency of both human
resources and supply of medications.
Accordingly, refugees residing in these countries are also affected by such a situation, with national health
authorities expected to satisfy the requests of both the local and the refugees’ communities. For instance, in
relation to different reports issued by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in the country, the South African
asylum system has failed for years to provide protection, included access to health, to recognized refugees due to
systematic problems.
In addition to that, in several SADC we observe an increasing anti-foreign attitude, often resulting in a structural
exclusion of refugees from basic services, including their practical exclusion from health care services.
In effect, as SADC countries often lack the capacity to meet the needs of their population, this does not mean that
they are not responsible for guaranteeing an adequate level of health care for refugees.
In such a scenario, inter-governmental organizations not always play a concretely decisive role in defending the
rights of refugees, although –even in September 2016- in the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations, the “Heads of State and Government and High
Representatives” committed (paragraph 39 of the Declaration): “[to taking] measures to improve their [of
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refugees] integration and inclusion, as appropriate, and with particular reference to access to education, health
care, justice and language training.”
This Declaration confirm what regional and sub-regional instruments have already affirmed, for instance: “[t]o
promote, co-ordinate and support those activities that have the potential to improve the health of the population
[All the population…Refugees included] within the Region” (Article 3.1.A of the 1999 SADC Protocol on Health)
and, more generally, to act in accordance with respect of human rights (Article 4.C of the 2015 Consolidated Text
of the SADC Treaty).
That is why my paper will try to shed light on the need, not only legal, for access to health services, designed for
supporting refugee communities in the SADC countries in a way sensitive to their specific needs.
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DIFFERENTIATION OF HOUSING CONDITIONS AND
LIVING ENVIRONMENTS BETWEEN REFUGEES AND
IMMIGRANTS IN NORTHERN CYPRUS
GÖZDE PIRLANTA
In time, searching better quality of life at the final destination become the main aim of the migration. In several
cases, migration patterns are developing due to the decision of immigrants that have several reasons behind of it.
Compulsory and volunteer are the categories of migration. Compulsory migration that have forced to habitants
leave the existing places caused by war, economic conditions and living environments. Refugees and asylumseekers have been one of the patterns of compulsory migration. On the other hand, volunteer migrants that have
decide to search better quality of life leave the existing living environments. Educational opportunities, economic
levels of final destination, business opportunities are few factors of volunteer migration. Choosing of housing
conditions and living environments have been varieties according to levels of refugees and immigrants for
accommodation decisions. The island of Cyprus has an important value that it is hosting several types of migrant
patterns. Because of the geographical values, Cyprus has unique dimensions that refugees and immigrants prefer
to move to island. Especially housing sector have a great potential to change the dynamics of living environments.
In some situations, there are differentiation of housing selection between refugees and immigrants. In Northern
Cyprus, housing sector is increasing in parallel with population value which is affected by refugees and immigrants.
Sometimes the refugees who has low income level do not prefer to live housing projects which have several
opportunities. The houses inside the Walled Cities of Northern Cyprus is became the living environment of
refugees. Compared to refugees, immigrants are living in the housing types which are answer the requirements
and where the living environment has more opportunities. Living in the different environments and housings due
to income and education levels are showing the differences between refugees and immigrants that these can be
defıned as problematic issues. Aim of the paper is find out the differentiation of housing conditions and living
environment between refugees and immigrants who live in Northern Cyprus. In this regard, paper aims to discuss
the living environments, housing conditions, housing preferences and income levels of refugees and immigrants.
In the methodology of paper, qualitative data research will be used with the literature review, personal
observation and visual examples of case studies.
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EXAMINING THE ELEMENTS OF THE CITY'S IMAGE
IN THE CASE OF ISTANBUL SARıYER DISTRICT
YILDIZ AKSOY, DENİZ YAVUZEL, AYŞEGÜL SEZEGEN, ÖZGE PEKYAVAŞ, İBRAHİM TEYMUR

Yıldız Aksoy, Assistant Professor, İstanbul Medeniyet University Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture, Deniz
Yavuzel, City Planner, Sarıyer Municipality, Ayşegül Sezegen, Research Assistant, İstanbul Medeniyet University
Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture, Özge Pekyavaş, Research Assistant, İstanbul Medeniyet University Faculty
of Art, Design and Architecture, İbrahim Teymur, Bahcesehir University, School of Foreign Languages

Abstract
This study includes the examination of the basic city images revealed by American City Planner Kevin Lynch (1960)
exemplified in the city of Istanbul, Sarıyer District. Kevin Lynch's five elements of the city are districts, edges,
paths, landmarks and nodes. The detailed evaluation of the qualities of the elements and the relations between
them helps to develop ideas and methods in city image analysis studies to create design data, to form the physical
form of the city, to perceive the urban space correctly and to create spaces where people can live with pleasure.
The purpose of the work is to examine, exemplify, perceive and relate the physical environment we live in, in
terms of Kevin Lynch's basic elements that make up the city image. Sarıyer District was selected as the study area
and the researches were carried out in two directions; literature part and fieldwork part. The literature part of the
research is consists of Kevin Lynch's book “The Image of the City”, visual sources, internet sources and City Guide’s
data. The fieldwork part of the research is comprised of the visual data collection of the area.
Keywords: City, Urban Design, City Image Elements, Sarıyer, Bosporus Area.,

Introduction
Sarıyer, which is located in the Bosphorus zone of the Istanbul Metropolitan Area and located on the shore of the
Bosphorus and the Black Sea, has been exemplified by examining districts, edges, paths, landmarks and nodes that
make up the image of the city. Cities include not only the places where people live, but also the areas outside of
the buildings where personal and social needs and actions are carried out, resulting in collective life. In addition to
the three-dimensional nature of the buildings, urban space is also characterized by economic, social, political,
cultural, religious human actions and it gains multi-dimensional character. At the same time, urban spaces also get
detailed with planes of the buildings, roads, parks, singular or group of historical buildings (Altınçekiç and Kart,
2000).
Kevin Lynch is one of the first to analyze City Images in experimental terms, considering social, psychological and
aesthetic problems that play an important role in the shaping of Late Modern and Post Modern urban spaces. In
his book "Image of the City" published in 1960, Lynch makes image studies about the environment and shows how
a positive "city image" can be created (Altınçekiç and Kart, 2000).
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The fact that a structured physical environment evokes different perceptions in different people has inspired a lot
of researchers working on urban studies. Lynch's conceptual typologies, which have spent a great deal of research
on urban perception, are best known for these studies. In his work, Lynch came to the conclusion that the
perception of urban texture is shaped by the images that city images have created in the human mind (Ülkeryıldız
and ark. 2009).
Kevin Lynch’s Images
American City Planner Kevin Lynch collected the images forming the physical form of the city in 5 groups (Figure
1).
Figure 1. City Images (Lynch, 2010).

In Kevin Lynch's Urban Image book; Analyzes of three American cities in Boston Massachusetts; Jersey City, New
Jersey, and Los Angeles California, the elements used in urban imagery and their weak and powerful qualities
make it much easier to compare the three cities, and that the items used according to the size of the city are
diversified. These tests also show that space and appearance have become important; He explained that the grand
view of the Charles River is the widespread view of the city when it was introduced from the point of view, and
that the city's relations with the whole city are clear (Lynch, 2010).
Every city seems to have a people image that is formed by the gathering of the individual images of people, or it
can be mentioned from a series of people's images that are formed by many cities. Such group imagery is
necessary if there is a healthy relationship with the individual's environment and is ready for co-operation with
other urbanites. However, this may not have any connection with the group's image perception, still approachable
image to the public. In this image in different circles, sometimes challenging, sometimes develop in a way allinclusive. The meaning of a place in terms of social relations, its function, its relation to its history, and even its
name can affect its imaginability (Lynch, 2010, p.51).
These effects will be accepted from the beginning and the role of the form itself will be revealed. The form of the
actual design must be used to reinforce the meaning rather than reject it. The contents of the city image created
by the way from the physical elements up to this point can easily be collected under five different headings. Paths,
borders /edges, zones, nodes /focal points, and pointing elements. In fact, these items are for general use. these
are repeatedly encountered in many types of environmental images (Lynch, 2010, p.51). According to Lynch's
statements, the formation of these physical items in the mind is the result of a two-way process between the
observer and its surroundings. Environment; reveals relationships and differences; and the observer associates
them with what they see according to their choosing and their meanings. It is possible to explain the formation of
the environmental image that is involved in the whole of the associated elements with three components. These
components are identity, structure and meaning (Ülkeryıldız and ark. 2009).
The identity of a city can vary with many factors; identity elements originating from natural and artificial
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surroundings and their spatial elements, history, cultural values and level, architecture, social structure,
geography, civilizations living in it, local traditions, life style, climate, geopolitical position, eastern or western
cities, sea and road connection, openness or closeness to other cultures, economic structure, living species,
occupations and wars, earthquakes, capitalism etc. and thus gaining unique features (Topçu, 2011).
In short, it is possible to define urban identity as "a kind of promotional card that promotes and reflects certain
characteristics of the city". According to Aladağ (2011); the urban image is beliefs and impressions that people
have about the city. The image of the city is an abstract concept and it is formed in the mind. Attention should be
paid to the positive and attractive image of a city; otherwise a negative image will affect its marketing activities
negatively (Aydınlıoğlu, 2014).
According to Lynch, a perceptible image in the physical world must first be distinguished from the others, and
must distinguish itself. In short, it must be original. Secondly, both spatial and textual relations should be included
and able to be positioned for both observers and other objects. Finally, the object must have a certain importance
for the observer, whether it is practical or emotional. In addition, the spatial perception triggers created in the
mind also depend on the priority of emphasizing these five elements, the moment that the individual using the
space with the urban tissue and the spatial experimentation (Ülkeryıldız and ark. 2009). According to Lynch (1960),
there are some structural and natural elements that are effective in defining cities. Borders, roads, urban areas
with a distinctive feature, squares. and finally, structures and signs that have historical and social meaning. Urban
image elements usually interact with each other. The emphasis of the urban image and the visualization of the
structure are possible only when all these elements are organized individually and together within certain
principles (Altınçekiç and Kart, 2000).
The handling of the city as a single form requires that the points in the whole be dependent on the whole. These
points are a structure or space belonging to common life and are defined as focal points in the city (Landmark).
For this reason, it is possible to speak of a structure that determines the meaning of the whole among the points
forming the city. With the clarity of this fiction, the city will form a "conscious map" by taking the form "public
memory". According to Lynch, these points are historical centers, natural borders and perspectives. "Because of
alienation, these urban items are losing their historical meaning." For this reason, the modern city is perceived as
a city devoid of these signs.

Sarıyer District in Terms of Kevin Lynch’s Images Zones
Zeones are perceived as two-dimensional areas and form the middle and /or large-scale parts of the city. If the
zone can also be seen from the outside, it is also used in external references. Depending on the dominance of the
roads or zones in the perception of the person, the city structure is formed in this way. It depends not only on the
perception of the person, but on which city is concerned (Lynch, 2010, p.52). Physical characteristics that
determine zones; the thematic continuity with unlimited variety of components such as texture, area, form, detail,
symbol, structure types, uses, function, repair situations and topography (Lynch, 2010, p.75). The thematic unit
formed by these details contrasts with other areas of the city and can be perceived immediately (Lynch, 2010, p.
76).
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Figure 2. Zones of İstanbul (www.ibb.gov.tr)
The Istanbul metropolis is divided into zones, namely the Western European zone, the Northern European zone,
the Lakes District, the Bosphorus Zone, the historic center and the surrounding zone, and the Anatolian zone
(Figure 2). In this context, Sarıyer is a region with the image of the coastal city with its natural and cultural
potential in terms of its potential due to its location in the Bosphorus zone of the Istanbul Metropolitan area. The
Sarıyer district located in the Bosphorus region is divided into two sections, Bosphorus Area and adjacent area
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Sarıyer District Bosphorus Area (Foresight, Backsight, and Affect) Area and Adjacent Area
The Sarıyer District Adjacent Area is located in the Sarıyer village and its surrounding area. With the decision
number 7755 dated 15.11.1995 by the Board of Protection of Cultural and Natural Assets of Istanbul Numbered III,
"Istanbul Northern Sector Black Sea Zone Natural Site" was determined, registered and announced. Sarıyer District
Bosphorus Field Area Boundaries are determined according to Law No. 2960. The area consist of foresight areas,
back sight areas and Affecting areas. Sarıyer Bosphorus Area Real Estate, Ancient Artworks and Monuments High
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Council (GEAYK) was declared as " Bosphorus Natural and Historical Site" with the protection decisions taken in
14.12.1974 with number 8172.
Roads
The roads are occasionally used by observers depending on habits and possibilities. These can be streets,
pedestrian paths, public transport areas, canals and railways. These items overwhelm the image of many people.
People observe the city while on the move and can perceive other environmental aspects on these roads and
establish relationships with the whole (Lnych, 2010, p.52). The paths are identifiable and can be continuous or
directional. Well-known routes with clear directions and starting points have a stronger identity and help keep the
city together (Lynch, 2010, p.60).
As Sarıyer District Connection Roads, there are three important highway axes, six ferry piers and Hacıosman Metro
station.
Highway axes: The Coastal Road - Haydar Aliyev Street following the Bosphorus - Maslak-Büyükdere Caddesi
coming from Beşiktaş Zincirlikuyu and connected to the coast road in Kefeliköy - The Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge
in the west foot Rumelihisarı and the highway in the west-east direction connecting the city to the Anatolian side.
(Figures 4, 5 and 6).
Figure 4. Sarıyer Bosphorus Area connecting roads (Google Maps May 2015)
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Figure 5. Road junction of Tunnel Road-Sarıyer-Tarabya
Figure 6. Tunnel Road-Sarıyer-Tarabya direction road separations
Tunnel road: Büyükdere-Maslak Street-Hacıosman Hill is connected to Maden-Zekeriyaköy road via Çayırbaşı
Tunnel.
Bosphorus Bridge: North Marmara Highway-Yavuz Sultan Selim 3. Bosphorus connection roads and viaducts are
available.
Sea Lines: Sea transportation is provided by IDO's boats from Sarıyer, Rumelikavağı, Yeniköy, Emirgan, İstinye,
Büyükdere (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Map showing pier centers in Sarıyer District Bosphorus Area (Yandex Maps April 2015) Photographs of
Sarıyer Center Pier and Rumelikavağı Pier
Edges
Edges are linear objects that are not used by observers as transportation axes. It functions as a boundary between
two regions, dividing the continuity linearly; coastal railways, development zone boundaries, and walls are border
items. These items are like lateral references rather than coordinate axes. Such borders may be connecting points
connecting the two regions and walls separating the two regions, giving transitions at some points. These edge
items are important items that many people use to find directions. These badge elements, which hold together
the generalized areas such as those in cities, whose main lines are defined by water and walls, though not as
dominant as the roads, are important for many people (Lynch, 2010, p.52). Edges are linear elements that are not
perceived as paths. They usually form boundaries separating the two types of fields. They act as lateral reference
(Lynch, 2010, s.69).
In the Sarıyer District, the coasts and bay form the image of the edges. In the Bosphorus area; Rumelikavağı,
Yenimahalle, Sarıyer Merkez, Büyükdere, Kireçburnu, Tarabya, Yeniköy, İstinye, Emirgan, Rumelihisarı coastline
and Tarabya, İstinye and Büyükdere are bays. The avenues and streets are associated with the coast (Figure 8).
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Şekil 8. Sarıyer coastline
Nodes
Node points are strategic points that allow the observer to enter the city, and are the focus points he uses when
traveling from one point to the other. They may be intersections that cause interruptions in the transportation
system; they form transition points from one part of the city to another. Node points also have the property of
being a physical feature or areas of intensive use if they contain corner activities or form a closed square. Some of
these aggregation points form the core of an area and the activity center. They are a symbol and the effects are
spread out to the area. These can also be called the city's cores. Naturally, many such points carry properties of
both the intersections and the meeting areas together. Since junctions are connections of many roads, the
characteristic of the focal point is determined by the characteristics of the road system to which it depends. Just
as the activities are often gathered together in the city's core, some node points are in almost all the images, even
in some cases the image is quite overwhelmed (Lynch, 2010, p.52-53). The Sarıyer square is where the ceremonies
were held; the exhibitions were established; It is a place where Atatürk statue, sightseeing boats, restaurants,
banks are located (Figure 9).
Sarıyer pier square scored best in Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality's Istanbul Square scoring research in 2012;
because it is located in the transportation-oriented squares located at the intersection points of different
transportation types.
Figure 9. Square map and photo 29.04.2015
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Landmarks
landmarks form another point reference source. However, the observer can not get into these formations because
they are external items. These are mostly easily identifiable physical formations. Their use depends on many
possibilities, such as a building, a sign, a shop, or a mountain. Some landmarks are located higher than the smallersized items used in the city image and can often appear in many angles and distances. They can be in the city or at
a certain distance. In this way they symbolize a fixed direction for any practical use (Lynch, 2010, p.53).
Landmarks in the Sarıyer District are the İstinye Park Mall building, the Sadberk Hanım Museum and the Emirgan
Korusu (Conservation Area) (Figures 10,11,11.1, 12 and 12.1).
Figure 10. İstinye Park Mall (Sarıyer Municipality City Guide May 2015)
Istinye Park Shopping Mall was opened in 2007. One of the general features that distinguishes this project from
other shopping malls is that some of the shopping malls are outdoors. Another distinctive feature is the use of the
marketplace concept, where sales departments specializing in specific topics are involved. Sadberk Hanım
Museum is the first private museum of Turkey founded in 1980 in Azaryan Mansion. The ethnographic and
archeological museum received the Europa Nostra prize in 1988.
Figure 11. Sadberk Hanım Museum map and street photo 29.04.2015
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Figure 11.1. Sadberk Hanım Museum backyard photos 22.05.2015
The Emirgan Korusu is one of the most important preserves of Istanbul and is located on the European side of the
Bosphorus, between Baltalimanı and İstinye, on the slopes of İstinye Bay and the Bosphorus. The area is 452.000
m2 (45 hectares) and it is Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality’s property. Within the Emirgan Koru Park, there are 3
Ottoman period mansions (Pink Mansion, Yellow Mansion, White Mansion), water items (Fountain pool, artificial
waterfall pond, biological ponds, ecological pool, channels and fountain) There are vegetation with majestic trees,
recreation areas, children playgrounds, pergolass, seating groups, walking and jogging paths. Emirgan Koru Park is
surrounded by high walls. Tulip Festivals have been held in the park since 2006.
These buildings (Pink Mansion, Yellow Mansion, White Mansion), which carry the character of node point, are of
great importance in terms of the cultural landscape features of the Emirgan Koru Park and the surroundings in
terms of their natural landscape features. These structures are the focus centers for people, the way they set their
paths without losing their ways.
Figure 12. Emirgan Koru Park map and photos
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Şekil 12.1. Emirgan Koru Park aerial photos and park photos
Evaluation
Cities were not created for a single individual. History, traditions, professions and classes are directed at a wide
variety of people. Therefore, the designer should be on the path of creating a city rich in terms of roads, edges,
landmarks, node points and regions. This city should include all but one or both of its form qualities (Lynch, 2010,
p.122).
The perception or impression of places such as the city's streets, boulevards, shorelines, historical buildings,
splendid bridges, and shopping malls varies according to each individual. The exemplified urban images are the
elements that make up the image of the city and affect the identity of the city. These elements affect city image in
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terms of social, psychological and aesthetic.
Urban planning is a discipline that deals with social and cultural events as well as physical planning. The
arrangements and activities that the city planner and the designer made in various scales and areas are aimed at
facilitating the daily life of the urban people. Urban planning and design, together with urban image elements
(regions, boundaries, paths, landmarks, and node points) revealed by Kevin Lynch are related to one another and
are useful for forming a holistic form on the city scale.
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Abstract:
Adi-movements emerged as self-radicalized attempt by Scheduled Castes or Dalit (earlier known as untouchables)
in 20 century aiming towards removal of inhuman social practices such as caste, untouchability etc. in Indian
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society which were discriminatory and exploitative in nature. During 1920-30s a new kind of ideology emerged
known as ‘Adi’ where Adi means original and it became common usage for those who were earlier known as
untouchables or Dalit. Through this term they identify them as original inhabitant or indigenous population of
India. This was mostly spread across the southern and northern region in pre-independent India and the areas
affected by this consciousness were Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
Emergence of Adi-movements was significant as they were one of the earliest forms of socio-political assertion
raised among these people who had who never had organized such long struggle; traces of which can be found in
Dalit Panther movement of 1972 in contemporary times. This was the first form of struggle for making and
defining their identity by their own which does not solely focused on bringing socioeconomic change in their
status but construction of an identity that provides them cultural distinction.
The aim of this research is to study the importance of Adi-movements in revival of identity, redefining the position
of untouchables or Dalit and remaking of a new social order based on social equality and justice in contrast to
hierarchical Hindu social order. The concepts of ‘Constructivism’ and ‘Mythico-Symbolic discourses’ are central
towards understanding the processes of cultural distinction and identity formation. The study will take the
historical and documentary method as a basic methodological tool to validate our argument. To understand the
position of Scheduled Castes from their view point the study will also make use of biographies and life histories
sometimes documented by Dalit themselves or are translated by others mostly in English language. The end result
of the paper is to show the historical trajectory of emergence of a new cultural identity of Scheduled Castes as
‘Adi-Hindu’ and the implication of Adi movements in formulation of the discourses of assertion and identity
formation.
Key words: Movement, Identity, Social Justice, Discrimination and Dalit

Introduction
The question of caste identity is an implement for existence of an individual in Indian society. Several attempts of
mobilization have been made by Dalits to self-identify and reinstating the history of their origin which is lost in
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making of India and account of its people. Their socio-political consciousness aimed towards structural
transformation of Hindu social order which was hierarchical and discriminatory in nature. It placed them at
bottom of society corresponding to their engagement with defiling occupations and degraded social status.
Moreover it was then validated through indological textual sources written by Brahmins and then used by
Colonists to understand and gather information about Indian society as well as functioning of caste system in
maintenance of social order. The Census reports of 1872, 1901, 1911 and 1931 make use of different
terminologies and characteristics to substantiate the lowest position of Dalit while establishing one common
terminology to designate them officially as “Scheduled Castes” which is an administrative category used later on.
Indian society was hierarchically divided among four groups: Brahmin, Khstariya, Vaishyas and Shudras. According
to Varna model, Brahmins held superior position in society and reserved rights for reading and writing, Kshatriya’s
were the martial race, Vaishyas the traders and the Shudras originated from the feet of Brahma so they became
slaves to all three other groups situated above them. The works of (Ambedkar (1948), Ghurye (1969), Mahar
(1972), Kamble (1982), Charsley and Karanath (1998). Deilege (1999), Micheal (1999) and Kumar (2005)) observed
the presence of the fifth category of people who were known as ‘Panchamas’, ‘untouchable’ or ‘avarnas’ because
they were placed outside the Hindu Varna system. They occupy the lowest position due to their engagement with
polluted occupations such as sweeping, skinning the dead animals, leather works, weaving, removing night soil
etc. But Shudras and untouchables both were denied from practicing the ritual of Upanayana, the sacred thread
ceremony which gave the other three castes situated above them the status of Dwija or twice born. Therefore
Shudras and untouchables both the terms were used simultaneously to denote the lowest section of society and
both were included into the administrative classificatory term of ‘Scheduled Castes’. Brahmins were the one who
became the first hand informant of the origin and classification of social groups in Indian society and they were
the one who provides early written records on Indian society. The information provided by these textual sources
remained unchallenged for several decades until the opportunities for bringing social change reach to Dalit. These
were the rare moments in the history where transforming social status for them was feasible and was supported
by some external factors present in the society.
According to Mendelsohn and Vicziany (1998) the term ‘untouchable’ is twentieth century construction which
became the central concept in understanding Dalit. In India they were known through various names in different
space and time such as ‘outcaste’, ‘chandala’, ‘panchama’, ‘shudras and ati-shudras’, avarnas, antyajas, Harijan,
pariahs, Unseeables and namshudras. The origin of terms such as ‘Adi-Hindu’, Dravida and Karnataka were well
used for the first time by Untouchables to self-describe them and claims of original inhabitancy were made by
them. British in late 20 century termed them ‘depressed classes’ that was most commonly used among Colonists
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and Census officials until in 1935 Simon commission under section 304 coined the term ‘Scheduled Castes’ which
then became the administrative and official definition to designate untouchable groups of people. Afterwards,
the term ‘Dalit’ become the self-militant and radical expression of their autonomous identity. The present paper
the term ‘Dalit’ has been used to denote these groups of people. The term Dalit has been a self-identified
category developed by Dalit themselves and it has at first a political origin, later been used in various sociopolitical context in contemporary India. It is the most widely used term at present time in academia, media and
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politics and while talking about their self-representation and self-definition of identity this term provided more
authenticity and justification apt to describe their self-assertion and struggle.
With the background of the evidence of history of origin of numerous terminologies to substantiate their
subordinated status, Adi-ideology is significant as it bear testament to the earliest assertion of equal rights,
humanity and citizenship. Where Indian history pointing towards Aryans (a migrant race) during excavation of
Harappa and Mohenjadaro, it was at this time on the other hand where Dalit were becoming conscious of their
rights and identity and recognize them as indigenous/original inhabitant of India. The movement stands for
acceptance of a new social order based on equality, liberty and social justice as well as rationalized principles of
socioeconomic, political and cultural development of Dalit. It is the movement to regain self-respect and equal
human status in society. One of the main cause of its emergence was to fight against the evil practice of
‘untouchability’ where Dalit were not allowed to enter into the temples, public premises, making use of common
property resources and denied any kind of social, political, economic and cultural freedom or equality.
‘Untouchability’ was the main social evil of Indian society that discriminates and exploits these lower rungs of
society. Long efforts had been made by social reformers such as Nanak, Kabir, Ramanuja, Ramananda, Chitanya
and Tukaram to eradicate it as far as possible. The advent of Brahma and Arya Samaj as other social organizations
associated with eradication of social evil practices in India and securing social, political and religious and cultural
equality among each section of society.
However, if we look at identity based movements carried out by Dalits in India they all differ in their strategy,
ideology and approaches whether place to place or time to time or leader to leader. Thus the Dalit consciousness
and their movement came to fore in different shades and forms. Sometimes they imitated or adopted the customs
and beliefs of upper castes in order to achieve higher position in caste hierarchy and sometimes using their
cultural practices as backdrop to substantiate their distinctiveness and differentiation from other groups of
people. But even after adopting high caste manners and asserting their right to equality the treatment of upper
caste towards them does not change at all. They still consider them as ‘outcastes’ which gave rise to conflict in
form of ‘Adi-movement’. This movement then became the alternative move in the path of their assertion and
identity formation. They believed that if Hinduism was discarded, untouchability would automatically come to an
end. Dalit began to call themselves as Adi- Andhras in Andhra, Adi-Karnataka in Karnataka, Adi- Dravidas in Tamil
Nadu, Adi-Hindus in U.P and Ad-dharmis in Punjab.
This paper is divided into three main sub-sections: first section will describe the history of emergence of Adimovements in Colonial India, second section will deal with the formation of their self-defined identity and the
third section will deal with the oral life histories and narratives of Dalit biographies by their own in regional
language and translated in different language by others.

Emergence of Adi-Movements: A Historical Account
The character of the systematic Dalit movement what we observe today in 21 century taking place in social
st

context of urbanization is political in its outlook. However, the religious and cultural aspect to this movement is
provided by the pre-independent Dalit movement acting as a base for assertion of ascertaining equal rights and
construction of culturally distinct identity. There are three distinct phases in which Dalit movement emerged: the
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first phase of movement was to fight against inequality and injustice follows the path of social reformation, the
second phase of Dalit movements aimed at constructing their self-identity which is culturally and socially distinct
from what upper castes imposed on them and the third phase of movement broadly categorizes as the militant
and radicalized protest for assertion of their equal rights and social justice. This phase is more organized in its
form under the autonomous leadership of political parties such as BSP (Bahujan Samajwadi Party) and the entry of
Dalit masses in public sphere claiming space for raising their voices. If we look at the history of emergence of Dalit
consciousness and rise of an autonomous Dalit movement by their leaders and ad joined by masses; there is no
sign of a homogeneous unified movement taking place under one leadership or one ideological strand. From the
very beginning the movement was divided between different leaders and their ideologies, on the other hand, time
and location in which it surfaced were other factors further intensifying differences.
According to Pai (2002 and 2013) the three major ideological strands of Dalit movement which can be discerned
from colonial to post-independent India are Dravidian, Ambedkaraite and Gandhian. The first step for sociopolitical consciousness was initiated in parts of South India influencing groups of Scheduled Castes such as Holeyas
of Karnataka, Pulayas of Kerala, Adi- Dravidas of Tamil Nadu, Adi- Andhras of Andhra Pradesh. Mahars of
Maharashtra were one of the groups of Scheduled Castes highly influenced by Ambedkar ideology and lastly those
influenced by Gandhian ideology were less in number. The evidence of independent Dalit movements in South
India can be traced during the origin of Non-Brahmin movement in Madras Presidency during 1900-1910 when
intermediate castes of India demanded their share in educational institutions and administrative jobs under the
reign of British through mass protest. Dalit took active participation in these movements but this movement did
not address their issues and problems as it should be and they did not gain the central place which gave rise to
their own struggle or movement of their own.
The movement based on Adi-ideology spread with different names in the regions of Uttar Pradesh, Punjab,
Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. In Punjab, it named as Ad-Dharam, Adi-Hindu in UP, Adi-Andhra,
Dravida and Karnataka in parts of south India all indicating claim to nativity and original inhabitant of India. In UP it
emerged under the leadership of Acchutanand, in Punjab led by Mangoo Ram and in south India by Bhagyaswamy
Reddy and Arigyay Ramaswamy. According to Hardtmann (2009) the origin of contemporary Dalit movement in an
organizational structure is to be found in the Adi-movements of 1920s. These movements were the first major
attempts within Dalit for generating an alternative paradigm to Hinduism. The conditions in which Adi-ideology
spread across parts of India was during the advent of external forces such as Christian missionaries, Social
reformist organizations such as Arya Samaj, Brahmo Samaj were taking the cause of fighting against social evils
such as child marriage, untouchability etc. But the way in which they were approaching especially the cause of
‘untouchability’ was not to fight against the main evil within Hinduism treating inhumanly lower section of society
through its rules and principles. Adi-movements take the cause of untouchability from below perspective while
fighting directly against the evils of Hinduism and making of separate religion of ‘untouchables’.
In 1922, Swami Acchutanand launched the Adi Hindu movement to bring awareness among Hindus. According to
him Aryans defeated the indigenous Kings of India and deceitfully branded indigenous inhabitants of India as Dalit
and destroyed their culture and established Hindu social order based on their principles. He also organized various
public events to take the movement forward. From 1922 to 1930, he organized eight national conventions, three
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special conventions, 15 provincial conventions and hundreds of district level conventions of the Adi-Hindu
movement. The first national convention was held in Delhi (1923) followed by Nagpur (1924), Hyderabad (19250,
Madras (1926), Allahabad (1927), Bombay (1928), Amrawati (1929) and Allahabad (1930). Thousands of Dalits at
that time participated in these events and walked for a longer distance in order to take this movement from north
to south India. Swami Acchutanand was against the reformation works of Arya and Brahmo Samaj because
according to him both of these social organizations were not dealing directly with the cause of ‘untouchability’ and
were containing the elements of Brahmanism which again was discriminating Dalit in gaining full equality and
justice. This was the time when Congress and upper caste Hindus found Acchutanand views unpalatable and
indigestible and started a campaign against him. Soon after his death, the organized struggle of Dalit in form of
Adi-movements was collapsed due to lack of his leadership (Bahadur, 2016). Rao (2003) argues that ‘Adimovement’ in Uttar Pradesh culminated a kind of Adi ideology among Scheduled Castes. Later in 1931 Census ‘AdiHindus’ were categorized as one of the group in state SC (Scheduled Castes) list. In Uttar Pradesh, Chamars (whose
traditional occupation was tanning of leather, skinning dead animals, manufacturing of leather and removing night
soil) were one of the groups among Scheduled Castes influenced by the leadership of Acchutananad and claim
Adi-Hindu status.
In Punjab, according to Juergensmeyer (1982) Ad-Dharm was an organization founded in 1925 under the
leadership of Mangoo Ram among Chamars who traditionally work as leather workers and termed as
‘untouchables’. A sixteenth century poet Ravidas became the foremost Guru and his disciples/followers later
known as Ravidasis. Ravidas fall under the Bhakti tradition poet and was seen as sant. Within Ad-Dharm as
religious and social way of life of untouchables the poetry of Ravidas gained significance and was spread across
regions of Punjab. Thus gradually Ad-Dharm became the religion of those who claim they were the original
inhabitants of India and distinguish themselves from Aryan race. This was a break from Hinduism where Dalit
were establishing an altogether separate model of their own self and distinct way of their socio-cultural life.
According to Jodhka (2015:152),
The leadership of the Ad-Dharm movement saw their struggles as a religious movement. They advocated
that untouchables were a separate quam, a distinct religious community similar to Muslims….Invoking
the then popular ‘racial origin’ theories of caste, they argued that Ad-Dharm has always been the religion
of Dalit and the quam had existed from time immemorial. Despite stiff opposition from the local Hindu
leadership the colonial leaders conceded their claim and the Census of 1931 listed the Ad-Dharmis as a
separate religious community. By getting them recognized as a separate religious community the AdDharmi leadership was successful in formally breaking away with Hinduism. This shift from zaat to quam
meant that in terms of social status they were no longer positioned in the system of caste hierarchy and
had acquired a status parallel to Hindus like Sikhs and Muslims.
Similarly Adi-movement in Andhra instigated in coastal regions and Rayalaseema region of Telangana and Telugu
speaking areas of Nizam state. These two regions provided diverse trends in the movement as a whole. While
coastal Andhra left with the choice of autonomy versus integration of Dalit with the rest of society, Hyderabad
witnessed a radicalized autonomous Dalit movement. Coastal Andhra regions provide a rural base to the
movement and in Hyderabad it was limited to urban areas. Bhagya Reddy Verma was the first person who laid the
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foundation for Dalit movement. He led the movement in Hyderabad during early 20 century and also founded an
th

organization named as jagan mitra mandali. The main aim of this organization was to encourage and awaken the
social consciousness among Dalit. In 1911 Bhagya Reddy Varma founded Manya Sangam for removal of social
evils like intemperance and sacrifice of animals. The main aim of such organization was to disallow non-vegetarian
food and intoxicant in marriages (Rao 2003).
Adi-movements in India have a short life span in the regions in which it emerged and was not forwarded by other
leaders with that passion after death of their main leader. However, they were successful in generating a sense of
consciousness among Dalit and prepare a platform for the grass root assertion and formation of a new ‘identity’ of
their own. Adi-movements also pointed towards the religious diversity practiced among them and an alternative
paradigm to establish a religion of their own other than Hinduism. Ambedkar conversion to Buddhism in his last
years, mass conversion of Dalit to other religions such as Buddhism, Christianity and sometimes Islam are other
examples of religious diversity being practiced and adopted by Dalit in current times. Secondly, Adi-movements
provide Dalit different identity of their own that solely defined and represent them as a social and cultural distinct
part of Indian society where they are free from following any norms and principles dictated by Hindu Varna
system.
Adi-movements raise some pertinent questions on the inclusion or exclusion of Dalit in Hindu society. The issue of
untouchables as Hindus or Non-Hindus remains the sensitive issue which also gain public and official significance
in pre-independent India during first and second round conference in London in 1931 and 1932 where Ambedkar
demanded for separate electorates for untouchables/depressed classes in legislature and this demand was
temporary in nature because after 10 years it will get replaced by general electorates with provision of reserved
seats for them. However M.K.Gandhi on the other hand strongly opposed this idea of Ambedkar as it will further
divide untouchables and Hindus. On the other hand Communal Award of August 16, 1932 under the Presidentship
of Ramsay Macdonald announced separate electorates for Scheduled Castes (here Dalit in the conference were
addressed by the newly developed official term) and also reserved rights for voting in General electorates.
Gandhiji further opposed it by going on hunger strike and forced Ambedkar to take back his decision of separate
electorates for Scheduled Castes and agreement was settled between them on provision of guaranteeing 178
seats to Scheduled Castes in joint electorates. This pact was profoundly known as ‘Poona Pact’ in 1932.

Subjective understanding of Identity of Dalit:
The process of “identity” and “identity-formation” is one of the significant process through which Dalit were and is
capable of re-structuring their subjugated and subordinated position in Indian social structure. It has symbolic
significance in mobilization of Dalit where they are competent of establishing or re-formulating cultural and
symbolic attribute of their own representation in society.
Jenkins (1996:4) pointed out that identity is not just there, it must be always established. The process of
identification is establishment or construction by any individual or group to express who they are and what they
wanted to be seen by others? He further understands identity as something which is immutable and unstable as it
originates within a specific socio-cultural context. In modernist and post-modernist, the phenomena of ‘identity’
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and ‘identity formation’ gained importance due to the pace of change in surrounding social contexts. For him
understanding of ‘identity’ in constructionist framework is located in criteria of similarity and difference through
which one attaches oneself to someone or something else. Castells (2009) argues that identity in any dominant
institution can be formulated only when the social actors internalize the process of ‘identification’ and construct
their own meaning towards it in the course of action to self-define and self-represent them. From sociological
point of view all identities are constructed.
Therefore it can be said that ‘identity’ and ‘identity formation’ is a historical and interactional process. Identity
Formation is something which is social and self-reflexive in its character. The process of identifying oneself is
based on shared experiences of individuals with others who are different and at other point similar to them. It
takes place within a specific socio-cultural and political milieu. Therefore in this paper process of identity
formation and identification among Dalit can be comprehended well through understanding it as a constructed
course of action. It further pointed towards that a new identity is possible and can be constructed in the way one
desire.
The other important component integral to the process of construction of one’s identity is ‘symbolic’ aspect of it.
The theoretical sociological tradition of ‘symbolic interaction’ as suggested by Blumer (1986) stresses the fact that
human beings came into the interaction with the environment and its object in which they are living in and
attribute the meaning to it. The meaning does not emanates from the object itself to which individuals are
attributing some meaning; instead it is the manifestation of one’s mind how they relate to the object. The
meaning which produced through social interaction gives any individual or group an identity. ‘Mythico-symbolic
discourses’ inherent in the process of identification are the constructed ways of seeing, knowing, understanding
self and society and ways of understanding them and their identity in similarity and differentiation index (Arun,
2007). These can be used as symbols of one’s identification i.e. newly constructed identity while using the same
object/attributes which earlier used to pollute them but now they are using it by attributing new and dignified
meaning to it.
After understanding the underpinnings of concepts of ‘identity formation’ and ‘symbolic discourses’ one can raise
a question why ‘identification’ or ‘identity formation’ of Dalit can be effectively understand while using these two
social processes? The reason is when we talk about their identity there are two social reality about them: 1) One is
the objective reality of their identity where it is an imposed identity of them designating them as polluted,
subordinated and locating them at the bottom of society by upper castes and 2) a new and subjective truth of
their identity which is constructed by their own efforts to gain a respectful place in society. For attainment of this
identity in contemporary time they make use of those symbols that can differentiate them from other parts of
society. According to Arun (2007) there are three phases of identity formation: Conflict, Symbolic Reversal and
Identification. Conflict refers to a process by which group of people compete with other group/s to achieve their
objective either through violent and non-violent means. Conflict is the starting point for Dalit providing them
consciousness about reimagining and re-defining their life in their own terms. Now the process of symbolic
reversal is the use of symbols that were earlier used by upper castes to designate them ‘polluted’ for e.g. drum
beating, beef eating, alcohol drinking, their traditional occupation, dressing and eating habits, customs and beliefs.
In this process they deconstruct the polluted meanings of their customs, beliefs and habits and treat them as their
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cultural and social way of life without imitating upper caste manners or identifying them according to which upper
castes wants to describe them. They define these ‘symbols of pollution’ as ‘symbols of their identification’ what
makes them different from other parts of society especially upper castes. For upper castes these symbols and
customs are polluting but for Dalit it is the way how they define them? In the third process through their newly
constructed identity they gain their own social, cultural and political space in mainstream.
However, there are other works of social theorists from India and abroad who stressed on the separation model of
identification of Dalit. The works of Berreman (1972, 1979), Mencher (1974), Lynch (1974), Khare (1984), Charsley
and Karanth (1998), Mendelsohn and Vicziany (1998) and Kumar (2002) discussed the opposition of caste system
and its norms for maintaining consensus in society and accepting the fate of their lowest position in Indian society.
These works understands caste system and its reality from below perspective while taking account of the lives of
those situated at the bottom and how do they experience social life from their location.

Stories of their Own
The narratives i.e. oral tradition of telling stories of their origin invented by Dalit constitutes an alternative history
and language in their own terms. These stories are elaboration of Dalit aspirations, dreams and ambitions and a
move to create and write history of their origin, their culture, customs, belief and the way of their life by their
own. According to Narayan (2008), the ‘story’ of the katha is a form of liberation for marginalized groups of Indian
society that enables them to enter the domain of knowing, inventing, creating and telling the past (including their
own past) as a constant dialogue with the present. The ‘story’ as narrated by the communities is not just fiction,
but is an existential act that reflects living cultural contexts. Taking this argument forward this section will explore
how Dalit represents their past through stating their own life stories and these stories are present in written
versions of their oral tradition. One of the main reason of emergence of verbal narratives by Dalit themselves is
due to the ignorance of a particular community from indological textual sources. The production of ritual texts by
upper caste Brahmins described their downtrodden position and polluted past in historical formation of social
groups of Indian society. Through narration of their life histories they take a stand point epistemological path
where they attempt to tell their past in their own language.
These oral histories take notes on origin, status, position and location of Scheduled Castes and their reaction to
caste system. According to Basu (2016) the writings of social reformers and Dalit leaders such as Jyotibha Phule,
Ambedkar and M.C. Rajah had its roots in anti-Brahmanical ideology adopted by Lokayats, Buddhism and later on
Bhakti movements. “The Brahmanical texts define the concept of Dharma and also provide the framework for
varna-jati framework of social organization….The central focus of the Brahmanical religious tradition was to
represent the division of society as naturally ordained and it was the duty of individual to respect and practice the
virtues of dharma”. This Brahmanical authority has been questioned by Dalit at different point of times in history
who do not accept their plight as divinely ordained.
The work of Rawat (2011) tries to look into the history of Indian society and its social groups through the lens of
Scheduled Castes outside the Colonialism-Nationalism discourse. He questions the occupational stereotyping of
Chamars of north India in dominant historical narrative and argues for the need of understanding history of Dalit
through their view point. Ilaiah (1996) and Mani (2005) works demonstrated about the history of subjugation and
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domination of Dalit by upper castes and argues that they can have history and culture of their own and
independent identity of their own.
What was the main need for Dalit literary movement or writing of the histories of their own?
The centre of this Dalit literary movement was Miland College in Marathawada in Aurangabad in Maharashtra.
The college became the site for Dalit and non-Dalit members to associate with this movement and sharing of
the common experiences of their life by Dalit students and comparing their situation with Blacks in USA. 1967
became the important year for the movement. The principal of the college M.N. Wankhade organized one
conference in 1967 and raised some fundamental questions where he pointed towards the neglect of a dignified
history of untouchables from the important ritual and academic literature of time. He urged Dalit writers to revolt
and producing their own literature and presenting their problem (Dangle, 2009).
The main auto-biographies of Dalit men and women are:

1)

Untouchable: The Autobiography of an Indian Outcaste by Hazaari in 1970

2)

Things I never Imagined by N.S. Suryavanshi in 1975

3)

Baluta by Daya Pawar in 1978.

4)

Poisoned Bread: Translation from Modern Marathi Marathi Dalit Literature by Arjun Dangle in

1994

5)

Karukku translated from Tamil by Lakshmi Holmstrom in 2000

6)

Vasti translated into English by Vasant Moon

7)

Growing Up as Untouchable in India by Gail Omvedt in 2001

8)

The Outcaste translated from Marathi by Santosh Bhoomkar in 2003

9)

Joothan: A Dalit’s Life by Omprakash Valmiki translated from Hindi by Arun Prabha Mukerjee in

2003

10)

The Prison we Broke by Baby Kamble in 2008.

These autobiographies and biographies on Dalit and their social life trace the narratives of their suffering, pain,
agony and a story of collective struggle waged over centuries on them. Interestingly some of them include the
series of events in transforming their status from untouchable to Dalit as well as transformation of the stigmatized
identity to the self-chosen identity as Dalit. By identifying themselves as Dalit writers such as Valmiki (2003) and
Dangle (1994) stated that this has born as a historic struggle for dismantling of discriminating caste attitudes and
rebuilding of society of their own which is free from any inequality and injustice. The Dalit literature in form of
their biographies of life and struggle provides an alternative paradigm to the indological texts or past written
records on their origin and social status. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar who was the eminent leader of Dalit movement
argued that Hinduism and its teachings are meant to be discriminatory and exploitative towards untouchables. He
opposed Gandhian and social reformist ideology; rather he stressed on breaking the shackles of evils within
Hinduism as a religion because their ideology was not to fight against this system of inequality rather accepting
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the social position and occupational duties of one’s caste. Throughout his lifetime, Gandhiji’s ideology was based
on the notion that religion in India should be the way of life and the system of Varna is there to maintain the
balance and consensus of society and for maintenance of this Hindu social order it is necessary for all Indians to
follow the path of Varna Ashram Dharma. In his last years Ambedkar came to the conclusion after researching on
‘Caste’ as a defining subject of social and religious life of Indians that until the untouchables will remain the part of
Hindu religion they will never be able to gain equality and dignity in society.
According to Dangle (2009) though Dalit literature flourished during Dr. Ambedkar’s movement but it originated in
1920s where there were attempts made by some Dalit writers to represent the miseries of their life to British
India administration. Among them were Gopalbaba Walangkar, Pandit Kongiram and Kisan Phagoji Bansod. After
1950s the first batch of Dalit youth in Maharashtra graduated from college named Ghanashyam Talwatkar and
others set up a literary body. The major questions faced during this time were about their life, its problems and
causes for such problems. The decade of 1960s was an important period for Marathi Dalit literature. Baburao
Bagul writings about Dalit and their life gained momentum because his writings jolted against the social system
and gave it a jolt which was the need of an hour during this time.
Dalit literature or writings expanded and acknowledged in mainstream in post-independent India. They have been
published in various regional languages such as Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Tamilian, Oriya and some got translated
by other authors in English. They show how there was the need for Dalit to come to the forefront and write about
the stories of their origin, status, their work, their social life and the history of pain and agony they have suffered
at every point of life. The inequality and injustices they had faced for the foremost reason due to their ‘location’ in
which they are born, the idea which we got while reading about their past and present in academia. Their location
and the putatively lowly work they were/are engaged are the prime objectives for them to assert for their rights.
Dalit autobiographies are later development in Dalit literature which had their beginning in 1960s in Maratha
language. Maratha was the regional language of Maharashtra and the early accounts of narration of life histories
of Mahars (one of the Scheduled Castes) can be seen under the leadership of Ambedkar. These life narratives
grounded the literature specific to Dalit experiences and created an ontological and epistemological difference
from other literary currents in contemporary times. They also created a space where experiences and responses
could be shared but not universalized. Dalit literature is marked by its protest against tradition and its quest for
modernity. However in U.P the similar kind of move was traced by Rawat (2011) in his work where Chamars of U.P
rewrites history of their origin through contesting the dominant colonial and Hindu narratives of their polluted
identity. They composed new histories of their castes while claiming that their status become impure due to
historical wrongs and reclaimed their identity as Kshatriya. They held meetings and demonstrations to mobilize
their members and sustain their ideas. Series of Chamar histories were written and published in Uttar Pradesh
during first half of century. U.B.S. Raghuvanshi book Shree Chamar Purana and Jaiswar Mahasabha book
Suryavansh Kshtariya Jaiswar Sabha are some of the book written on Chamars history of their origin and claims of
Yadav-Kshatriya status. These were some of the early moves of re-claiming of their identities to prove their
respected and dignified status in society.
In post-independent India, due to introduction of reservation policy and other processes of development such as
urbanization and industrialization some of the numerically preponderant groups belongs to Scheduled Castes are
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able to secure a higher position in economic and political spheres. Their entry into educational institutions, highly
paid administrative jobs as well as affiliation to major political parties and some were able to become MPs, MLAs
have transformed their economic and political status but failed to transform their social and cultural status. In
contemporary India, no one would be found across the country from the Scheduled Castes doing priestly duties in
temples. The reason for this is the location of their caste in which they born is significant and lived reality of caste
in India. The economic, educational and political mobility they attained failed to transform their social or ritual
status in society. The presence of discrimination on Dalit at University, Government job office and other sectors is
prime evidence of inequality and injustice on them.
Therefore, Dalit autobiographies become a medium for every group of Scheduled Castes to write about their
social experiences of life. It acts as a common platform for sharing their views and can also be seen as collective
efforts for fighting against disparity and a need for a new point of their life. The autobiography or memoir is a
mode of self-expression and vehicle for Dalit to assert their identity and challenge the Hindu social order which
has historically exploited and subjugated them and placed at the bottom of the society. Dalit writings thus turned
as a compelling socio-political tool for marginalized section of society. What was not there in the dominant past
takes rightful place through Dalit autobiographies. They gave importance to self, society and their community
rather seeking individual path. The depiction of narratives in Dalit autobiographies does not make use of ‘I’ rather
they use ‘We’ denoting the pain, agony and struggle of whole community as whole. Self-recognition is the main
motto of Dalit autobiographies. Through writing about their life histories they try to engage with the larger
audience while telling the tales of their social reality experienced by them.
Conclusion:
The main aim of this paper was to locate the earliest attempt of Dalits in India for the formation of their selfdefined identity in form of ‘Adi-movements’. These movements were always ignored as a part to be discussed
thoroughly and gaining central place in Indian academia or in sociological literature. It is true that these
movements which originated in colonial period in India was a small scale struggle by Dalits in comparison to the
Dalit movements of contemporary times, post 1970s addressing Dalit issues with much stability and spreading it
globally. But still the significance of ‘Adi-movements’ staging the base and accurate platform for such a big and
long struggle of identity of Dalit cannot be denied. This paper gave ample space for careful description of historical
foundation of Adi-movements and their significant contribution in making space for Dalit for raising their voices
and engaging with the mainstream. The paper also looked into the question of ‘identity formation’ taking
subjective view of Dalit either through the processes for formulating culturally and socially distinct identity as well
as how narratives of their social reality is helpful in creation of better engagement of their life world with the
outside world. Through this they can themselves locate their position in society. Though the aim of Adi-ideology
was not successful in absolute separation of Dalit from Hinduism and its ideological principles but it sow the seeds
for the possibility that Dalits can have a culturally distinct identity of their own traces of which can be seen in
recent works of Kancha Illiah (Why I am not a Hindu?) critiquing Hinduism and its philosophy how it is
discriminatory towards Dalit and Kumar (2002,2006 and 2005) who constantly argue that for better understanding
of Dalit and their world it must be from their view point and how do they look at them and their identity in Indian
society.
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Abstract
This paper examines the intersection between war, gender, genre, and identity in the Syrian Samar Yazbek's
autobiographical narratives The Crossing: My Journey to the Shattered Heart of Syria (2015) and A Woman in the
Crossfire: Diaries of the Syrian Revolution (2012). It looks at the effects of war trauma on the ambivalent
perception of identity and the way the testimonial mode of life-writing is used to render it. The paper examines
the effects of the Syrian war on the way the narrator presents herself in her autobiographical texts as a
traumatized, borderline figure with a blurred perception between reality and fiction. It traces the textual and
thematic manifestations of Yazbek’s traumatic conditions through her accounts; it simultaneously examines the
way her texts are directed towards potential healing and resolution. The choice and significance of life-writing as a
literary genre of self-expression are specifically highlighted in relation to gender and the expression of sociopolitical dissidence. The study dissects dichotomies found in Yazbek's accounts of contemporary, war-torn Syria; it
examines binary oppositions of voice and silence, individual and collective, home and front, domestic and political,
and men and women and the way these binaries stand out to reflect the complex relationship between war,
identity, and gender.
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War affects writing as much as it affects the role and identity of the writer (McLoughlin et al., 2017, p.1, Yazbek,
2013). In instances of catastrophes, occupation, war, and civil wars, new roles are assigned to writers (as it is the
case with other individual members of society) who - not necessarily willingly - assume various positions and
missions within the newly-imposed reality in their communities. Postcolonial psychoanalysts and trauma theorists
have mainly focused on the psychological effects of war and political conflicts on the subjects’ identity and sense
of self (see, for instance, Fanon, 1961), and specifically its manifestation in literary representations (Ward, 2015,
p.1). For the literary expression of war-trauma, life-writing (an umbrella term for non-fictional modes of literary
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expression, see Smith and Watson, 2001), in particular testimonial and bearing witness narratives, attest to the
traumatizing side-effects of political and military conflicts from first-hand, arguably authentic, perspectives. Lifewriting subgenres are the traditional vehicles of transmitting traumatic experiences and conditions (Vasvàri and
Wang, 2015, p.2) being a non-fictional medium that eliminates the “generic boundaries between history, fiction,
[and] documentary” (ibid). Under the conditions of war, writing real stories persists and “form-breaking tendencies
of writing lives are released” (McLoughlin et al., 2017, p.5) due to the pressing necessity to verbally communicate
and share the experience as lived; a process which, in turn, entails an attempt to work through and accommodate
war’s psychological traces. War life-writing is generally critically associated with both postcolonial and trauma
theories which are considered useful analytical frameworks to understand the effects and potential legacies of
colonial and/or neocolonial struggles for self-determination, dignity, and social justice (see Ward p 4). Trauma life
narratives portray the way political conflicts, particularly within violent, military war zones, distort the writing
subjects’ sense of identity and perception of reality, shedding light on the textual representation of such effects,
and hence providing an in-depth, penetrating vision of such psychological and socio-political conditions.
The Arab world can be argued to represent the most contemporary complex site for political and military conflicts
in today’s world (see Gregory, 2004; McMillain, 2016). The region is a locus of various colonial projects (in
Palestine, for instance), civil wars (like in Yamen), international interventions (like in Iraq), and the contagious
wave of pro-democratic upheavals that has swept the region since 2010 (starting in Tunisia and affecting countries
like Libya, Egypt, Yamen, and Syria) not particularly proving democratic, but metamorphosing – in most cases into more complex conflicts with ongoing effects. Additionally, the region is still arguably haunted by the legacy of
colonialism and independence movements (Ward, 2015, p.7). In this sense, the contemporary Arab literary sphere
is witnessing an increase in the production of different life-writing sub-genres across North Africa and the Middle
East which depict the state of these countries as a region in flux while providing an arguably authentic picture of
the status of the individual and the collective within such politically charged contexts (see Moore Gilbert 2013,
2014; Anishchenkova, 2014). In the present study, I look at testimonies of the ongoing Syrian revolution by the
Syrian author Samar Yazbek, one of the most prominent contemporary Arab women life-writers, particularly her A
Women in the Crossfire: Diaries of the Syrian Revolution (2013) and The Crossing: My Journey to the Shattered
Heart of Syria (2016). I examine the effects of the Syrian war on the way the narrator presents herself in her
autobiographical texts as a traumatized, borderline figure with a distorted perception of the real. I trace the
textual and thematic manifestations of Yazbek’s traumatic conditions through her life-narrative and the way her
account is directed towards a potential healing and resolution. In so doing, I give a particular attention to the way
war, identity, genre, and gender intersect in these texts to produce a testament to the individual and the
collective experiences of war.
Samar Yazbek is a Syrian journalist and novelist who is contemporarily known as the chronicler of the Syrian
revolution. Syria, which was taken by the fever of what has been dubbed ‘the Arab Spring’ since March 2011, is
still in flux, militarily and politically, as the repression of people’s peaceful call for dignity and social justice has
ultimately tolerated sectarian conflicts (mainly between Muslim Sunnis and Alawites), international interventions,
and terrorism (ISIS). Yazebk is celebrated on an international scale as the voice of the Syrian revolution mainly
after the publication of her diaries A Women in the Crossfire: Diaries of the Syrian Revolution (2012), published
originally in Arabic as Takatuʿ Nirān: Min Yawmiiyāt al-Intifada al-Suriyya (2012), which was awarded the PEN
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Pinter International Writer of Courage Prize in October 2012. The book is a polyvocal, first-hand testimonial
account written by Yazbek. The account covers the first 100 days of the Syrian uprising, which has erupted in the
city of Darʿa in March 2011, in form of peaceful, yet violently repressed demonstrations, up until July of the same
year during which Syria has become a multi-belligerent war zone and “the bloodiest of the revolutions”
(Yazbek, 2013, p.1). By then, the narrator, as a regime opponent and an influential public figure, has been forced
into an involuntary exile in France. In her exile, Yazbek, a fierce advocate of the revolution, did not detach herself
from the events taking place in her country neither was she able to accommodate the traumatic experience she
had in the first months of the revolution. She thus decides to go back in an attempt to fathom the entangled state
of her country and reach, on a personal level, a provisional resolution. Her second testimonial account The
Crossing: My Journey to the Shattered Heart of Syria (2016) depicts her clandestinely movement back to the
‘shatters’ of Syria.
Since the 1990s, trauma studies have been specifically concerned with gender and life writing (Vasvàri and Wang,
2015, p.5); the former as an intersectional area of oppression and struggle, and the latter as its testimonial,
assumingly authentic representation. The relationship between trauma and women’s non-fictional, testimonial
writings has generated much debate within academic and critical fields with a specific attention given to issues of
violence, voice, and memory (See, for example, Henke, 1998; Ross's, 2003; Tagore, 2009; Mehta, 2014). Questions
of whether trauma is representable, and, to use a term from within the field, speakable, has been the core of such
debates. While Cathy Caruth, suggests Lucy Brisley, links trauma to the inexplicable, the unutterable and
“impossible saying” (2015, p. 100), Fiona Ross argues that trauma testimonies by women are a form of “comingto-voice” (2003, p. 27) through which they are able to reclaim new forms of social subjectivity by challenging
different tropes of silencing and violence exercised on them.
The long-lasting, 'overwhelming' nature of trauma, generally a result of unexpected, “sudden and catastrophic
events”, as defined by Caruth (1996 cited in Ward 2015, p.4), creates an urge and a necessity for the internalized,
haunting experience to be communicated in an attempt to reach a potential resolution. The textual expression of
trauma has generally proved to fail to be accurately and fully representable of the experience. Nevertheless, it is
this failure, in its very textual representations, that captures the essence of trauma in its unspeakability (see
Brisley, 2015). That is, trauma narratives often entail specific textual characteristics that reflect the impossibility of
the complete and ultimate verbal rendition of the experience of the writing subject/the narrator due to its
severity; these textual elements may include formal repetitions, interruptions, ellipses, polyvocality, lack of flow,
nightmarish descriptions, and/or surreal and violent images (Moore and Qabaha, 2015, p.70; Ward, 2015). These
trauma-reflecting textual elements, described by Paulina Grzęda as “anti-narrative modes” (2015, p.66),
additionally include “self-reflexivity, disruption of linear chronology, fragmentation, preference for hybridity and
polyvocality, as well as resistance to closure” (ibid). Such textual modes tend to disrupt the expected flow of the
narrative and to reflect the intensity and the incomprehensibility of the experience to the writing subject.
However, an exclusive consideration of these textual modes for the evaluation of traumatic conditions is
insufficient. Elements of political and cultural contexts within which such narratives emerge need also to be taken
into consideration (Grzęda, 2015, p.66). In this sense, Yazbek’s trauma, as I see it, is textually and thematically
manifested through two main elements: her recurrent references to the void, and her blurred perception of the
lines between reality and imagination/ truth and fiction, which she presents in generally surreal, nightmarish, and
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often metaphysical ways. These elements, as I see it, determine the way the narrator conceives and presents her
identity, all within the cultural and political contexts in which she lives and writes.
It is important to state the elements presented in Yazbek’s accounts that shape her experience as a traumatic one;
the latter is traditionally considered an inescapable effect of “a catastrophic event that is not grasped by the
conscious mind, is unrelated to prior knowledge, [and] is not describable and leaves no traces” (Moore and
Qabaha, 2015, p.18). Yazbek is taken by the sudden transformation of the events in Syria from a legitimate,
peaceful call for social democracy and justice to a multi-sided military anarchy which ultimately impose on her
new social roles and political categorization. In her first autobiographical text, Yazbek sees herself to be forcefully
positioned in a crossfire. The latter, (in Arabic: Takatuʿ Nirān), is defined in the diaries' frontispiece as “where an
individual or a political or military group is within range of two or more lines of fire, from both enemy and ally
alike”. This position stems from the narrator’s role as an opponent of the dictator regime of Bashar al-Assad when
she is not only a well-known public figure but an Alawite woman belonging to the regime’s sect. Her prodemocratic indulgence, public influence as a propagator of the revolution, and her familial status as a single
mother from a pro-regime, Alawite descent combine to situate her in a literal crossfire in which she stands alone
against all the belligerents of the civil war. She is disavowed by her own family and friends, blamed by her
daughter, tarnished by the proponents of the regime and the Sunni anti-regimes, and threatened by the security
forces. To this end, writes Yazbek:
“Death on all sides, from all the shooting. If they had got their hands on me, most of the Alawites in the
demonstrators' neighbourhoods might have killed me; if the Sunni fundamentalists knew I was there, they might
have done the same thing. If the security forces and the Ba'thists got wind of my presence they would have
launched a military campaign against the neighbourhoods, claiming there was an armed gang
there” (Yazbek, 2012, p.217).
The crossfire position further complicates Yazbek’s perception of the upheavals and shapes her experience as a
traumatic one. The scenes of violence to which the narrator is exposed, or what she refers to as “snapshots of
hell” where “human beings were just pieces of flesh on display, an exhibition of the art of murder and torture that
was all for show” (Yazbek, 2012, p.87), further nourish her sense of trauma. The persona which Yazbek presents of
herself in her first text is very similar to the one she portrays in the second. In The Crossing, Yazbek fails to
accommodate her trauma neither through the distance her forced exile creates, nor through going back to the
shattered heart of Syria. She returns to Syria driven by the desire to establish small projects for women and
children affected by the war and to attempt equally to reconcile with her haunting sense of uneasiness. However,
her movement across borders only enforces her sense of borderlessness, that she inhabits a no man’s land. She
thus reflects her traumatic conditions, as I see it, through her reference to the void and the representational
elimination of borders between reality and fiction.
Throughout both narratives under discussion, Yazbek defines her existence and the state of her country in relation
to the void, in Arabic al-A"d
m
a

, which also translates as ‘nothingness’. Actually, the original Arabic title of Yazbek’s

second account, The Crossing, which reads Bawabāt Ard al-A"d
m,
a

literally translates as “Gates into the Land of

Void” (my translation). This recurrent reference to the void, an equally literal and figurative one, as I suggest, can
be seen as a traumatic symptom. It denotes the material vacuum which the mass massacres from the involved
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sides of the conflict has created. Additionally, the motif of the void symbolizes the sense of meaninglessness
which has enveloped the country and which, in turn, defines Yazbek’s perception of herself and shapes the way
she conceives her existence as shifting “from physicality into nothingness” (Yazbek, 2016, p.270). She writes: “I've
been drifting through the void. I fail around, empty except for the liberty of my very existence” (2012, p.1). This
void, in its both connotations, affects Yazbek’s perception of the self and the reality in which she lives. It burdens
her with a sense of fluid temporality and unbelonging; she writes:
“All I longed to do was to float, to swim through into boundless, white nothingness. To drift through it, under it,
over it, floating ever further from geography, dimensions blurring till a skyscraper was the size of a blade of
grass, colours fading in the infinite blindness of outer space, leaving behind all these bearded faces. I would merge
into a flowing stream of emptiness, living nowhere, without borders to define me” (2016, p.44).
In this sense, Yazbek, as she presents herself in relation to the void, can be argued to represent a borderline
figure; a state which psychoanalysts generally link to traumatic symptoms (see, for instance, L. A. Kaehler and J. J.
Freyd, (2011); R. M. Gaher et al., (2013). Bringing the narrator’s presented sense of self against the psychoanalyst
André Green’s “Borderline Concept” (1996), I suggest that she, perhaps self-consciously, embodies the
characteristics of a borderline individual. Green identifies the borderline as both a physical frontier and a state of
being; he distinguishes between having a border – often a (non) penetrable physical barrier - and being one. The
border state of being, according to Green, “is less of a frontier than a no-man’s-land” (1996, p.74). He states that
to be a borderline individual is to inhabit a ‘void space’ which is the typical image in which Yazbek often positions
herself. The events of the Syrian war have had a lasting impact on Yazbek’s perception of the reality and her
position within it. She expresses that she has become “uncoiled, with no solid identity” (2016, p.252) only
inhabiting “a moving and fluctuating frontier” (2016, p.73). Yazbek occasionally expresses a sense of unreality,
“utility, lack of awareness of presence”, which are among Greens’ characteristics of the borderline individual
(1996, p.79). To inhabit a borderline, is to cease to feel one's existence, to adopt a boundless persona, a character
dwelling in the fictional, and to this end testifies Yazbek: “I alone am the one swimming in the realm of the
imaginary; an idea of reality, a fantasy floating in the madness” (Yazbek, 2013a, p.130). She assumes a persona of
a fictional woman who attempts ceaselessly, yet to no avail, to belong. This tension is manifested, rather than
resolved, in the narrators own accounts of the revolution which tend to blur the lines between the fictional and
the real.
I consider the way reality and fiction become indistinguishable in Yazbek’s autobiographical accounts as a
traumatic condition. Yazbek occasionally expresses her inability to distinguish between the real and the fictional.
Such perception of reality accords with Green’s characterization of the borderline state as entailing “a feeling of
non-existence and unreality of self -and object – image” (1996, p.79) which Yazbek occasionally and overtly
expresses. As a borderline figure, she asserts that the events of the war make her perceive herself as “the only
fictional character” in her real-live narrative; she is “an implausible figure […] this other imaginary person” (2016,
pp.5-6). The bloody scene of the Syrian civil war estranges Yazbek from her own country, from her compatriots
who became the representative of the enemy, and from her own sense of identity. It blurs her perception of
herself and of the reality she lives; a reality which she imagines to be possible only in fictional narratives. She
perceives the events of the upheaval as “a real-life novel” and herself as a directionless, fictional-like character,
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“just an idea, a character in a novel […] I am only thinking about a woman I'll write about one day. I am a novel”
(Yazbek, 2012, pp.90, 78). She transcends the physical to the non-existent, to which she occasionally refers as
“nothingness”. This metaphysical sense of existence reflects the subject’s trauma conditions through her own
suicidal contemplations, day dreaming, the nightmarish perception of reality, and her position within a “void
space”.
However, Yazbek’s accounts, which present its narrator as a borderline, traumatized figure, emerge as a medium
of expression that aspires towards potential resolution and healing. Suzette A. Henke introduces the notion
“scriptotherapy” in relation to trauma life-writing; the notion associates non-fictional accounts with the function
of “writing out and writing through traumatic experience” (1998, p.xii). According to Henke, this therapeutic
function might be particularly achieved through the capacity of life-writing modes, specifically testimonial, in
enabling the “articulation of haunting and debilitating emotional crisis”. This articulation eventually helps the
writing subject in making sense of the experience through verbally reconstructing the self that is shattered by
trauma (1998, p.xix). Further to this, the testimonial mode of writing, as I demonstrate, brings together the
personal and the collective experiences of trauma situating them in a given historical context and enabling the
writing subject to identify, even relatively, with collectively lived circumstances (Beverley, 1989). By the same
token, testimonial, first-hand accounts, being agency-assertive modes of expression, enable the writing subject to
regain a voice, to reclaim a repressed subjectivity, and to bring to the forefront an overwhelming experience in an
attempt to work through it. In this regard, Henke states:
“Testimonial life-writing allows the author to share an unutterable tale of pain and suffering, of transgression or
victimization, in a discursive medium that can be addressed to everyone or no-one […] It is through the very process
of rehearsing and reenacting a drama of mental survival that the trauma narrative effects psychological catharsis”
(1998, p.xix).
In both of her texts, Yazbek chooses the testimonial style of writing to render the collective experience of the
uprising; her narratives comprise a number of testimonies of regime opponents from all social and political
backgrounds which she herself compiles. She moves beyond the representation of an isolated, individual’s trauma
to claim the collective one. This collective motivation is an inherent characteristic of testimonial writings which are
known for their engagement with communal experiences rather than personal, distant, and exceptional cases.
Testimonies do not reflect an isolated predicament but must be representative of a collective experience, a social
class, and or/ a gendered-group affected by shared cultural and sociopolitical circumstances (see Beverley, 1989,
p.25; Ross, 2003, p.3; Tagore, 2009). The polyvocal testimonial form which Yazbek chooses for her
representational project is, hence, characterized by its collective ethos. It reflects the predicament of anti-regime
Syrians and revolutionists through the lens of the individual, writing/ narrating subject who assumes the role of a
spokeswoman.
Yazbek’s choice to unveil the collective stories behind the revolution is primarily an attempt to reclaim the agency
stripped by the war. Traumatic experiences entail “the annihilation of subjectivity” (Ward, 2015, p.5) that makes
individuals feel dehumanized, objectified, and unable to act or react. It is this sense of subjectivity which Yazbek
attempts to regain by resisting the after-effects of her traumatic symptoms. She self-consciously endeavours to
reclaim her voice through her testimonial texts, a form of writing which symbolizes the manifestation of agency in
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its highest (see, Smith and Watson, 2001). In effect, “traumatic testimony has long been the life writing genre of
choice for those wanting to give voice to the dispossessed” (McLoughlin, 2017, p.4). Yazbek attempts through her
polyvocal narrative to claim her voice as a woman and a writer, and the voices of her repressed, unrepresented
compatriots in an attempt to reach Henke’s “psychological catharsis”. It is through voicing the stories of men and
women transcribed in these accounts that Yazbek attempts to reclaim her own voice and reach a state of
acceptance. She herself attests that the different stories she records in her accounts help her “to confront fear and
panic as well as to generate some hope” (2012, p.xii).
Recalling Henke’s notion “scriptotherapy” discussed above, the self-reflexive writing act stems as a method of
reflecting on the experiences as they occur by acting as a space that distances the subject, even temporarily, from
emotionally overwhelming incidents. That is, voicing trauma through writing, although a complex process that
raises ethical issues of representation (see Whitlock, 2007), helps create a distance between the subject and
his/her experience allowing for a space of reflection, the idea to which Gregory Castle refers as the “temporality of
the trauma discourse” (2013, p.211). In this sense, I draw from Castle who argues that trauma-voicing dwells a
liminal space between remembering and forgetting (ibid); the representation of trauma becomes a vehicle to
recovery through dislocating the experience from the real to the representational. The writing act itself,
specifically in the case of Yazbek’s narratives, helps create this space of distance between the subject and the
experience offering her a neutral space in which she is able to reflect on her experience and contemplate a
potential healing. In this sense, Yazbek writes: “these diaries were helping me to stay alive; they were my walking
stick these days. I had to go on writing if only to keep my spirits up and to bear the pain” (2012, p.50).
Through Yazbek’s collective thrust, a specific attention is given to the testimonies of Syrian women and their
experiences and socio-political positions within the revolution. Both of Yazbek’s accounts, I argue, resist not only
the repression of subjectivity and the silencing of the revolutionist stories. They also challenge the normative
exclusion of women’s engagement and sociopolitical consciousness from conflict scenes. It is generally held that
men are the archetypal figures of war and revolutions whose place is at the front while women, whose
engagement is usually overshadowed, necessarily belong to the home (Cooke, 1993, p.183). Yazbek’s accounts
challenge such an exclusory division by standing as the feminine voice of the revolution. Her narratives are textual
evidence that dismisses such categorization; they propose a representational alternative through presenting her
own involvement in the revolution along with those of many other women among the collective she represents. In
her first account, she ventures into villages, battles fields, prisons, and demonstrations as to depict an authentic,
insider’s image of the revolution. Her gender does not hinder her from achieving her representational mission, but
rather highlights the futility of such gender-based divisions of roles. Returning to Syria from her exile, as depicted
in her second account, this resistance of gendered division of space is further maintained through her own illegal
movement as one woman among 19 men through which she attempts to defy the socially-prescribed norms to
“leave the matters of war to the men” (Yazbek, 2016, p.237).
Yazbek’s narratives of the Syrian revolution present intersectional accounts in which issues of war, identity, genre,
and gender meet. This is due to the capacity of the testimonial modes of expression “to at once document and
transform the violent imbrications of gender, race, class, sexuality, nation, and colonialism in history and in
present” through their non-fictional formal, creative, and political approaches of voicing trauma (Tagore, 2009,
p.4). The transcription of her experience as a woman, a regime opponent, and a writer within the turmoil of
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revolution allows Yazbek to express her political opposition against the mass silencing mechanisms deployed by
the regime. It equally stands as a dissident strategy to the multiple structures of power to which she, as a woman
and a part of a larger collectivity, is subjected.
To conclude, testimonial narratives constitute vehicles of expressing personal and collective experiences of (civil)
war and the traumatic effects it entails. They form an intersectional space of expression in which issues of identity
and gender are evoked to produce a testament of the individual and the collective experiences of war. Yazbek’
traumatic conditions, as she represents them in her accounts, are manifested in her recurrent reference to the
‘void’ and her blurred perception between fiction and reality which makes of her a borderline figure. Through
recording her experience of the violent, Syrian uprising, Yazbek is able to reclaim her repressed voice as a woman,
a writer, and a regime opponent. It is through the depicted collective predicament that Yazbek is aspiring to
understand and reconcile with her individual experience of the harsh reality of the ongoing revolution. Although
the trauma-evoked tension in Yazbek’s identity is not ultimately resolved, her testimonial accounts open up the
possibility and hope for the potential reconciliation with the effects of the current Syrian scene.
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Abstract
This paper explores the contemporary portrayal of US capitalist identity in mainstream Hollywood cinema
with the objective of scrutinising in how far and - in which form - it addresses an increasing loss of
confidence in the model. Analysing Len Wiseman’s Total Recall (2012) as a prime example of a film that
encapsulates Hollywood’s continued focus on capitalist stakeholders, this investigation examines capitalist
and postcolonial themes in the film vis-à-vis evidence of discernible self-doubt in US-led global patriarchy.
By combining critical discourse and literary analyses of postcolonial (Said 1979, 1994, Robinson 1997,
Weaver-Hightower 2006, Hardt and Negri 2000) works, this study explores the potential and limits of Total
Recall as a feature that may genuinely criticise contemporary US capitalist identity constructs.
Overall, this film suggests a re-consideration of US capitalist morals, largely rejecting political elitism
through its depiction of primary antagonist Vilos Cohaagen (Bryan Cranston) as a corrupt symbol of US
imperialism. Despite this Total Recall maintains a tendency to promote ideological patterns and traditional
colonial notions of the Self as superior to an inferior Other. This indicates that, while Total Recall breaks
with pro-capitalist constructs in some areas, it stabilises established norms in others, clearly demonstrating
an enduring confidence in wider US capitalist identity.

Preliminary remarks
The fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of communism across the former Soviet Union were widely regarded as
important events that led to a decisive ideological victory for (US-led) democratic capitalism as a global socioeconomic ideal (see Appadurai 1990, Fukuyama 1992, Hardt and Negri 2000, Mishra 2014). Doran (2012), Petras
(2014) and Gourevitch and Shinn (2007) have discussed how, despite such claims of victory, a number of events most notably the 2003 invasion of Iraq and the global recession of 2008 - have served to severely contest popular
media and political assumptions that the US version of capitalism is a superior socio-economic model.
Hardt and Negri write that this predicament is nothing new, asserting that the capitalist model ‘has in fact always
been in crisis, and this crisis has been one of the motors that has continuously pushed toward Empire’ (2000: 4).
Weaver-Hightower claims that US hegemony is perhaps more prevailing now than ever, concurring with Hardt and
Negri when she states that - in contrast to those who believe that US authority is declining (Pryor 2002, Kiely 2015,
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Petras et al 2016) - the major difference between past epochs is that today, the United States fears losing its
hegemony through its own global capitalistic excesses (2007: 214).
Hollywood, the home of US cinema, is one such medium of American culture through which such insecurities are
discernible, and has often been the subject of critical interrogation regarding its dissemination of pro-US
perspectives (Belton 2005, Ryan and Lenos 2012, Rieder 2008, Cornea 2007). Film can be distinguished from other
mediums of culture because of its broad appeal to different demographics, it is also able to manipulate and
implicitly allegorise a broad range of societal issues, providing a useful stage through which authors, directors and
industry actors can disseminate their preferred worldviews or value systems (see Rings 2016). Upon consideration
of this ‘crisis’ of contemporary US capitalism and the assumption that there has been a loss of faith in this model,
this paper proposes to investigate in how far and - in which form – Hollywood addresses this increasing loss of
confidence.

As a global market leader, there are many examples from which to select a feature for an in-depth analysis such as
this: in the context of US capitalist self-representation and identity, James Cameron’s Avatar (2009) is one
particular film that has been subject to much scholarly scrutiny since its release (see Kaveney 2010, Žižek 2010,
Veracini 2011); Nolan’s The Dark Knight (2008) is another (see Kellner 2009, Brooker 2012, Wainer 2014). For this
investigation, I have selected a lesser well-known feature in the shape of Len Wiseman’s big budget remake of
Paul Verhoeven's Total Recall (1990) for its conceptual commitment to focus a significant part of its plot towards
issues of income inequality and socio-economic marginality – an subject central to popular media narratives since
the 2008 economic crisis – and it’s explicit reconstruction of colonial binaries in the relationship between the
‘Colony’ and the ‘United Federation of Britain’ (UFB).
The role of protagonist Douglas Quaid (Colin Farrell) - ostensibly seeking answers as to his own misplaced identity
- but actually fighting for economic freedom on behalf of the poor, underdeveloped population of the Colony
against the capitalist (neo)colonialism of the UFB, should provide some indication of what particular concepts
remain central to capitalist self-identity in the twenty-first century. Furthermore, it may also highlight in how far
this loss of confidence in US capitalism/capitalist identity is evident in contemporary Hollywood cinema.
Although unpopular critics, Total Recall grossed close to $200 million and was particularly successful with East
Asian audiences (see Internet Movie Database 2015). Not surprisingly, the majority of the film’s mainstream
reviews lack any real critical rigour, however Chang (2012), Corliss (2012) and O’Hehir’s (2012) respective articles
help to initiate a discussion. The trio are uniform in their opinion that Total Recall fails to deliver upon its lessthan-subtle allusions to contemporary political issues, with O’Hehir criticising the filmmakers for being ‘more
concerned with Colin Farrell’s muscular frame...than with political allegory’ (2012: n.p.). Wallace also comments
that ‘action-packed chases and a handful of Minority Report moments do not a great movie make [sic]. Neither
does layering on a little War on Terror propaganda and class revolt just to add a patina of modern urgency’ (2012:
n.p.). I would disagree and argue that subplot allegories of issues like the ‘War on Terror’ are an element of the
story that deserve further attention, indeed such components are often key indicators toward the ideological
perspectives of the studios, writers, directors and producers (Rings 2016: 1).
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Despite a number of works discussing Phillip K. Dick’s We Can Remember It For You Wholesale (1966) - the original
short story from which the film was adapted (Dick 1996, Bartelson 2006), and Verhoeven’s 1990 Total Recall film
(Alleva 1990, Stuart 1990), Len Wiseman’s 2012 remake remains relatively under-scrutinised in academic circles.
The Fine Art Diner (2012) and Westfahl (2012) have each composed insightful critical essays discussing the story’s
political focus and possible ideological leanings, Fernández-Menicucci (2014) on the other hand compares identity
constructs in the latest incarnation of Total Recall with the previous works - as does Kolbuszewska (2015).
Westfahl’s essay adds depth to the critical analysis debate, commenting upon the ‘strangely anachronistic’ (2012:
n.p.) nature of a narrative that attempts to allegorise contemporary issues of wealth inequality and land grabbing.
Westfahl also seems to disagree with Wallace, adding that Total Recall’s political dynamic creates a space for
genuine self-reflective questions to be asked:
Instead of fighting for the freedom of oppressed Martians, this film’s rebels are fighting to achieve
independence for the Colony; and since that society has become a melting pot of people from numerous
cultures, this situation potentially allows the story to resonate with all sorts of anti-colonial wars
throughout history, though the film never takes advantage of the opportunity (2012: n.p.).
Reflecting further upon Fernández-Menicucci’s interesting comparative analysis, it is not difficult to understand
how often seemingly insignificant elements in film narratives display epochal and/or discursive indicators. For
example, in contrast to Verhoeven’s effort, which the author believes is ‘precariously poised in-between
postcoloniality and fin-de-siècle anxieties’ (2014: 5), Fernández-Menicucci claims that Wiseman’s Total Recall ‘was
gestated in the post-9/11 era of globalised uncertainties’ (ibid), a statement I would agree with at this early stage
considering the way that the film clearly appropriates actual political rhetoric and television news terminology
familiar to audiences since the War on Terror was initiated.
Corliss’ (2012) review of Total Recall indicates an understanding of cinema’s role in performing an escapist
function for the spectator. His remark on the role of Hollywood films in particular as ‘wish fulfillment,’ and not a
mechanism that provides the ‘reinforcement of the audience’s feelings of frustration...’ (ibid: n.p.) would concur
with the arguments of Belton (2005) and Cornea (2007) who conclude that, aside from simple entertainment,
Hollywood performs an important role in ‘diverting’ the viewer’s attention from everyday issues.
Despite some insight provided here, there is a considerable shortage of analytical literature on the 2012 version of
Total Recall, and with an enquiry of the feature in this context of capitalist identity, I hope to close a gap in
research on Wiseman’s remake.
In response to Rieder - who writes in this context of declining confidence in US capitalism that contemporary
Hollywood often displays a tendency to depict antagonist representatives of capitalist power structures as the
victims of violent emotional attacks (2011: 42), this investigation begins with an analysis of the final fight scene
between primary antagonist Vilos Cohaagen and Quaid. It will then explore the rationale of the Colony’s
Resistance movement, and later Quaid in his role as leader of the resistance with the objective of ascertaining
whether these themes may be linked to wider dissatisfaction with traditional US capitalist identity constructs.
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A Rejection of Capitalist identity in Total Recall?
Total Recall’s final fight scene is worth analysing in-depth in the framework of this study as it bears resemblance to
attacks committed against representatives of capitalist injustice similar to those seen in Cameron’s Avatar (2009)
and Neill Blomkamp’s District 9 (2009).10 The melodramatic nature of antagonist Cohaagen’s death and its
consequences for the future of the Colony’s economic independence certainly warrants a deeper investigation in
that it could be linked to the notion that a loss of confidence in traditional capitalist identity is discernible in a
major contemporary Hollywood feature.
It is useful to begin by articulating the difference between symbolic imagery and typical filmic violence, which is
elaborated upon by Rieder:
Meting out violent retributive ‘justice’ to a criminalised or vilified individuals or groups has been a typical
and enduring feature of much mass cinema, as in the shootouts that have brought closure to so many
Westerns and crime and police dramas over the decades. One might be tempted to write off filmmakers’
pandering to the public’s thirst for violent spectacle as merely the debt popular fiction pays to human
nature. Yet the current crop of vengeance killings is not only insistently moralistic...but directed at white
men in positions of power and authority (2011: 42).
Rieder provides an analysis of Colonel Quartich (Stephen Lang) in Avatar and Koobus Venter (David James) in
District 9, proposing that the climax of both films feature a scene in which the embodiment of the racist corporate
regime is ‘spectacularly and violently killed’ (ibid: 41). In accepting the symbolic foundation to these scenes, I
believe that Rieder’s claim that ‘the scene’s violence extends to the institutional power structures that command,
support and legitimise neocolonial actions’ (ibid: 42) deserves further examination in the context of this
investigation into declining confidence in capitalist identity.
Along with Avatar and District 9, Total Recall’s negative portrayal of Cohaagen and his administration as
controllers of Earth’s real estate distances the film from other popular mainstream Hollywood films like Nolan’s
Batman trilogy (2005, 2008, 2012) and Favreau and Black’s Iron Man series (2008, 2010, 2013) for instance, where
protagonists Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) and Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) engage their considerable wealth
for the good of the general public. On the contrary, Cohaagen uses his wealth and power for his own rapacious
agenda: orchestrating terrorist attacks on his own people, consolidating his own real estate and purging his
administration of political dissenters. It could be argued that the dissemination of this high-level corruption and
abuse of power confirms Total Recall as a liberal film - in contrast to the likes of Iron Man and Batman.
Total Recall as a liberal film challenges the Fine Art Diner’s comments regarding the role that the Resistance play in
undermining socialism (2012: n.p.) in that here, Cohaagen is actively subverting capitalism and the scope of
opportunity that the system provides to those who wish to exploit the working populace. However, a prominent
question is thus: if Total Recall can be considered a liberal feature that attempts to critique capitalism, to what
extent is this genuine?
Total Recall’s filmmakers have been disappointingly reluctant to publicly disclose their political points of view in
any great detail, however in an on-set interview conducted during the film’s production, Wiseman and producer
10 As is discussed by Rieder (2011).
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Toby Jaffe both expressed limited but useful comments that can be said to support the idea that Total Recall
promotes a liberal perspective. In a discussion regarding Total Recall’s allegory of social and economic inequality,
Jaffe describes the issue as ‘the kind of dynamic we’re into; classic working class people against the wealthy who
control the real estate, and want to control the real estate of the planet’ (see Sciretta 2012: n.p.). Wiseman then
adds that in real life, such controversies are complicated by ‘the propaganda machine, which is always current’
(ibid). As well as promoting a liberal viewpoint, this comment is also particularly revealing in consideration of
Cohaagen and his method of employing disinformation and appealing to fear propaganda techniques during his TV
appearances.
Regardless, the climax of Total Recall culminates in a showdown between protagonist Quaid and Cohaagen atop a
giant gravity elevator known as the Fall, which transports workers through Earth’s core from the Colony (located
in present-day Australia) to the UFB (today’s Western Europe). The ocular aesthetic of the mise en scène bears a
resemblance to classical depictions of gladiatorial contests comparable to scenes in Scott’s Gladiator (2000) and
Kubrick’s Spartacus (1960), with the roof of the Fall carriage forming an amphitheatre-like structure, the helipad
replicating the battle floor itself, and the posture/close quarters combat method of fighting between the two
characters mirroring the stance of duelling warriors.
As mentioned above, Cohaagen is depicted as one-dimensionally negative throughout Total Recall, with signifiers
concerning his antagonistic qualities considerable despite his relatively limited screen time. As ‘chancellor’ of the
UFB, wielding absolute power over the federation and its citizens, he certainly aligns with Rieder’s idea of a white
men in a position of power and authority (ibid: 41) promoted throughout other liberal films like Avatar and District
9. Interestingly, Total Recall’s production team appear to have drawn upon the post 9/11 rhetoric, appearance
and body language of mainstream neoconservative politicians to enunciate this to the audience: for example in a
televised press conference discussing a terrorist train bombing at the beginning of the film Cohaagen states: ‘as
much as I want to focus our efforts on cleaning up the Colony, today's terrorist attacks means that funding will
have to go to bolstering our synthetic federal police force’. Later on, he justifies the Colony invasion by accusing
the unseen Colony governor of funding Matthias’ (Bill Nighy) rebel movement.
Again here, a lack of information in the public domain with regard to the filmmakers’ political opinions makes such
a claim merely speculative, however the attempts to portray Cohaagen in the manner of a neoconservative points
to a rejection of those very same politics in Total Recall by the film’s storywriters. This appears to be confirmed at
the climactic moment of the fight where the subject of identity and its link to the concept of reality is invoked.
Here Cohaagen asks: ‘you’re still fighting and you don’t even know who you are’, to which Quaid replies defiantly
‘I may not remember who I was, but I know who I am’. In this context, Rieder’s proposition on the symbolic nature
of violent killings of older white males in film becomes relevant: as the Quaid’s statement on identity suggests, he
believes he is the antithesis of Cohaagen.
It is now important to look into this in more detail. From the film’s outset, the audience have seen a man full of
frustrations with regard to a ‘life’ of unfulfilled ambitions. He has recurring dreams that involve thrilling shootouts
with the authorities (which turn out to be memories), declares how he always wanted to learn the piano but never
had the chance, and complains openly to friend Harry (Bokeem Woodbine) about the repetitive daily grind of his
commute to the UFB on the Fall: ‘has it ever occurred to you that we always sit in these exact same seats? For
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years now...why? I'm talking about us following the same routine...day after day, year after year without even
questioning it’. Reflecting upon the first twenty minutes of Total Recall it is difficult to disagree with Tomlinson’s
description of Quaid as an individual who faces only ‘drudgery, powerlessness and prejudice every day of his
waking life’ (2015: n.p.).
Actor Colin Farrell however describes Quaid’s ultimate destiny: ‘it's the story of a man who's going from being lost
in the quagmire of his own irrelevant existence to arriving at a place of greater emotional sustenance’ (Empire
Magazine 2012: 26). Quaid’s victory in the fight ostensibly confirms these comments, with the statement ‘I know
who I am’ symbolising his rejection of the neoconservative ideology to which Cohaagen subscribes.
After Quaid utters this sentence, a scenario comparable to those observed by Rieder in Avatar and District 9
presents itself in Total Recall also: remaining loyal to typical Hollywood storytelling formula, Quaid is predictably
victorious in the fist fight and finishes the job by stabbing Cohaagen in the abdomen and twisting the knife. Here
the close up shot of acute pain on Cohaagen’s face, constructed from a first-person point of view over Quaid’s
shoulder, is crucial from Total Recall’s liberal perspective in that it indicates a palpable rejection of traditional US
capitalist identity affiliated with, neoconservatism, neo-colonial mentalities11 and imperialist ambition.
If we are to accommodate this idea, then it is important to examine the portrayal of the Resistance and Quaid for
evidence of behavioural tendencies that demonstrate adjustments in epochal representation toward a more
liberal-minded US capitalist mentality.
At the very beginning of the film, Quaid awakens from his dream about Melina (Jessica Biel) to find that there has
been ‘another bombing in the UFB’, revealing to the audience that Wiseman’s remake retains the ‘Resistance as
terrorists/freedom fighters’ narrative seen in Verhoeven’s version. One clear difference in Total Recall 2012 is that
the story incorporates heavily cognitive references from the War on Terror12 - as well as the now familiar
melodramatic reporting methods employed by major news networks like Fox, BskyB and the BBC.
Throughout the film, the extent to which the news readers are portrayed delivering their bulletins without critical
questioning of the facts - as well as their disproportionate devotion of air time to the malevolent agenda of
13

Cohaagen - appears to represent a form of frustration on the part of Wiseman and the scriptwriters with regard
to this type of still media reporting and the tendencies of contemporary news outlets like Fox News in particular to
dramatise and over exaggerate when reporting major stories – particularly when we refer back to the director’s
comments on the ‘current propaganda machine’ (see Sciretta 2012: n.p.).
14

The issue has become central to public debate in recent years in the US, arguably becoming the subject of
intense focus in the aftermath of the Iraq invasion and the ‘weapons of mass destruction’ misinformation
15

scandal. Either way, the inclusion of rolling media and its stylistic use as running commentary on events

11 Robinson discusses the neocoloniser as an individual who is uninterested in permanently settling and controlling the new
space in which he finds himself but is still concerned with ‘shaping the self-concepts, values and personalities’ of those whom
he encounters (1997: 22).
12 This would also confirm Fernández-Menicucci’s assertion that Total Recall 2012 was ‘gestated in the post-9/11 era of
globalised uncertainties’ (2014: 5).
13
Who, as discussed, uses a press conference on the bombing to justify diverting federal money from assisting the Colony to
increasing production of the robotic police force for security purposes.
14
See Gourevitch and Shinn (2007).
15
See Masri (2003).
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throughout Total Recall, can be said to indicate a substantial criticism of the part that news plays in establishing
and maintaining narratives preferable to corporate/elite government interest within US society.
In fact, when analysing the aforementioned news report in more detail, we see that it is a crucial element in Total
Recall’s liberal agenda: it parodies the partisan nature of US news in favour of corporate and establishment
interest and, while engaging the subject of terrorism for narrative purposes, plainly portrays the Resistance
freedom movement as protagonists. The subtle manner in which this is disseminated is interesting, with the
imagery in the bulletin dismissing any idea that the Resistance are religious fundamentalists by displaying an
image of white leader Matthias on a giant screen.
A look at the Resistance’s demands also show that they are ‘merely’ economic - corresponding appropriately with
the popular discourse of ‘greedy corporate capitalism’ misappropriating public funds that has proliferated since
the beginning of the economic crisis. Their primary grievance lays in the exploitative nature of the UFB’s economic
relationship with the Colony and they see the Fall as a symbol of oppression that facilitates that exploitation.
Along with leader Matthias’ whiteness, the economic foundation works to subdue any building tension with
regard to the possibility that Total Recall may attempt to confront sensitive political issues. In contrast to the
contemporary nature of reporting on Islamic terrorism, one may even go as far as to say that Matthias’ cause is
glorified here: his name is known widely amongst the populace of both territories and his voice can be heard in
the report itself reciting the movement’s catchy slogan: ‘the Fall enslaves us all’.
Overall, I claim the economic underpin to the Resistance’s cause once again appears to support the hypothesis
that Total Recall rejects traditional capitalist identity constructs related to elitism. The anti-establishment
perspective to the film and the raison d’etre of the Resistance creates a space to condemn the malpractices of
contemporary US corporate capitalism and the despotic tendencies of recent neoliberal proponents like George
W. Bush and Tony Blair.
In what way does protagonist Quaid fit into this narrative? And in how far does he subvert or support Total
Recall’s attempt to undermine patterns of US capitalism? In order to examine this, it is useful to return again to
Quaid’s ‘I know who I am’ response uttered seconds before he ruthlessly stabs Cohaagen at the film’s climax. It is
important to note that who Quaid has become is assumed to be known implicitly, with no elaboration on the
response ‘I know who I am’ forthcoming. However, as a white (coded American) male and former high-ranking
agent of Cohaagen’s administration, Quaid is clearly a product of the same neocolonial social order as the
antagonist, even though by the film’s climax, he does not associate or consider himself complicit with the
imperialistic tendencies and inhumanity of the chancellor’s regime.
In the eyes of the audience this is ostensibly supposed to confirm Total Recall’s rejection of the UFB’s
neoconservative ethics, however if Total Recall is to be considered a film that truly seeks to destabilse traditional
US capitalist identity, then the degree to which colonial paradigms are current/reenacted is surely crucial in
determining the extent to which this is accurate.
It is often claimed that lead male characters in European and North American literature embody a ‘coloniser’s
spirit’ in that they demonstrate individualist tendencies, superior intelligence and rational resourcefulness central
th
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to 18 and 19 century European capitalist values (see Memmi 1965, Said 1994). In the same context, many
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contemporary postcolonial scholars like Shohat and Stam (1994), Weaver-Hightower (2006) and Bernstein and
Studlar (1997) also argue that Hollywood film protagonists exhibit the same character traits.
As society has developed over the centuries however, so have the nature of these representations of superiority.
Indeed, while Total Recall’s Quaid displays less overt machismo than Hollywood male leads of the 1980s for
example, it is possible to observe the role that he plays in maintaining the same traditional gender hierarchies
seen in older colonial literature. Moreover, in an element of the narrative the challenges Wiseman’s own opinion
that Total Recall’s female characters are presented in a progressive manner (see Wilding 2012),16 we are able to
observe throughout the film that love interest Melina is invariably answerable to, and safeguarded by, Quaid’s
patriarchy.
A more ominous racial hierarchy is present throughout Total Recall also; not least the majority white UFB, as more
wealthy, ordered and structured than the non-white Colony, but more so symbolised in Quaid himself as
successor-in-waiting to the Resistance leadership and messiah-like saviour to a clearly subordinate, orientalised
society. To explain, at the end of film, Quaid can be seen to stop the UFB invasion of the Colony single-handedly by
setting the timed bombs on the Fall carriage and then secondly killing Cohaagen. Immediately after this, we see
the non-white population of the state gathering to gaze on in astonishment at the devastated Fall terminal. It is at
this moment that Quaid’s superior status is confirmed by two policeman, with one stating: ‘it’s all right. It’s him’ as
another orders the protagonist to drop his weapon. While one may claim that this comment indicates the Colony’s
complicity in the Resistance’s independence movement (something the filmmakers surely intended), in a
postcolonial context, it serves to 1) justify Quaid’s previous ruthless violence and 2) affirm his superior status to
the non-white citizens of the Colony, reinforcing traditional colonial notions of the white male protagonist as a
demi-god saviour to the Other.

US Capitalist Identity in Hollywood: A New Direction?
To summarise the themes discussed in this investigation of Total Recall, the final fight scene between Quaid and
Cohaagen appears to demonstrate a sense of dissatisfaction with unscrupulous capitalist elites when we take into
account the work of Rieder (2011) and also Corliss’ thesis on the role of Hollywood films as ‘wish fulfilment,’ and
not a mechanism that provides the ‘reinforcement of the audience’s feelings of frustration...’ (2012: n.p.). The
symbolic intensity of Cohaagen’s death at the hands of Quaid in the opinion of this study suggests the
manifestation of desire for a society without these kinds of unscrupulous neoliberal figures. It also mirrors the
recent shift away from confidence in mainstream political candidates worldwide - not least the United States
itself.
Although Iraq War symbolism and imagery is undoubtedly present in the Colony invasion scene, Total Recall is
generally much less an overtly political feature than other films made around the same period like Cameron’s

16 On his depiction of Melina and Lori as modern female characters, Wiseman said: ‘I think it's very important, especially
nowadays. I've always been into bringing a very strong female into this kind of arena and this is the kind of film I grew up with.
The Ripley's and the Sarah Connor's, and I've always admired the very strong female roles within these kind of films and often
think they can be played a little bit too flirtatious, a little bit too overtly sexy, and I think you lose a little bit of the credibility
then. So, I'm such an advocate of it and I enjoy movies that present characters like that, and it's fun creating them as well’
(Wilding 2012: n.p.).
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Avatar and Blomkamp’s District 9 and Elysium, which focus strongly on issues of US foreign policy, immigration
and healthcare. Overall Total Recall breaks with traditional capitalist Hollywood features like Nolan’s Batman
trilogy (2005, 2008, 2012) and Favreau and Black’s Iron Man series (2008, 2010, 2013) through its sharp
denunciation of the resource-focused imperialistic intentions of US foreign policy, and the manner in which it
draws attention to the economic and structural difficulties of the working class.
On the other hand, we can observe how Total Recall quite substantially normalises capitalist patters and notions
of superiority vis-à-vis capitalist identity when we take into account Ryan and Lenos’ assertion that the capitalist
ideology of freedom is most effective when:
[It] makes the idea of individual mobility cohere with a reality of stagnant structural social inequality…films
are most ideological, when, in the face of extremes of deprivation and potential anger, the foster false hope
and futile aspiration, as well as a feeling that society’s institutions, regardless of what inequalities they
produce, are just and right (2012: 178).
The repetitive inclusion of this theme in Hollywood film stories - as seen across epochs in Costner’s Dances With
Wolves (1990), Berg’s Hancock (2008), Snyder's Man of Steel (2013) also – can be linked to frustrations with regard
to societal immobility, exacerbated by capitalism’s inherent ‘pyramid’ structure in the opinions of Corliss (2012),
Žižek (2010) and Rieder (2011).
When applying this to Quaid’s dramatic ascension in Total Recall, we can discern a strong defence of US capitalist
ideals as seen in Anderson’s There Will Be Blood (2007) and Muccino’s The Pursuit of Happyness (2006). To
explain, individual mobility is certainly depicted in Total Recall as Quaid leaves behind his unfulfilling life as a
simple factory worker and embarks upon an ‘adventure’ quintessential to Western storytelling that eventually
leads him to become the saviour of millions.
It appears that director Wiseman, producers Jaffe and Moritz, and the scriptwriters intended to bring attention to
issues of social equality, private property ownership, and imperial expansionism, but in allowing heavily ingrained
storytelling conventions critical to the composition of twenty-first Hollywood film to be inserted into the story
(perhaps exemplified in an anecdote from Wiseman’s about Columbia’s intervention in the scriptwriting process
to rename ‘New Asia’ as the Colony17), Total Recall should be regarded as a feature that criticises contemporary
neoliberal elitism, but still endorses US capitalist identity.
The manner in which the film upholds this identity is particularly interesting. While typical authority is evident in
the traditional colonial narrative of the intellectually and physically superior white male assuming the role of
saviour to the non-white Other, Total Recall addresses anxiety, anger and guilt with regard to US culpability in
various overseas military incursions like the Iraq War by promoting an adjusted form of socially responsible and
morally righteous capitalist identity through Quaid and the Resistance.
17 In an interview prior to Total Recall‘s release, director Wiseman revealed in an on-set interview that until late in the film’s
production stage, the Colony was tentatively named ‘New Asia’ and the Fall was to be known as the ‘China Fall’. However this
was vetoed in the production stage because of pressure from Columbia Pictures, who wanted the Colony to encompass a more
‘multicultural’ atmosphere: ‘it was one of the concerns of the studio about being so specific about… it was slanting too much to
where we were saying that was the entire culture, and it’s not. It’s meant to be a melting pot of an entire society… it’s two
surviving zones and the working class is a combination, a melting pot, of many different races and cultures and such. It also
informs why the architecture is a mix and blend of everything. And it seemed like it was too specific’ (Eisenberg and Rich 2012:
n.p.).
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The organisation is indeed whitewashed of any responsibility in the violent attacks they carry out on civilians while any anger and culpability is instead directed at Cohaagen’s supposedly malevolent administration. I suggest
that the economic reasoning that underpins the Resistance’s cause ensures that Total Recall stays wholly within
paradigms acceptable to wider ideological codes of US capitalist identity.
In this way the film sidesteps an opportunity to criticise in-depth a prominent manifest repercussion of twentyfirst century US imperialism. The fundamental element that perhaps corrupts any genuine anti-capitalist message
that Total Recall attempts to disseminate can be explained by Cremin in his discussion of ideological identity:
Tragedy does indeed turn to farce and politics collapses into post-politics as all of us are called upon to
demonstrate our common humanity, when the victim no longer behaves as a hapless individual into which
our compassion can pour, it magically turns all of a sudden into a terrorist fundamentalist Other (2011: 83).
Regarding Cremin’s point, the ‘acid test’ in this case is to compare the depiction of terrorists/terrorism in popular
mainstream news and politics with the portrayal of the Resistance. In Total Recall, we can see that the prominent
question of whether or not they are involved in acts of terror is ignored as the audience's attention is instead
directed towards the supposed crimes of the UFB and Cohaagen. In this context the Resistance could certainly be
characterised as an object to whom the viewer’s ‘compassion can be directed’ as Cremin proposes.
At one point, Hauser explicitly attempts to convince Quaid through a pre-recorded message that ‘the Resistance
are the ones I should be fighting for’, directing the viewer to assume the validity of this comment when reflecting
upon on the chain of events with which they are presented with throughout Total Recall. Drawing upon the
evidence, they have seen the expansionist imperial intentions of Cohaagen and the ‘defenceless’ population of the
Colony as an ‘innocent’ but voiceless Other. The audience is simply expected to take Hauser’s word for the
Resistance’s blamelessness, stating: ‘listen, the Resistance are not terrorists. They just want equality for the
Colony. And freedom. Those bombings in the UFB, they're being orchestrated by Cohaagen himself.’ 18 No
evidence is presented to support this at any point, and when we compare the uncritical presentation of the
Resistance to the kind of rhetoric reserved for terrorists in mainstream news, this argument appears vindicated.
Indebted to white man Quaid, the film closes with the Colony celebrating its new found independence. With
Cohaagen dead, society’s problems are assumed to be over - as the omnipresent news report confirms:
People are spilling into the streets all across the Colony, celebrating what many hope will finally be a path
to an independent nation. A new page in history has been turned as the invasion so many feared ended
with the destruction of the Fall, a long-time symbol of economic and political oppression.
At this moment a critical observer would be compelled to inquire about the concerns raised in the story that have
yet to be explained: what about the initial problems of overcrowding that led to the invasion in the first place?
What about the gross economic subordination in the relationship between the two territories? Who will replace
Cohaagen as Chancellor of the UFB? In this way, the end of Total Recall in fact raises many more questions than it
answers, but these are circumvented in the attention given to jubilant images of the liberated population of the
Colony.

18 In this instance, Hauser’s statement on behalf of the Colony Other would support Spivak in her argument in Can the
Subaltern Speak? (1999).
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Returning to Cremin’s discussion on the post-political impotency of the individual within the ideological domain
and wider public frustration at being unable to initiate authentic social change at macro level, this investigation
puts forward that Total Recall functions as a fantasy in the manner that Corliss (2012) suggests when considering
the Resistance movement’s success in overcoming the UFB’s dominance and Quaid as a relatively ‘ordinary
person’ initiating decisive, authentic social change. This outcome demonstrates continued faith in US individualism
and capitalist identity, and highlights the extent to which traditional colonial mentalities remain central to
justifying US superiority in Hollywood today.
This analysis of Total Recall is the first to examine the film in this postcolonial-capitalist framework. It highlights an
example of a prominent Hollywood film that offers only compensatory critique of capitalist excess rather than a
deeper questioning of contemporary US capitalist identity. The film takes strong cues from the Iraq War to
distance its protagonists from capitalist elites: UFB chancellor Cohaagen’s heavy-handed invasion of the Colony is
a prime example of this, as is the manner in which he manipulates the media to justify his spurious intentions
(highlighted in the primetime speech delivered after a bomb attack regarding the diversion of funding from
‘cleaning up the Colony’ to strengthening the robotic police force).
This allegory of the post-9/11 conduct of former President George W. Bush (and perhaps erstwhile UK Prime
Minister Tony Blair also) mirrors the recent loss of public trust in the intentions of mainstream political leaders
and the election of anti-establishment individuals to presidential office in the United States and France. However,
while this illustrates a loss of confidence in neoliberal (US) elitism, Total Recall’s portrayal of Quaid in the
paradigm of the typical white (coloniser) protagonist indicates that assurance in the superiority of US capitalist
identity remains strong. Quaid’s ascension from ordinary factory worker to that of a messiah-like saviour, who
alters the economic dynamic between the privileged few and disadvantaged many, combines classic colonial
discourse (Said 1994) with capitalist ideological (Ryan and Lenos 2012) patterns.
While a number of commentators in the mainstream press (Chang 2012, Corliss 2012, O’Hehir 2012) – in addition
to Kolbuszewska (2015) and Fernández-Menicucci’s (2014) works – have commented on Total Recall’s sociopolitical themes, it would be interesting for other academic scholars to build upon the perspectives put forward in
this investigation with the aim of enhancing the scope of research around this film. Especially considering its
release at a time between the major (US) neoliberal economic (2008 crash) and foreign policy (Iraq invasion)
failures of the early twenty-first century, and voter rejection of mainstream politics across the Western world. In
this context, this analysis of Total Recall and the findings it presents are surely relevant vis-à-vis the current
political zeitgeist and deserve further scrutiny in filmic analysis and literary criticism.
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LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS AND THE
EXPRESSION OF PALESTINIAN IDENTITY
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Abstract
The speech is aimed at drawing attention to the process of developing Palestinian national practices in the context
of local and international politics. The paper aims to refocuse the current research emphasis on the top-down
impact of Palestinian identity policy and focus the research on "bottom-up" factors, which often were and are in
opposition to the main Palestinian political forces.
I will examine the process by which Palestinian nationalism, without proper state and institutional structures, has
succeeded in effectively developing its national practices, that have become the basis for future
institutionalization within the Palestinian Authority, and then the Palestinian state .
Much of the existing literature focuses on the history and consequences of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Few
substantive publications on Palestinian national identity have been made using some form of various nationalism
theories or perspectives. Rashid Khalidi’s work: Palestinian Identity: The Construction of Modern National
Consciousness (1997) is considered the most important work in this respect. It is based mainly on the arguments
presented by Benedict Anderson about the nation as an imagined community and the role of the press as an
effective mean of conveying nationalist discourse.
The thesis of my work is that the nation is not only imagined, as Benedict Anderson points out, but above all it
must be practiced. The nation must be adequately experienced through specific practices that foster a sense of
national identity, despite the existence of diverse national imagery, meanings, and even knowledge about the
nation. The possibility of participating in specific practices allows the existing variety of symbolic meanings to be
organized so that their participants accept these symbolic forms as part of their individual and national
experience.
In my research I will use the latest interdisciplinary approaches to nationalism, including the works of C. Calhoun,
M. Billig, T. Edensor. I will depart from the separation of religious traditions from nationalist issues, following the
example of T. Asad and J. Casanova. Then I proceed to use the above approaches to present the development
process of Palestinian national discourse and national practices. I will present various methods of contemporary
nationalisation of the Palestinian social, cultural and political experience.
The subject of my analysis is the formation process of the Palestinian national discourse, and in particular the
Palestinian national practices. I focus on exploring the practical use of nationalist discourse, not only in its
historical development, but also in the Palestinian contemporary everyday life. The analysis concerns the creation
and reproduction of the effect of the "natural sense” of national identity in the everyday life and political practice
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of Palestinians (ie the sense of obviousness and timelessness of practices of national importance, despite the fact
that until 1994 the discourse was not supported by state or quasi-state institutions). The nation is not only
imagined, as Benedict Anderson claims, but above all it is practiced. Membership in a nation must be experienced
by people. Those practices promote the perception of national identity, despite the existence of diverse national
imagery, symbolic meanings and knowledge of the nation. The opportunity to participate in specific practices
allows for the organization of the existing diversity of cultural phenomena into their collective national
experience.
The Palestinian nationalist discourse, from the turn of the XIX / XX centuries, began to shape the boundaries in
which individual practices were formed, maintained and reproduced within specific meaning and knowledge
about national identity. These practices were able to maintain and further develop the political aspirations of
Palestinians following the An-Nakba events of 1948, which until the 1990s did not have adequate political,
educational and social institutions. In this article I will focus on lesser known national practices, which are usually
overlooked in discussions on Palestinian nationalism. Therefore, I will not devote much attention to particular
political parties, their most important documents and declarations or the official educational policy. Significant
mass celebrations such as Nabi Musa have been described in detail specifying their role in the Palestinian national
discourse. Even Israel recognized its importance and value and forbade its celebration by Palestinians. This article
is intended to draw more attention to the everyday elements of the Palestinian national discourse.
The latest discussions about nationalism takes into account the achievements of sociology, political science and
cultural anthropology. I base my work on Craig Calhoun's thesis, in which nationalism is three dimensional, it is a
discourse, project, and a form of valuation. National discourse is a way of creating collective and individual
awareness. It shapes language, ideological frameworks and activities of national importance. Discourse is a form
of mental habit or as described by Roland Barthes a trivial opinion. Researchers are trying to move away from the
concept of identity because it suggests that this phenomenon may represent a certain fixed state of
consciousness. However, because it is widely used both in everyday language and in scientific research, I explain
that I uses this concept emphasizing its dynamic and interactive aspect. I use the interactive perspective of
identity formation that highlights the relationships between structure, dynamism, and change. Identity is the
result of individual, collective, institutional and historical interactions between specific group discourse and social
practices. When writing about culture within a nationalist discourse I do not mean one objective and
homogeneous reality. Culture cannot be analyzed in isolation from social and political experiences, as they are
interrelated. Culture is not a separate phenomenon that simply regulates collective life and is quite independent
of it. It does not define the specific meaning, action or form of thinking, but rather the boundaries in which
symbols, their interpretations and actions can be organized. "National culture" is in fact a way of organizing and
presenting cultural differences within the national discourse. By nation I do not mean a homogeneous, individual
phenomenon, but rather a specific organization of actions of its members, that are shaped by the appropriate
nationalist discourse. Of course, this discourse also influences the image of the nation itself, its borders, its main
features, etc. It is impossible to determine the exact emergence of a national discourse. Based on the available
research materials, it is possible to determine more or less since when it is effectively used.
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In the case of the Palestinian national discourse we can trace its usage to the last years of the Ottoman Empire.
Palestine, before the establishment of the Empire, already had functioned as a territorial entity in the imagination
of its inhabitants. Its symbolic boundaries have undergone minor changes over the centuries. Although it was not
an official administrative unit (at least until the establishment of the Sanjaq of Jerusalem in the 19th century), the
idea of Palestine's existence was used inter alia by local intellectuals, judges and Ottoman officials. Palestine's
borders are for example described in a work titled History of Jerusalem and Hebron from 1490, by Mugīr ad-Dīn
al-'Ulaymī, a scholar from Jerusalem. He does not define the concept of Palestine (which he uses quite often).
According to Chaim Gerber, this is proof that this name was commonly used by the people living in the area. In his
work he does not identify Palestine with Southern Syria, which means that the name was unknown at that time or
not commonly used. In his work al-'Ulaymī placed a geographical dictionary of Palestine, presenting its
boundaries, according to the social imagination and practice at the time. According to the description of Palestine
in the 15th century, it stretched from Gaza to Nablus and Marǧ ibn'Amir (Jezreel Valley). Another known source
from the 17th century confirms the widespread use of the name Holy Land by the local population. Gerber also
gives an example of fatwas by Muḥammad Halīlī, the eighteenth-century mufti of Jerusalem. In his legal opinions
he frequently used the notion of the Holy Land to describe Palestine. Other mufti of Jerusalem, Ḥasan al-Ḥusaynī
from the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries also alternated between the two names. As a mufti of
Jerusalem, he served as a judge for the whole of Palestine. He gave verdicts and opinions to cities like Jaffa, Gaza,
Akka, Bethlehem, Hebron and Nablus. He refered to the opinions of the aforementioned scholars before him. His
judgments were based on local law because he believed that the law must be consistent with their domestic ones
(ar. bilād). In his writings he delineates the boundaries of the imagined Palestinian territorial unit, which coincide
more or less with the medieval Ǧund Filasṭīn. The term functioned as the definition of the Palestinian territory
from about mid-seventh century to the year 1250, when the Mamluks took possession of the territory. Despite the
fact that the official name was abandoned the local population continued to use it (Gerber, 1998, pp.48, 52-56.).
The image of Palestine as a separate geographical unit was known both to the central Ottoman administration and
to the local community. It is no coincidence that in the nineteenth century (in 1830, 1840 and 1872) the central
authority created sanjaqs which boundaries coincided with images of Ǧund Filasṭīn. Whereas officially this
territorial unit was not named Filasṭīn it was often referred to as vilayet Filasṭīn (Doumani, 1995, pp. 6-9).
Doumani emphasizes that the socio-economic relationships between merchants and peasants within this
geographic unit had strengthened the links between the towns and villages in Palestine. Their inhabitants began
to identify themselves as a collective with common socio-economic interests and cultural practices (eg, local
worship of saints and related ceremonies, which often involved numerous inhabitants of towns and villages)
(Kimmerling and Migdal,1994,pp.38-39). The above administrative arrangements helped to develop and maintain
a local image of Palestine as a separate territorial unit. A common symbolic and ideological resource was formed
which drew on the collective experience of the Palestinian territories. These common symbols and ideas were the
potential for Palestinian nationalism to develop.
With the spread of the nationalist idea in the Ottoman Empire, the Palestinian national discourse developed
alongside the Arab national movement. First and foremost, the Arab nationalist discourse influenced the image of
Arabs as a community that shared a common culture, mainly through the use of the Arabic language. In most
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cases particular national discourses developed alongside Arab nationalism, using primarily the ideas of an Arab
cultural community. Arab nationalism has always been associated with the development of particular territorial
nationalisms. The relationships between the Arab communities were differentiated according to current needs
and socio-political relations (Dawn,1973 and Gershoni, 1997 and Hourani,1983). Palestinian nationalism
emphasizes to this day that members of the nation are part of the Arab national culture. In the period between
the fall of the Ottoman Empire and the early years of the British Mandate of Palestine, Palestinian nationalism at
times closely linked its political, geographical, administrative and social aspirations with Great Syria. Depending on
the historical-political context, the Palestinian people were included in the framework of another strong Arab
political unit. The idea of a connection with Syria was primarily related to political judgment and did not deny the
idea of a separate Palestinian identity. The union with a strong state had the task of safeguarding the Palestinian
rights. When the international situation changed to the detriment of the Great Syria political project, the unity
idea was abandoned. Politicians and intellectuals alike put more emphasis on a narrative that accentuated
primarily Palestinian interests and their political aspirations (Cleveland,1997, pp.65-86). The discourse on unity
with Syria was changing according to the development of the Palestinian political situation.
The Muslim-Christian Associations between 1919-1929 organized seven Palestinian-Arab congresses. The original
name of the Associations was the Arab National Party, which emphasized their identity not only as Arabs, but as
representatives of the Palestinian people. They were forced to change their name by the British, who wanted to
maintain the religious division of society, which was supposed to facilitate the British governance on the one hand,
and the weakening of the Palestinian national aspirations. The military authorities wanted to emphasize the
anonymity of the Palestinian delegates who came to protest against Jewish settlement in Palestine (Huneidi,2001,
p.30). The first congresses took place in Jerusalem in 1919. It was intended to formulate a program to be
presented at the Paris Peace Conference. Two opinions on Palestine were presented. The first recommended
absolute independence for Palestine, the second Palestinian-Syrian unity. Finally, the second proposal was
maintained and demanded that Palestine be part of independent Syria. The Balfour Declaration was rejected and
British aid was accepted in the country's development so that it would not jeopardize Palestinian independence in
any way. Congress has ensured the preservation of Palestinian independence, with the aim of securing the
possibility of achieving unity with Syria, which was to guarantee their autonomy from colonizers. In December
1920 the Third Congress in Haifa was held. At that time, the views on Syria have swung in favor of full Palestinian
independence. Few factor contributed: the establishment of Palestinian institutions in the British Mandate in July
1920 and the fall of the Arabian Government in Damascus in the same month (which was the main source of the
greatest support for Syrian-Palestinian unity). The Third Congress has demanded the creation of a Palestinian
national government. In Jerusalem Arab Executive was established (functioning from 1920 to 1934) to act as the
representative of the Palestinian national movement. The Arab Executive was never officially recognized by the
British Mandate. As the result of such an attitude the British disregarded their delegation in 1930 to the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom and Secretary of State. The delegation was only recognized as an ordinary envoy
from one of the British colonies. They were denied the right to present their official position on Palestine (Khalidi,
2006, p.42). In the documents of the Palestine Arab Congresses, the authors have often explained what they
meant by South Syria, writing: “We, the people of Southern Syria, known as Palestine...”(Gerber,2008, p.91). With
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that statement they underlined the modern nature of the concept of Great Syria. The newspaper Sūriyya alǦanūbiyya (South Syria), which initially represented the Arab nationalist rhetoric, but quickly began to focus on
events in Palestine itself, often expressing the view that Palestinian nationalism could gain independence through
Arab nationalism (Khalidi,1997b, pp.181-190). The Palestinian Arab delegation in its correspondence with the
British authorities distinguished the term "People of Palestine" in capital letters. They declare that they represent
all Muslim and Christian Palestinians, from a land which consist of Jerusalem, Nablus and Akka regions (Khalidi
1997a, p. 28-29). Similar political ideas were developed in the fifties and sixties, when the influence of Arab
nationalism was strong. Utilization by the Palestinian national discourse of Arab nationalism did not lead to the
denial of the distinctive Palestinian national identity. On the contrary, it influenced the Palestinian group
categorisations, their national symbols and the political language.
Not only the elites and the middle class were involved in the political representation of Palestinian interests. Both
the above mentioned classes and the rest of social groups presented their political and cultural goals using
banners, which have a long tradition in the Middle East. They were used as an effective form of representation,
because they were able to present and communicate group or individual worldviews and ideas, using appropriate
symbolism and imagery. For example Awad Halabi (2009) writes that in April 1922 during one of the protests in
Baysan, which broke out after High Commissioner Herbert Samuel referred to the controversial issue of selling
land to Jewish immigrants, Palestinian Arabs called to reunite under the authority of Al-Ḥusaynī family. During the
march they erected banners saying "Filastin is our country", "Down with Zionism", "Muslims and Christians are
friends" or "Long live the Arab Congress" (Halabi, 2009, p.69). In 1932, during the pilgrimage of Nabī Mūsā, when
the participants entered Jerusalem, they made banners representing the Kaaba, including the Koranic verses
emphasizing the need to preserve social unity, such as verse103 in surah 3: “Hold on firmly together to the rope of
God, and be not divided” (Halabu, 2009, p.70). Islamic rhetoric was intended to emphasize unity in the national
context, and not to express social discontent or to call for civil disobedience. The British used religious divisions in
its administrative policy to make it easier to control the various social groups and regulate the development of the
Palestinian national identity. In the census of 1922 and 1931 the Mandat's population was categorized as Muslim,
Christian and Jewish (Shepherd, 2000, pp.64-65). It was a specific cultural policy of the colonial authorities, which
was to strengthen religious institutions, and with them the religious divisions in the society itself. It should be
remembered that Hajj Amīn al-Ḥusaynī, who was originally associated with the Independence Party during the
reign of King Faysal, with the beginning of his Supreme Muslim Council presidency, began to operate within the
established religious system, using Islamic symbolism in his political rhetoric. Many Arab nationalist organizations
operated within the framework of this new established system, using socially accepted symbolism and specific
relationships with Christians. Independent Palestine (or autonomy within the larger Syrian state) would in the
future be a guarantor of the preservation of Palestinian Muslim tradition (local level) and Islamic orthodoxy
(international level). It should be emphasized that at the beginning of his career Al-Ḥusaynī did not strive to serve
as a religious official. His political orientation was clearly linked to the idea of Arab nationalism. The influence of
the Muslim Council turned out to be so great that, until the greatest crisis in Palestinian politics in 1937, politicians
started to compete for prestigious religious offices, resulting in combining political interests with Islam. In the
1930s, three major congresses were formed that shaped the Mandate's political scene for years to come: the
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General Islamic Congress, the First Congress of Arab Youth, and the Pan-Arab Congress. Recognition by the British
authorities of Al-Ḥusaynī as the leader and intermediary between the Muslim population in Palestine and their
administration gave him the opportunity to organize his nationalist policy around Islamic symbols. Leaders of the
respective congresses recognized the potential of Muslim tradition in Palestine. However, this is not an
instrumental use of religion for political purposes. The Palestinian Islamic tradition was significant for both the
elites and the various social groups in Palestine, and its use was widely accepted, even by Arab nationalists
(Matthews, 2006, 102-134). It can be argued that Palestinian nationalism was a context for Islam, not the reverse.
Independent Palestine was meant to guarantee the maintenance of a specific Palestinian Muslim tradition and
Islamic orthodoxy (international level). Islam was not the basis for the future state. Participation in these
congresses of such Arab nationalist associations as Al-Fatāt, Al-'Ahd, or members of the Pan-Arab Independence
Party (Ḥizb al-Istiqlāl) proves that regardless of the narrative used, the basis of the agreement was Palestinian
national rhetoric.
At the turn of the 19th / 20th century more professional writing of Palestinian history and geography began to
develop. Khalil Totah (historian), who together with 'Umar Şāliḥ al-Barġūṯī (lawyer and nationalist activist) wrote a
book entitled "Tārīḫ Filasṭīn" (History of Palestine, 1922), another known writer was Stephan Hanna Stephan and
Ilyās Ḥaddād, both of whom studied peasant communities in Palestine (Tamari, 2004, p.28). Tarif Khalidi (1981)
analyzing Palestinian historiography during the British Mandate, points out that there has been a change in the
narrative of the so called antiquarian story, designed to document the various aspects of Palestinian life, to the
narrative of national history. The new narrative has focused on the description and analysis of various cultural
traditions and practices. It was intended to be the source of legitimacy of Palestinian national rights, in the face (as
it was perceived) of British support for the Zionist goals in Palestine. He gives an example of the work of a
Palestinian Jesuit Sebastianus Marmarǧi (1881-1963), which focuses on the history of topographical Palestine.
According to the author, geography of Palestine was primarily Arabic in view of the centuries-old Arab presence
on this land. Marmarǧī believes that the Palestinians should demonstrate more clearly their patriotism and
solidarity with Arab nationalism, which is shared by both Christians and Muslims (Khalidi T., 1981, p.64). His work
represents an antiquarian narrative, typical of early Palestinian historiographers. In a similar form Amad S. Ḫālidī
(1896-1951) wrote his book, which focuses on Palestinian villages. He wrote the biography of the most important
representatives of those villages. This work was written in 1968, twenty years after the events of An-Nakba, and
still the encyclopedic form of conducting historical narratives was considered to be the best to preserve the
memory of the tragic past. Apart from historiography focusing on the countryside, there was also a city-related
one. Examples of such narratives are the works of Asad Manūūr (1862-1941), who focused on Nazareth, Arif alArif (1892-1973), who studied Jerusalem, Gaza, and Beer Szeab or Iḥsān an-Nimr (1905) who studies Nablus. They
combined topographic, archival and sociological work. Asad Manṣūr wrote his book partly in the form of memoirs.
He represents those authors whose memoirs will be an important source of knowledge about Palestine at the turn
of the century. In his own work about Nazareth he relied on family documents, promoting more frequent use of
such sources in historical works (Khalidi T., 1981, p.65). Al-'Arif rejects the religious chronology of Palestinian
history and emphasizes that the Arabs lived in this area before the Muslim conquest. Tarif Khalidi points out that a
similar image of the history of Palestine was depicted by Asad Manṣūr. Al-'Arif's work was primarily addressed to
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Arab readers, highlighting the Arab character of Palestine and the importance of Palestine for the wider Arab
nation. In his view Palestine is a distinct quality, but it is closely linked to the Arabian culture and past. (Khalidi T.,
1981, p.66-67). In 1922 a work on the history of Haifa was created by Ǧamīl Baḥrī and in 1924 the history of anNāṣira (Nazareth) by Asad Manṣūr. Similar works were produced on Nablus, Gaza, and many other towns and
villages. Most of this work was created by intellectuals or by residents themselves. The British Mandate has rarely
supported this kind of narrative practice in Palestine. The works were varied and depicted stories depending on
the context of the problem being addressed. They represented the stories of the local community, religious or
national community. These works dominated the historical narrative during the British Mandate. One of the main
representatives of this discourse is Iḥsān an-Nimr, the author of many works on the Ottoman history of the region,
including the history of Nablus. His works depicted complex socio-cultural identities of the region's inhabitants,
from urban and religious identity to national identity. An-Nimr collected various archival data, including family
documents about the social history of Nablus and its environs (Doumani, 2009, pp.3-12).
Map is another tool used to represent the national image. In the universal nationalist discourse it functions as
evidence of the physical existence of a nation. In Palestine, maps of towns and villages were produced for use by
the Ottoman authorities and the main administrative offices. They were used also by the British Mandate. Maps
were often used to produce postcards, such as the Jaffa map from 1940's (Jaffa-Palestine postcard). Mark Levine
(2005) draws attention to the maps created by private individuals, often in the face of a destruction threat to
those places. He calls them memory maps, which express the local image of the place, as well as it is an attempt to
preserve it for future generations. Few memoirs and maps made by Palestinians have survived as a result of the
An-Nakba period. Those saved, like Zaki ad-Daganī's diary, are the basis for reconstructing even parts of cities or
villages dating back to 1948. In his diary ad-Daǧānī made a hand-made map of several districts of Jaffa. The
practice of creating maps and special books commemorating the villages and towns became, after the An-Nakba
period, one of the main forms of sustaining not only the memory of lost homes but also the form of producing a
coherent narrative of national loss (Levine, 2005, pp.57-87).
The role of the press in promoting Palestinian and Arab national discourse was rather large, but not dominant. The
press was often read aloud in public, in cafes, markets, mosques, so that the illiterate, the poor could participate
directly in the social life. This social practice stimulated and encouraged public discourse in general (Abu Ghazaleh,
1973, p.87 and Swedenburg, 1999, p.130). The British Mandate survey from 1931 states that the ability to write
and read had (from the age of seven upwards) about 20% of the population. Later, the figures improved by about
7%. Public-social debates were most often held in coffeehouses. To increase their clientele these facilities often
subscribed newspapers. Palestinian political activity in these centers had been known since the early nineteenth
century. These practices were also popular in other parts of the Ottoman Empire. There were also several group
meetings with a few hundred people attending. Public reading of the press became common practice even before
the outbreak of the First World War. When the war broke out, the British imposed press censorship, but it only
intensified the frequency of political meetings and discussions, as they were considered as good sources of
information about current events (in the face of censorship). The British, who saw the power of these public
meetings, decided to use them for their own needs to spread their own political agenda. The authorities have
even opened several new cafes. One of the most famous was the Sayyid Isa at-Tubbah coffeehouse, which
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opened near Jaffa Gate in Jerusalem in 1918. The discussions were often led by well-known intellectuals like Ḫalīl
as-Sakākīnī. These public meetings often influenced the content of the press articles. Some newspapers were
forced to change their opinions to those that were represented and desired by their readers (Ayalon,2004, pp.1617, 104-108). Other methods of involving the community in public life included hanging posters, advertisements
and leaflets that were placed on fences, mosques, churches, trees, etc. In the villages, the press was read in the
so-called maḍāfa or dīwān (meeting place) where most trading, meetings, etc. were held. Advertisements in
Palestinians papers were influenced by both Palestinian nationalism and class formation. Newspaper Filasṭīn and
to some extent other newspapers linked consumption and national interests. Some advertisements encouraged
buying Palestinian good in order to help the national goals. That practice was best used in 1930s during the
biggest political upheaval and social changes. Advertisements promoted both products that were seen as
embodying national traits and common products which marketing wast to strengthen the Palestinian economy.
Those ads appealed both to Palestinian nationalism and Arab nationalism. For exaple the cement was marketed as
made of "good Arab soil", made by "Arab labor". Bed or even matches were labeled as watani, that is national
beds or national matches (Bernstein and Hasisi, 2008, pp. 127-150).
The newspaper Filasṭīn was one of the first newspapers to publish articles on various sports events in Palestine.
Sport began to enjoy increasing popularity among Palestinians during the British Mandate. It should be noted,
however, that even sports articles were not entirely free of political content. They wrote about such subjects as
the attempts by the Zionist movement to fully control Palestinian sporting events, clubs and sport culture in
general. Palestinian Sports Federation (founded in 1931), which resumed its activity in 1944, daily published sports
articles in the Filasṭīn (I. Khalidi, 2010, pp.45-46). After the First World War, the number of Palestinian social clubs,
including female, youth and scout groups increased rapidly. Most have adopted a civic-social character, making
sport one of the factors building national culture. Even sports groups linked to the church were formed. Filasṭīn in
1921 noted a warning from the Zionist authorities and press about the rise of nationalist tendencies in PalestinianArab sports clubs. The Palestinian elite, however, was not interested in sport as a potential nation-forming factor
(I. Khalidi, 2010, pp.48). The institutionalization of sport did not begin earlier than in the thirties (Sorek, 2007, pp.
605-616). The first idols, the symbols of national pride, began to appear. One of them was Abdel Raḥman alǦizawi, a wrestler and boxer from Palestine who emigrated to Chile. Filasṭīn received information about his
achievements from the Palestinian community in Chile in the twenties. In his honor were created slogans, such as
"Long live Palestine, long live the Arabs, long live Al-Ǧizawi"(I. Khalidi, 2010, pp.50).
Above are the selected Palestinian national practices that go back to XIX/XX century. Contrary to the dominant
Zionist narrative, the Palestinian national discourse did not develop solely in response to Zionism. Its origins
derives from the interactions between various social movements associated with modernization of the Ottoman
Empire, the development of Arab nationalism and the increased interaction and dependence within the so-called
historic Palestine. Contemporary Palestinian national practices are struggling with the Israeli military occupation,
which not only limits the Palestinians physically but also symbolically. Israel often directly uses the international
arena to intervene in Palestinian culture, deciding what they can think of as part of their heritage, and which
elements exclusively belong to a fairly widely interpreted Jewish culture. Often, this symbolically interpreted
cultural affiliation is associated with possession of the land and is used for further land annexation. This often
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leads to the so-called cultural appropriation, where Israel uses part of the Palestinian tradition for its own use, like
the geographic nomenclature, cuisine, naming of holy places, etc.
The olive tree (or olive branch) is a common symbol of the Palestinian nationalist discourse. By the time of the
British Mandate it was part of everyday life of many Palestinians. The products obtained from the fruit were
extremely valuable. Trees were associated with remarkable resilience and vital force that made them almost
immortal. That is why the olive tree was chosen as the symbol of Palestine (Qleibo, 2013, p.24). It is now a popular
symbol for the Palestinian nation rooted in the land of Palestine and for their strong union with the land. Olive
trees are passed down from generation to generation and are therefore one of the most important symbols of the
centuries-old presence of the Palestinians in this area. The concern for these trees and the harvesting of the fruits
involved not only the families but also the local residents, which helped to develop strong social bonds. It is
therefore one of the dominant national symbols, expressing the tenacity, stubbornness and resistance of the
Palestinians. Currently, this symbol is used in art, literature and films. One of the best Palestinian universities in
Birzeit has adopted the olive tree as its logo (Abufarha, 2008, pp. 353-358). Contemporary music, including the
most popular hip hop bands in Palestine, use this symbol in their texts. One of the most famous Palestinian groups
DAM used this symbol in their song Mālī Ḥuriyeh (2007). In this song Palestinians are compared to the olive tree,
that have roots that allow them to grow and renew. Although they are under occupation, they still strive for
peace. Will Youman, another rapper, in his song "Olive Trees" also uses this common symbol of rootedness and
steadfastness and also as a symbol of peace.
To this day, for many Palestinians, olive trees are the main means of income. The UN has published a report
stating that over 7,500,000 olive trees were damaged or destroyed in 2012 by Jewish settlers or soldiers (UN
OCHAoPT, 2012). Dora Apel in her work War Culture and the Contest of Images interviews Chief Inspector of Israeli
Civil Administration David Kishik (orthodox Jew and illegal settler in the West Bank). He explains that the olive
trees are not treated like a mere Palestinian (in which case the Bible prohibits the destruction of trees, especially
fruit trees). These trees, according to him, are perceived as hostile in themselves, as they keep the Palestinians in
the land. The inspector uses the term "Arab's occupation of the land " to emphasize their alien character on the
land the Jews want to regain. He adds that “The tree is the enemy soldier". (Apel, 2012, p.195). Many olive trees
are also dug up and transferred to Israel, where they suppose to symbolize Jewish belonging to the land. As a
result, there are many programs that encourage Palestinians and the international community to help plant new
olive trees. These programs are run by private individuals, various non-governmental organizations, churches and
sometimes the Palestinian government. One such non-governmental organization is Joint Advocacy Initiative from
Jerusalem or Zatoun (the official name is Palestine Peace Awareness Inc). Zatoun is meant to assist Palestinian
farmers and children living under the occupation. Unofficial name means olive. The name was chosen because
olive (olive tree) is the essence of Palestine. Zatoun wants to create a space for discussion of the Palestinian-Israeli
situation, that will include the context of everyday life.
Food culture in Palestine is also influenced by the Israeli occupation. Za'tar is a generic name for a family of related
herbs found in the Middle East such as oregano, basil, thyme. The name also refers to a mixture of spices made
from different types of dried herbs and sesame seeds. In the Palestinian cultural context, za'tar is mainly
associated with thyme (especially wild). Efrat Ben-Ze'ev notes ( Ben-Ze'ev,2004, pp.148-149) that tastes, smells or
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specific plants help the Palestinians (especially those in the diaspora) to keep the memory of the lost home.
Although the spice is also used in other Middle Eastern regions, Edward Said indicates that za'tar has become a
national dish and a spice characteristic of a Palestinian home (Said,1995,pp. 115-116). Thyme also became a motif
in of Mahmūd Darwīš poetry, for example in the poem titled Ahmed Az-Za'tar from 1977. It refers to the siege and
massacres of civilians (by the Lebanese militia) in the Palestinian camp Tal al-Za'tar (Hill Za'tar) in Lebanon in 1976
(during the Civil War). In this poem thyme symbolizes lost Palestinian land. As in the case of olive trees, the za'tar
mostly occurs in upland areas and in the past it was collected by Palestinian peasants, during the spring. In the
Palestinian culinary practice roasted flat bread is stuffed with za'tar. For many Palestinians baking such bread is
associated with a seasonal ritual that is usually done outdoors. Its characteristic flavor and aroma began to be
identified with the family home, the village and finally with Palestine (as a lost homeland). Za'tar has become a
symbol of resistance and tenacity. Residents of the village of Al-'Araqīb in Israel every Sunday protest against the
policy of demolishing their homes by the authorities. In their songs they use, among others the symbol of za'tar:
"We are staying, we are staying. As long as the Za’atar and the Olive remain" (Mondoweiss.net,2011). Za'tar until
the seventies functioned as an easily recognizable symbol of Palestinian national narrative. In 1977, Israel banned
the collection of wild thyme, arguing that it was a species endangered by extinction. This ban was also placed on
the occupied land. Breaking the ban can result in high fines and even jail. Many Palestinians have protested that
they have used the same harvesting methods for many generations and thyme never have been threatened. Since
2006, the military confiscates this plant at checkpoints (Ross, 2011, p. 287). Despite the ban Palestinians are still
collecting it. Attempting to preserve this cultural practice is a form of resistance against the occupying power.
Nāṣir Farraǧ argues that this plant and its collection are important symbolic elements in Palestinian culture. As a
director of Fair Trade, a company based in the West Bank, he fights with such examples of Palestinian
discrimination. He believes that the prohibition was politically motivated and was intended to regulate access to
land and allow it to be annexed in 1667. After the ban za'tar (in the form of spice mix) entered the Israeli market
and is sold under the name of the holy hose, because this name appears in the Bible text. The name is therefore
primarily addressed to Jewish consumers, and the reference to biblical texts legitimizes its Jewish heritage. Hence
many Palestinians, including Farra, treat this Israeli policy as a form of semiotic war directed against them (Muller
Daka,2010). After the ban, za’tar (in the form of spice mix) entered the Israeli market and is sold under the name
of the holy hyssop, because this name appears in the Bible text. The name is therefore primarily addressed to
Jewish consumers, and the reference to biblical texts legitimizes its Jewish heritage. Hence many Palestinians,
including Farrag, treat this Israeli policy as a form of semiotic war directed against them (Muller Daka,2010).
The questioning of the existence of Palestinian national identity results in the rejection of the elements of their
material and symbolical culture that are recognized or appropriated for contemporary Zionist discourse. The
common national heritage of Jews and Palestinians is often neglected or denied. These cultural elements that
cannot be taken over by the Zionist discourse are often destroyed or threatened with destruction, as in the case of
the Palestinian villages: Lifta and Battīr. Israel's suspension of its membership in UNESCO is the result of pursuing
such a cultural policy. This decision was made when members of UNESCO voted to declare the Patriarch's Tomb
and the Rachel's Tomb (occupied West Bank) as part of Palestine. Voting in UNESCO was a response to Israel's
unilateral decision in 2010 to declare these places a part of Israeli and Jewish national heritage, although they are
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not de facto within the borders of the Israeli state. UNESCO disagreed with Israel's emphasis solely on the Jewish
character of these places (and with planned repairs that were intended to emphasize only their Judaic character).
The power of the Zionist narrative is demonstrated by the withdrawal of funds to UNESCO by the United States
when full membership of the Palestinian Authority was granted in 2011. Palestine has since then been able to
report its cultural heritage as part of its national heritage (which is part of the world's cultural heritage). It can
report objects that are threatened with demolition or appropriation by occupying forces. Moreover on October
2016 UNESCO agreed to retain the walled area of al-Haram al-Sharif on the list of endangered world heritage. UN
also criticised Israel for its continuous refusal to let the body's experts access Jerusalem's holy sites to determine
their conservation status (Al-Jazeera 2016b). Netanyahu rejected the decision, saying "The theatre of the absurd
at UNESCO continues, and today the organisation adopted another delusional decision which says that the people
of Israel have no connection to the Temple Mount and the Western Wall” (Al-Jazeera 2016a). Of course the UN
did no such thing, it only stated the current problems that the occupation cause to this site, holy to three religions.
By not reserving this site to Jewish heritage the Israeli discourse rejects the decision, by arguing that any cultural
element, that Zionism want to claim as Jewish, is first of all Jewish (regardless of the history and meaning of the
site to other groups) and can’t be treated as part of other cultures. The same scenario happend when UNESCO
recognized Hberon’s Old City and the Tomb of the Patriarchs as a World Heritage in July 2017.
The strict cultural divisions developed by the Israeli and Palestinian national discourses prevent the formation of a
common cultural space. Zionism often uses the ideas of the direct origin of modern Jews from the ancient
Israelites to claim the right to take over selected elements and historical-cultural objects. Since the incorporation
into UNESCO Palestine have undertaken a number of projects aimed at preserving the cultural heritage of
Palestinians. One of them was the Sida project (2011-2013) aimed at improving the quality of life of marginalized
communities through the revitalization and reconstruction of historical sites. UNESCO cooperated with this project
with Riwāq Center (Center for Architectural Preservation), the Cultural Heritage Preservation Center (CCHP) and
the Hebron Renovation Council (HRC). The project was designed primarily to renovate historic buildings for public
use. The project has organized local community training to increase their knowledge of the regions history. The
project also introduced the socio-economic aspect of the protection of cultural heritage by creating jobs and
providing infrastructure for public use. The project was supported by the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities of
Palestine. The main centers that were under renovation were, among others in Nablus, Bethlehem, Hebron, Gaza
and in various rural locations. It should be noted that not only with this project, but also with many others, the
Palestinian government cooperate with Palestinian NGOs, associations and international institutions. It is a
common practice in relations between the government and Palestinian citizens. Riwāq is a non-governmental
organization created in 1991, which is aimed at the protection and revitalization of selected objects. This
organization has made a comprehensive inventory of the most important historical buildings, especially those
threatened by occupation or neglect by the residents themselves. It conducts various cultural events and actions
aimed at raising public awareness of the cultural heritage of for example the Bethlehem City. The Hebron Renewal
Council (HRC) is one of many examples of dynamic Palestinian organizations focused on preserving cultural
heritage. Hebron represents one of the most ruined Palestinian cities, caused by the occupation. Despite the
allocation of the city to the jurisdiction of the Palestinian Autonomy, the additional agreement in practice led to
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the division of the city and the sanctioning of the illegal presence of Jewish settlers, who led to the destruction of
the city center.
The Palestinian Authority, despite the formation of much needed institutions, often does not have adequate funds
and appropriately qualified staff to operate on multiple levels to protect its national heritage. Non-governmental
organizations undertake this task with the consent of the authorities, supported by various UN agencies (including
UNESCO) and other similar non-governmental and international organizations. What distinguishes these
organizations is their work not only to protect the monuments, but also to engage local community activities and
to broaden its knowledge about the history and culture of cities, villages and individual facilities. Protecting
national heritage is a social practice that is primarily the result of citizens' own initiative.
As Chiara De Cesari rightly points out, the idea of a national heritage has political foundations. This idea has been
used for political purposes since the eighties of the twentieth century, for the legitimacy and representation of
nationalist discourse. It is also created for the needs of tourism, because tourism allows rapid and wide
dissemination of national cultural-historical narrative. Hence, there are numerous protests by the Israeli
government regarding Palestinian activities to protect their cultural heritage. Israel has a policy of denying the
Palestinian national identity, and thus their relationship with the territory to which they claim their rights. It
rejects all actions that allow the representation and recognition of Palestinian cultural narratives by other nations
(De Cesari,2010, pp.625-626). Palestinians create a new cultural heritage movement that is closely linked to
cultural and artistic production, combining local and transnational heritage. It is not a conservative movement,
that aims to keep the status quo, but it is a dynamic, emancipatory movement and a project of resistance against
occupation. It is a form of Palestinian ṣumūd (De Cesari,2010, p.627).
Tourism is another form of national representation, used jointly by the Palestinian state (formerly Autonomy) and
non-governmental organizations. There is cooperation and rivalry between the central authority and the
Palestinian associations and organizations that offer so-called alternative tourist trips. Following the Oslo
agreements, the Palestinian Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities was established. Of course prior to 1967 both the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank were target of various tourist trips. Gaza was kind of a resort in which even casinos
operated. After the outbreak of the second intifada the conditions for the tourist industry deteriorated and after
Israel blocked the Gaza Strip in 2007, tourism was not possible anymore. The pilgrimage tourism (mainly from
Europe and North America) is currently thriving in the West Bank. The 2004 agreement between the Israeli
Ministry of Tourism and the Palestinian Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities is aimed at increasing cooperation in
promoting tourism to the Holy Land. The agreement calls for Pope and Bishops to organize pilgrimages (Jewish
Virtual Library, 2004). There are no separate territorial units (Israeli and Palestine) in the agreement, most likely to
avoid identifying the location of Jerusalem and other places whose status is not fully explained. The idea of the
Holy Land masks the Palestinian presence (their culture, history, and even politics) with a vision of sacred and
timeless biblical geography. During pilgrimages, there are at most meetings with local Christians, but not in a way
that would bring the pilgrims closer to the reality on the ground.
The main website of the Ministry in its description of Palestine as a tourist destination is based on the vision of
Palestine as a land rich in historical and cultural heritage, which thanks to its location is a bridge between East and
West. Referring to the centuries-old history of Palestine, the site lists some of the archaeological sites in present155

day Israel, like Ubaydiya, which contains traces of early human migration to this land. By presenting short stories
of other ancient communities and events, it goes through the arrival of Christian and later Muslim influences. The
historical note ends with the Israeli occupation in 1967. The entire historical fragment is meant to highlight the
cultural diversity of Palestinian land. This site does not use the rhetoric of Palestinians as direct descendants of
ancient civilizations. This note is designed to outline the historical and cultural complexity of Palestine in a clear
and quick way without engaging narrative about the ancient or religious legitimacy of the contemporary
Palestinian state (Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, 2013). The ministry’s aims, with the help of various
alternative tourist groups, is to create a tourist base that would offer a program different from traditional
pilgrimages. One such project is the so-called Abraham's Path, which was launched in November 2013 on the land
of the Bedouin Arab ar-Rašīda community in the West Bank. This route is a form of mountain and desert trail that
connects Hebron, Jericho, Bethlehem and Jerusalem. The Minister of Tourism underlined the importance of this
project both to the improvement of the situation of the Bedouin community (who are notoriously expelled from
these territories by occupation authorities or Jewish settlers) and the Palestinian national movement(Nabil and
Gonzalez,2013). The name of the route (despite attempts to limit the religious narrative) was chosen in order to
help associate potential travelers with the possibility of this expedition. Bethlehem Governor stressed that the
route would allow tourism to develop in this region, while also supporting Palestinian ṣumūd. This project is a
form of resistance to Israeli policy and representation of the Palestinians in the area. Tourists and Palestinians
involved in this project are part of a Palestinian national performance that aims to present the Palestinian
narrative to other nations as well as to strengthen the position and dignity of the local community (Nabil and
Gonzalez,2013). There are a number of organizations and associations that promote alternative tourism
expeditions (which are meant to show the Palestinian national perspective). Often, collaborations with similar
organizations on the Israeli side are conducted, combining expeditions, showing the narrative of both sides. Acting
in the context of Israeli occupation, the projects try to avoid strictly political rhetoric, emphasizing the richness of
Palestinian culture, dialogue between the Palestinians and Israelis, etc. Organizations and associations sometimes
work with the Ministry of Tourism to increase the Palestinian voice in the representation of their national tourism.
"Visit Palestine" is an online guide launched in 2008. The authors of the website want to make Palestine an
independent tourist destination. According to them, it is important for a tourist to "experience Palestine" (Visit
Palestine, 2012). This phrase can be seen practically in all tourist offers. The proximity to people, their culture,
history and heritage (including natural) is the basis of any project and touristic offer. Expeditions are not
dehumanized, they do not lead only through museums and city centers. Meetings with people, interaction
between them and tourists are the goal of the journey(Visit Palestine, 2012). Other groups representing similar
ideas and practices include the Alternative Tourism Group, the Palestinian Cultural Exchange Association, the
Palestine Experimental Organization (NEPTO), the Center for the Study of the Holy Land, or the Palestine
Experiment (who also run their television program).
Sport is another medium of representation of the nation and its narrative. On an international scale, sporting
events allow the presentation of national colors and symbols, and are therefore evidence of international
recognition. One of the most important sporting events for the Palestinians is the acceptance of Palestine by the
Olympic Council of Asia in 1986 and the International Olympic Committee in 1995. For the first time, Palestine was
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represented at the 1996 Summer Olympics. International events are an opportunity for greater publicity. Palestine
and the Olympic Games are no exception in this respect. The 2012 London Olympics have also become a
competition arena for national representation of Israel and Palestine. Individual Olympic teams on the BBC main
page had their own news pages, with short descriptions of the national team. When it turned out that the Israeli
side did not have a record of the capital, while Palestinians had the note about East Jerusalem, Benjamin
Netanyahu himself intervened in the matter. After that, a change was made, but the Israeli authorities were not
satisfied. On the Israeli site, it was indicated that Jerusalem was the capital of Israel, but most embassies were
located in Tel Aviv. On the Palestinian site, East Jerusalem was described as the intended seat of government,
adding that Ramallah served as the administrative capital (Ravid B.,2012). Palestinian membership in the
International Football Federation (FIFA) since 1998 has also been highly meaningful. The Palestinian Authority has
sought to organize international competitions on its own ground. Thanks to funding by FIFA in 2008, for the first
time Palestine hosted the international women's soccer competition. The president of the Palestinian Football
Association recognizes the organization of international sporting competitions as a form of moral victory over
Israel, which further demonstrates the strength and determination of the Palestinians to protect their national
rights. Sports competitions are a joint national performance of spectators and players, by singing the national
anthem together and presenting the flag (FIFA 2011). In 2012, Palestine hosted an international football
competition called International Palestinian Championship. It hosted eight Asian countries (representing FIFA's
Asian division). The championship slogan proclaimed: "Palestine: From Nakba to the State" (Maan News,2012). He
emphasized the fact that the Palestinians, who were initially treated as only a humanitarian concern, were now
recognized as full members of the international community, proving the effectiveness of the Palestinian ṣumūd.
International recognition is not merely a symbolic success for the Palestinians. FIFA has repeatedly intervened
about Israeli visa restrictions, both for Palestinian players and for teams from other countries to wanted to
compete in Palestine (FIFA 2013).
Media is another source and mechanism for national representation. The Palestinian media are divided into those
run by state institutions and those managed by various non-governmental organizations. In the case of news
programs that are subject to non-governmental organizations, we can distinguish Maan News and Palestine News
Network (PNN). The Palestinian Authority has already used the existing Palestinian Information Agency (WAFA)
(formerly used by the PLO) to create the official information agency of the Autonomy. It transmits events in
different languages, including English and Hebrew. The Palestinian Authority recognizes the potential and
importance of popular culture for promoting national narrative. Therefore, when the Arab Idol was won by
Muammad Assāf from Gaza in 2013, the authorities decided to express their support and appreciation to the
artist. Assāf has already performed publicly, often using familiar patriotic songs in his repertoire. After the
announcement of his victory, numerous celebrations took place in his honor, in the streets of Gaza, Jerusalem,
Nablus, Ramallah, Bethlehem and the Palestinian diaspora. He got famous for his performance of the traditional
Palestinian song Bring Your Kufije. His performance was dedicated to national unity and the end of the occupation.
He pointed out that the inspiration for him was Sāmir Īssāwī, a Palestinian prisoner in Israel who had started a
hunger strike in protest against his second arrest, without any charge. Both Hamas and Fatah expressed their
support for the singer. Hamas, despite their initial distance from his performances, saw social support for him, and
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did not interfere in the public broadcast of his concerts. Both Hamas representative and President Maḥmūd Abbās
called him an ambassador of Palestinian culture and art. The government also proposed Assaf a position of
diplomatic importance. The UNRWA UN agency has appointed the singer for goodwill ambassador for peace. Assāf
became a new symbol of Palestinian national pride, perseverance and success(Al-Arabiyya, 2013).
Palestinian national discourse is struggling with the problem of exceptional external interference, which attempts
to control what historical, cultural, social and political elements it can use. This interference is related to the fact
that Western and Israeli culture, broadly defined, identifies its sources with biblical tradition.
As I am demonstrating, various collective experiences and practices have played a significant role in the case of
the Palestinian national discourse. The development of regional relationships and interactions have fostered a
common vision of shared symbols, histories, traditions, etc. Created boundaries have been and are still variable
and flexible. Changes are legitimized by the appropriate narrative and symbolic representation. As contemporary
scholars point out, the emergence of national discourse is always a potential, never a necessity. In the case of
Palestinian discourse, the development of this potential was made possible by the above cultural experiences and
practices that established the basic relationships between different groups. Over time these relationships began
to gain a broader collective meaning and became the basis of local and international politics. The lack of
appropriate state institutions, political representation and legal system was compensated for in other areas of
collective life. This required the involvement of both the elite and the other social groups. The Palestinian
Authority was established in 1994, and institutionalized existing socio-cultural practices and major national
narratives (from tourism to official national holidays). As a result of the Israeli occupation, state institutions are
still not an important factor in the development of the Palestinian national discourse. Often civil organizations, like
in the past, take on the role of the state to protect and develop the national heritage that is threatened both
symbolically and physically by Israel's occupation policy.
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HERMENEUTICS OF THE SUBJECT – IDENTITY IN
THE GLOBAL WEB OF MEANINGS
TOMASZ SZCZEPANEK

Contemporary philosophy strives to define and analyse the crisis of modernity, an intellectual formation
originating in Europe and, as a consequence of the imperial politics of western countries, present in other parts of
the world that has endured over recent centuries. One of its fundamental presuppositions is the Cartesian belief in
rationality of the subject. However, the development of our civilization has revealed that human reason cannot be
considered as the ultimate factor shaping the human being. One of the most interesting attempts at
understanding this phenomenon is contemporary hermeneutics, which is derived from the Heideggerian system.
This inspiration situates subjectivity and ways of constituting selfness as a central problem of philosophy. In this
paper I would like to present observations of three different authors from three different countries, who
undertake the issue of identity using tools of contemporary hermeneutics, in order to sketch the complexity of
late modernity.

RICOEUR
According to Paul Ricoeur the starting point on the path of self-identification by a subject might be described as
loss and confusion. On the one hand, we operate with an obvious notion of what a human being is, which is the
heritage of modern human sciences that serves as the foundation for social systems such as contemporary
democracy and human rights. But on the other hand, it is typical for us to obliterate the borders of this notion as if
we were not completely satisfied with its shape, or presumed intuitively that we as an acting subject might be
something more19. This presupposition invites us to undertake further exploration, which happens mainly in the
area of philosophy. From the point of view of hermeneutics, the way to understand those disruptions might be
possible through interpretation of externalised forms of the inner life. As Ricoeur notes: “This is why philosophy
remains a hermeneutics, that is, a reading of the hidden meaning inside the text of the apparent meaning. It is the
task of this hermeneutics to show that existence arrives at expression, at meaning, and at reflection only through
the continual exegesis of all the significations that come to light in the world of culture. Existence becomes a self –
human and adult – only by appropriating this meaning, which first resides “outside”, in works, institutions, and
cultural movements in which the life of the spirit is justified.”20 Therefore, understanding one's identity remains
in the mode of constant interpretation. One temporary result of this investigation might take the form of a
narrative. For this reason, Ricoeur uses a term of narrative identity, which is the combination of two different

19
See Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another, trans. Kathleen Blamey (Chicago and London: The University of
Chicago Press, 1990), 239.
20
Paul Ricoeur, “Existence and Hermeneutics” in The Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur: An Anthology of His Work,
ed. Charles E. Reagan and David Stewart (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978), 101and 106.
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conceptualisations of subjectivity21. The first one – idem identity – is based on the belonging to a certain category
for the sake of formal or qualitative similarity, which is, among others, the case with ethnic communities. The
second one – ipsem identity – which is based on the given word, a contract which one commits to fulfil, might be
considered as a pattern for political movements. As Ricoeur notes: “The genuine nature of narrative identity
discloses itself, in my opinion, only in the dialectic of selfhood and sameness.”22 For this reason we need to
operate with both distinctions: one should be understood as a result of the circumstances and as the author of his
own existence at the same time. A strict combination of those two layers is perceptible mainly in the form of
literature and works of art. Therefore, interpretation of cultural creations receives a privileged position in
Ricoeur's understanding of the human being.

VATTIMO
According to Gianni Vattimo, the age of modernity made innovation its core value. One of the historical aims of
progress is to shape the subject according to the pattern of the ideal European, which is the end result of the
Enlightenment identity project23. However, with the fall of grand narratives this project started to corrode. This
process was accompanied by the collapse of official colonialism and birth of the global communication society.
The omnipresence of mass media led to decentralisation and dispersion of the control structures. Contrary to
Adorno and Horkheimer's predictions, telematics made impossible for one institution to consolidate power totally.
The appearance of new communication channels, in particular the opening and constant expansion of cyberspace,
contributed to the explosion and proliferation of points of view. As a result, one coherent narrative becomes
displaced by contamination of interpretations. The same happened to the dominant form of subjectivity, which
diffuses in the discursive chaos. For these reasons Vattimo announces late modernity as an age of the weak
subject. He notes: “With the demise of the idea of a central rationality of history, the world of generalised
communication explodes like a multiplicity of 'local' rationalities – ethnic, sexual, religious, cultural or aesthetic
minorities – that finally speak up for themselves.”24 However, the awareness of these circumstances does not
defuse the longing for firm metaphysical foundations. This need might be abused by the authors of strong identity
projects, who, on the one hand, provide sham security but on the other, expand their dominion. Disorientation,
which accompanied the disappearance of one recommended form of identity, leads to the explosion of minority
narratives, which provoke constant oscillation between belongingness and disconnection. This situation
encourages us to the search into new strategies of being, which don’t necessarily have to be the default for every
circumstance. Quite the contrary; they should have their processual nature remaining in close reliance on actual
events. An exemplary direction of the search for such minimalistic projects might be an aesthetic way of
experiencing the self in contact with the others. As Vattimo notes: “Aesthetic experience leads us into other
possible worlds, and we are made to realise the contingency and relativity of the 'real' world in which we have to

21
See Paul Ricoeur, Oneself..., 140-168.
22
Ibid., 140.
23
See Gianni Vattimo, The Transparent Society, trans. David Webb (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press) 1992, 4.
24
Ibidem, 8-9.
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live.”25 For this reason imagination, aesthetic sensitivity, taste and affects may become more significant in the
process of shaping one's identity and searching for one’s own place among others than ever. Especially valuable
for the constitution of weak subjectivity is the relationship with art, which Vattimo analyses in some of his
writings26.

CAPUTO
John D. Caputo is widely known as a founder of radical hermeneutics, who encourages his readers to reject all
authorities and criteria that might provide a complex and coherent understanding of reality. As he writes: “[the]
task of interpretation is to keep the trembling and endless mirror-play of signs and texts in play, to see to it that
metaphysics does not have its way with texts by arresting the play, recentering the system, stabilizing the flux,
breaking the code, reintroducing the nostalgic longing for the origin.”27 This invitation to a never-ending game of
discovering new understandings of the current situation and resigning from safe explanations cannot provide us
with a closed conception of identity and subjectivity. One of the reasons for this difficulty might be his
consideration of reality as a constant flux, which manifests strongly nowadays as a rapid circulation of information
in the context of the global network. One might imagine each subject as a real player, a participant in the game of
negotiating meanings and agreements. For its sake, it is crucial to realise how powerful each individual can be. The
vital role for this emancipatory aim is that of philosophy, which is meant to reveal the true nature of reality as it is,
with all its juxtapositions, paradoxes and aporia. The obscurity and mystery of the default situation make us equal
in the search for common foundations. As Caputo notes: “We constitute a community of unknowers who,
precisely by virtue of their helplessness, require (brauchen) one another. It is precisely the uncertainty of things
which links us indissolubly, which commits us to the dispersal of power structures which think they have the final
word.”28 This statement has something from an invitation to a challenge to be in constant motion: from one
interpretation to another, and warning us not to rely on already given solution. The above-mentioned final word
of power structures has its influence as long as it is legitimised by the acceptance of each subject. The game’s
stake seems to rest in the permanent rediscovering of our equality despite the authority and position one may
hold in social structures. Diversification of communication channels creates a powerful opportunity to sabotage
dominant narratives and raise contrarian voices, which represent minorities and create niches for nomadic
identities. However, the notion of solid identity does not exist in Caputo's philosophical landscape. Each trial of
constitutional selfness is temporary and functions as a role, which one may play in present circumstances.
Therefore, attempts at convincing others about one's fixed identity should be treated with suspicion.
Each of above authors emphasise individual effort in shaping one’s identity. The task might not be so easy, but the
circumstances of a decentralised network allow us to create spaces of relative freedom. An especially useful tool
in the fulfilment of this challenge might be the strategy of hermeneutics. As Caputo notes: “the work of
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Ibidem, 10.
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See Gianni Vattimo, The End of Modernity, trans. Jon R. Snyder (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University
Press, 1988).
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(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press 1987), 118.
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hermeneutics is to recover that sense of the world before it was disrupted by objectifying thinking, to restore the
sense of what is close before it was made distant by objectification.”29 When it comes to creation of one's
identity narrative, art and other forms oriented on alternative aesthetics seem to play an enormous role. One
reason for that might be their higher resistance to reproducing power structures, which appear to be written in
every – even the most balanced and peace oriented – political project. Despite that, art puts emphasis on those
aspects of subjectivity that were marginalised in favour of the cogito model. Imagination, taste and affects might
be more helpful in battle with oppressive mechanisms than intellectual constructions. The fall of grand narratives
provokes a search into practical solutions, verifiable over shorter periods of time and accessible to individuals of
different idem types of identities (according to Ricoeur's distinction). By acknowledging the inevitability and
complexity of late modernity one can begin the search for new forms of being in the world; among others, in what
especially important role may aesthetics play.
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AMBIVALENT IDENTITY OF WOMEN:
PATRIARCHY’S IDEOLOGICAL NEGOTIATION WITH
WOMEN, MODERNITY AND CINEMA IN IRAN
ELNAZ NASEHI
Iranian society has been through series of political and social upheavals during the last two centuries, and the
Iranian women’s Identity, and sexuality has been constantly the site of struggle through these political and social
changes. These constant changes have found their way to the silver screen and shaped ambivalent representation
of women in Iranian cinema.
Being rooted in chronic surveillance over female sexuality within normative patriarchal values and desire, the
image of women has been centralized to the national identity in modern Iran. Despite this centrality, however,
women have ambivalently encountered hostility through the mechanism of modification; while in Pahlavi era
unveiling of women was one of the most controversial manifestation of modernity, under the Islamic regime the
Iranian women’s veiled images turn into the/a battle against the westernization and modernity. Based on
comparative literature studies, this research addresses the persistence of ideological negotiation between
women, modernity and cinema in modern Iran, and argues the way by which women’s identity has been
constructed vacillating between hostility and modification. In order to meet the above-mentioned objective,
chronological accounts of the way women, modernity and cinema have been through the ideological negotiation
in Iranian society is discussed from pre to post-revolutionary eras.
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POLITICISED IDENTITIES AND COUNTERCULTURAL
PRACTICES IN GLOBAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS AND
THEIR COUNTERMOVEMENTS
MARK GESSAT, MEI-CHUN LAI
Anthropocentrism, the idea that humans are special and not part of the non-human world, together with
materialism and self-enhancing values and life goals have been connected to an array of non-sustainable
behaviour. There arguably is complicity between the consumers of unsustainable products and services and their
producers. Because it is in the interest of both, that the consumer remains ignorant about the details of
production. Economically speaking there are negative externalities from this transaction as the true cost
(environmentally, and socially) are burdened on the general population and non-human world and are not
reflected in the price. The consumers have been shown to consciously choose to stay ignorant, a phenomenon
that has been called wilful ignorance.
Because the privileged consumers (mostly in the global North) know that the full knowledge about the
externalities in terms of environmental destruction and the suffering of animals and humans (mostly in or from
the global South) involved would limit the extent of their pleasure or even discourage them from continuing to
consume such products, they gladly accept the mis-informative and deceptive marketing efforts by the corporate
providers of such products.
But this complicity is increasingly disturbed by a growing awareness and activism of civil society and media who
report on the vast discrepancy between what marketing and product packaging is telling us and the truth about
the violations of human rights standards and animal protection laws, and pollution of the environment that occur
on a daily basis because that is the only way profits can be secured.
All these processes are infused with meaning when it comes to identity. The extend to which the consumer
identifies with materialism and self-enhancing values determines how much she embraces her wilful ignorance
and when the cognitive dissonance between her unsustainable consumption and the self-image of a decent,
responsible person becomes so great that ignorance is no longer possible and behavioural change has to occur.
Corporate public relation efforts not only try to minimize the revelation of the truth about production processes
but also to manipulate the public discourse in such a way that the incidents reported in the media look like
exceptional or exaggerated (rather than business as usual) and by drawing a boundary towards the identity of
environmental advocates, saying they would practice counterculture, or attack "our way of life", or simply being
extremist (or even terrorist) who value animals or the environment over people.
This presentation will try to highlight the crucial role of identity related strategies of activists in this triangulation
between consumers, producers and advocates. With numerous examples of the environmental and animal rights
activism that I have come across over the many years of research for my PhD, I will try to exemplify the doubleedged quality of politicised identity in activism. When activist choose an exclusive identity like veganism,
combined with using guilt and fear in their campaigns aimed at ´meat-eaters´, they generally end up with
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strengthening the identification of the latter and encounter defence mechanisms. This in turn politicises the vegan
identity even more and leads to an ever-increasing polarisation between the groups and results in the opposite of
what the vegans intended to do, namely changing the animal eating behaviour.
When on the other hand individual consumption is not made salient, and a common human identity is stressed,
together with a softer approach of trying to highlight our similarity and connection with the non-human world
that does not give any pressure to the audience in terms of specific behavioural changes, the opposite effect can
be expected and the out-group bias and blame can be projected on the responsible corporate and political forces.
The main focus of this presentation will thus be the role identity politics can play in terms of strategic choices and
the respective path-dependencies and differences in the dynamics of the societal environment that come with
them
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CHANGING MEANING OF “EUROPE” IN THE
TURKISH NEWS DISCOURSE (1959-2016)
AYÇA DEMET ATAY
Turkey’s protracted membership process to the European Union (EU) started in 1959 when Turkey applied to the
European Economic Community (EEC) for association. Four years later, on 12 September 1963, Turkey signed the
Association Agreement with the EEC – also known as the Ankara Agreement. The leading mainstream newspaper
Hürriyet informed its readers about the incident on the next day with the following headline: “We entered the
Common Market.” As of 2017, Turkey has still not entered the EU.
Turkey’s prospective membership in the EU with its large Muslim population, fragile democracy, poor human
rights records, and unstable economy has been a controversial issue in Europe, which has also served as a proxy
for a larger issue, namely the definition of the “European” identity. There is a comprehensive literature on the
representation of the Turkish identity in the European news discourse. This paper contributes to the field by
assessing the representation of the European identity in the Turkish news discourse.
Front page stories published in Hürriyet on the consecutive days of the selected key dates in EU-Turkey relations
are analysed through Critical Discourse Analysis in an effort to understand the changing meaning of “Europe” and
the representation of the EU-Turkey relations in the Turkish news discourse; in other words, what "Europe" means
for Turkish people and what they expect from the country's membership to the EU.
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‘THE MAKING OF ENGLISH NATIONAL IDENTITY’: H.
RIDER HAGGARD AND SOUTH AFRICA
ELVAN MUTLU
Due to the effect of industrial capitalism which transformed European cities and led the rural landscape to
diminish, a variety of exotic colonial locales became continuous settings for romance writers in the closing
decades of the nineteenth century. H. Rider Haggard, as a late-Victorian romance fiction writer, was no impartial
to such locales and produced some of the most popular works which specifically set in Africa. Mostly known for his
romances, King Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She (1887), Haggard transferred the narratives of the pre-industrial
borders to the metropolitan readers and often engaged with the expanding nature of the British Empire. This
paper aims to examine Haggard’s presentation of English, Scottish and British identity in his South African
romances by examining the imperial dimension of the expansion of England and how the concept of little England
is established within texts such as Allan Quatermain (1887) and Jess (1887). These romances actively engage with
the notion of settler writing and the question of imperial success. In so many of Haggard’s texts, as it will be
shown in this paper, his characters cross boundaries that are geographical, cultural and national, which results in
them taking their national identities outside England and leading the way for new identity formations.
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(RE)THINKING OTHERNESS: HOW THE CONCEPT
HAS BEEN RETHOUGHT IN RECENT PHILOSOPHICAL
APPROACHES
CHRISTOS MARNEROS
Abstract
The article examines how the question of otherness has been rethought in recent philosophical approaches. It
consists of three parts. The first part discusses two possible understandings of otherness: The first presents it in a
binary, dependent relation to identity. The second presents it as something which can be understood distinctively
from identity, possibly as an enigma. The second part goes through Todorov’s Conquest of America and discusses
how certain characters of the book try to understand the Other. Finally, the third part discusses possible solutions
to that problem, where the Other can be understood independently, beyond a given framework of an identity which seeks to dominate over otherness - and it concludes that despite their necessity, identities must be thought
as contingent and relational. Only in that way the possibility of a more genuine understanding of the Other opens
up.

Introduction
In Mike Cahill’s Another Earth (Fox Searchlight Pictures, 2011), a planet identical to our Earth is discovered. Things
become more perplexed when it is later revealed that the inhabitants of that other planet are also identical to the
people of our Earth and that their lives are synchronised. This ‘discovery’ overwhelmed the inhabitants of our
planet with feelings of fear, but also feelings of ‘curiosity’ (Golding, 1997, chapter 1). Who could be that identical
Other me who at the same time is me but not me? How, we, the earthlings, are going to classify this enigmatic
Other, which it ‘resists straightforward formulation’ but at the same time cries for ‘recognition’ (Connolly, 2002, p.
36)?
Consequently, the inhabitants of our Earth felt that need to classify that Other, possibly out of fear that they
would lose their identity as the subjects inhabiting, of what they thought as the ‘real’ and ‘sole’ Earth. Hence, the
discovery of this new planet came as a nuisance and a threat (Dominquez, 1989, p. 190) to the notion of their
identity as ‘a bearer of an intrinsic Truth’ (Connolly, 2002. p. 46).
The film characters’ reaction reflects – to a great extent – our reaction towards the Other, in real life. The question
of otherness has always enjoyed a prominent part in several modes of life, especially the political, with many
theories engaging in debates regarding the question.
The aim of this article is to examine how this question has been rethought and critically evaluate whether
otherness can be understood only in relations to an identity (for example as something that opposes it) or
whether it has the ability to stand out, independently, of an identity’s framework. The article consists of three
parts. The first part discusses two possible understandings of otherness: The first presents it in a binary,
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dependent relation to identity. The second presents it as something which can be understood distinctively from
identity, possibly as an enigma. The second part goes through Todorov’s Conquest of America and discusses how
certain characters of the book (I classify them to different categories, according to their different understanding or no-understanding at all - of otherness) try to understand the Other. It argues that, despite the different
approaches to otherness, all characters failed to let the Other speak for Itself, reducing It to an object which must
be either conquered or conversed. Finally, the third part discusses possible solutions to that problem, where the
Other can be understood independently, beyond a given framework of an identity - which seeks to dominate over
otherness - and it concludes that despite their importance, identities must be thought as contingent and
relational. Only in that way the possibility of a more genuine understanding of the Other opens up.

Hegelian Dialectics and the Enigmatic Other
Western thought, including philosophy, politics of identity/otherness and many other modes of our lives, ‘has
been constructed around a singular subject’ (Irigaray, 1995, p.7). Indeed, we can trace that idea of the singular
subject to the universal values (which I suppose to be the dominant Western values of contemporary societies) of
the ‘Enlightenment Project’ (Wokler, 1996, p. 43) and the ‘rights of man,’ where the identity of a ‘Western,
rational, man’ (Irigaray, 1995, p.7) stands out as the paradigm of the singular subject. Subsequently, everyone
must imitate that subject, in order to become equal to it, and thus, to discover the universal and objective Truth
(Golding, 1997, p. 12). Whatever does not conform to these universal values could be characterised as the Other.
In that sense, a way of defining a subject’s identity, it is by defining it by what ‘it is not’, an opposite which at the
same time has the ability to negate the identity of the former. (ibid p. 11). This definition of the Other is often
associated with Hegelian dialectics and it is based on an oppositional or a dialectical relationship (Widder, 2012, p.
12). Consequently, for example, the identity of a rectangle - regarding its shape - can be defined as ‘not being a
circle.’ A rectangle is impossible to become a circle, hence a circle has the ability to nullify a rectangle - if
something is a circle then it is not a rectangle - or in Woodward’s example, ‘to be a Serb is not to be a Croat’ and
so on (1997, p. 9). Hence, by applying this dialectic principle to the idea of the universal values of the
Enlightenment, we could argue that the identity of the ‘role model’ of a Western, rational man is defined by what
it is not, for example an ‘uncivilised, irrational’ Other, in broader terms, someone who does not satisfy these
universal values. This view, was often associated with ‘the colonial discourse’ (Bhabha, 1983 p. 18) and the idea of
the ‘white man’s burden’ to ‘civilise’ the ‘uncivilised’ Other in order to equal that ‘perfect singular subject’
(Irigaray, 1995, p. 7) and embrace in that sense, its objective Truth, or its ‘static objectivity’ (Golding, 1997, p. 13).
The ‘non-choice,’ choice of this ‘uncivilised’ Other was either to be converted or to be conquered (Todorov 1992,
pp. 45-47). What follows is that in both cases the voice of the Other is silenced (Root, 1988, p. 219).
The era of that form of colonalisation technically ceased to exist, however, the colonial discourse is still alive and
kicking, taking different forms, aiming to convert or to conquer the ‘deviant’ Other, which takes different forms
accordingly - such as women, LGBT+ people, immigrants and so forth (Douzinas, 2013).
Consequently, that binary model of relation between identity and otherness tends to be problematic, since there
is always going to be an identity, which considers itself as the bearer of a single objective Truth, and it will be
ready to dominate over the deviants.
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On the other hand, the so-called ‘radical democracy theories’ - being critical to that dialectic model of identity and
otherness - seek to move beyond that dialectical thought (Widder, 2012, p.11). The mistake of the binary model is
that it presents negation as the opposite or as a part of something, which at the same time affirms that something
(Golding, 1997, p. 12). What follows, is that the notion of the One, objective Truth, which is intrinsic to one
identity (Connolly, 2002, p. 46) ceases to exist or it stops to be ‘static or fixed’ (Golding, 1997, p.13). In that sense,
otherness becomes something ‘enigmatic’ (Widder, 2012, p. 12) which does not serve as a ‘marker’ - in
Nietzschean terms - to define a subject’s identity but rather it is something which is neither a subject’s identity,
nor subject’s non-identity (neither a rectangle, nor non-rectangle). In that terms, ‘the authority of the One’ is
suspended and we move to a model beyond the binary, dialectical model, where the Other becomes an
autonomous and a different subject (Irigaray, 1995, pp. 11-12). The new way of thinking, or re-thinking otherness,
leads us to the following question: How can otherness be understood, independently of an identity?

Todorov’s Conquest of America
In the Conquest of America, just like the people Another Earth, the European explorers encounter for the first
time something which is radically different from the conception they had for the Other, leading Todorov to
suggest that this was ‘the most astonishing encounter of our history’ (1992, p. 4). In other words, the explorers
had an encounter with an enigmatic Other. My analysis of the text focuses on particular characters and it
examines how they try to understand otherness, focusing on the dichotomy between conversion/conquest and by
drawing parallels with contemporary conception of otherness.
In the first category, of reactions to the encounter with the Other, I classify Columbus and the Aztec King,
Montezuma, because both characters remain indifferent in their understanding of the Other and they even turn to
become more fixated on their own beliefs. We can see how Columbus’ Christian faith predetermines his views and
influences his interpretations (ibid. p. 16). This is obvious from the fact that he is not ready to abandon his belief in
the existence of mythical creatures (such as mermaids and cyclopes) but on the other hand he concludes that such
creatures ‘are not as beautiful as it was claimed to be’ (ibid.). His indifference to understand the Other, usually
leads to communication breakdowns and contradictory views, presenting sometimes the natives as evil and
cowards but then as ‘noble savages’, generous, capable of becoming Christians (ibid. p. 36-39). Todorov’s
conclusion is that ‘Columbus does not succeed in his human communications because he is not interested in them’
(ibid. p. 33).
Similarly, king Montezuma’s blind faith, on his beliefs, prevents him from understanding the Other and
consequently, he becomes, maybe, the biggest reason for the Aztec purge. His obsession with interpreting natural
phenomena as divine signs and his refusal to break out of his cyclical belief of time, incapacitated him from
understanding the arrival of the Spaniards just as a common human event (ibid. pp. 76-81). Hence, his denial to
break free from the chains of his identity prevents him from understanding the real aims of the conquistadors and
the annihilation of him and his people becomes inevitable.
A second category of characters are the ones who are capable of understanding the Other, but only as something
which relates to their identity - which they consider as superior. A consequence of their notion of holding a
superior identity, is the idea that whatever falls outside of that identity, is classified as inferior or evil and it has to
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be conquered and annihilated. Cortés and the philosopher Sepúlveda belong to that category. Cortés is interested
in understanding the Other. His expedition is ‘a search for information’ (ibid., p. 99) and sometimes he even shows
admiration for the crafting skills of the Aztecs (ibid. p. 128). Nevertheless, his admiration does not stop him from
massacring them. His relationship with the Aztecs is what could be described in terms of an ‘I-It’ relation. That is ‘a
typical subject-object relationship in which one knows and uses other persons or things without allowing them to
exist for oneself in their uniqueness’ (Campbell, 1996 citing Friedman, p. 113). His admiration, of them as
craftsmen, is nothing more than an admiration of them as objects.
Similarly, Sepúlveda inspired by the Aristotelian notion of natural slavery, which suggests that some people are
born to be slaves (Politics 1252a 31-34), understands the Natives but only as inferiors, even as sub-humans. He is a
man who believes in hierarchy and consequently, that belief dictates that ‘perfection must dominate over
imperfection’ (Todorov, 1992, p. 152).
We have seen that despite the distinction between indifference and willingness to gain information regarding the
Other, the two categories remained fixed to the dialectical thought of otherness as a contradistinction of identity,
leading to a failure of understanding the Other altogether, or to a limited understanding of It, as inferior. This
notion of superiority has not yet eclipsed, especially from Western thought and it is relevant in the contemporary
world. This is evident from the atrocities that take place ‘in the name of defence of history and culture’ against the
Other, which takes different forms, (e.g. terrorism and foreign aggression) (Douzinas, 2000, p. 131).
On the other hand, another category of characters supports the notion of conversion over that of conquest. This
belief is based on the idea of Christianity as an egalitarian and a religion of love. In that category falls the bishop,
Las Casas. He identifies some Christian qualities in the Mexicans, similar to the one identified by Columbus.
Because of this, he defies Sepúlveda’s idea of hierarchy and he calls for equality based on the universality of
Christian doctrine of humans as equals (Todorov, 1992, p. 146-147). Nevertheless, this universal equality can only
be achieved through conversion. The ‘love’ of Las Casas for the Other, refuses to acknowledge that Other’s
‘specificity,’ condemning, for example, pagan religion as an innocent mistake, which through conversion can be
forgiven. In any case, to Christian religion, we are all sinners that have a chance for redemption and salvation. In
contemporary terms, we can find that kind of approaches towards the Other, in the concept of ‘toleration’
(Connolly, 2002, p. 43). Tolerance usually takes the form of forbearance for the cultural difference of the Other,
condemning it at the same time as inferior (ibid.). The pure essence of the word ‘tolerance’ presupposes that we
consider something to be wrong, or inferior to what we believe to be the correct, or true (King, 2016).
Consequently, sticking with that notion of objective Truth, which is connected to the purity and superiority of our
identity, conversion (and its ‘modern face’ as tolerance) turns to be identical to the act of conquering.
In another category, we find characters who try to understand the Other through assimilation. La Malinche, an
Aztec woman, learns the Spanish language and acts as Cortés interpreter (Todorov, 1992, pp. 100-102).
Consequently, by initiating into the Spanish ways, she loses her original identity. Similarly, the Spaniard Gonzalo
Guerrero becomes fully assimilated to the Natives’ culture and identity and he eventually fights and dies to defend
the Indians against the Spaniards (ibid). In both situations, the two characters achieve to fully understand the
Other through complete assimilation - a negation of their original identity - which eventually is completely lost.
Hence, it can be argued that this process of assimilation falls under the dialectical thought of identity/otherness
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because understanding the Other is conditioned by a negation of the original identity. In that sense, Adorno’s
claim that we cannot get a positive through negation is justified (2004, p. 160). Both characters, by negating their
identities - by becoming the Other - they do not affirm their identities, but consequently they lose them once and
for all.
A final category, includes characters who try to understand the Other and try to give It voice but at the same time
try to keep their own identity (Connolly, 2002, p. 44). One of them is Sahagún, a Franciscan monk, who represents
an encyclopedia of the culture of the Aztecs in his Historia general de Nueva España. In his representation of the
Aztecs, he operates in a way which respects the identity of the Other but at the same time he tries to distance
himself from that identity. The whole of his works is a product of ‘the interaction of two voices, two cultures two
point of views,’ says Todorov (1992, p. 239). Nevertheless, he remained a Christian until the end of his life. This is
apparent from his conclusion that Christianity is still a superior religion, but contrary to his counterparts he
suggests that the forced conversion of Aztecs led to the destruction of their identity (ibid., p. 238). Arguably, his
work helped to ‘bring out the enigma of the Other’ (Connolly, 2002, p. 45), nevertheless his desire to remain
distant does not allow to him to break the chains of his identity and engage in a thorough understanding of the
Other. In other words, he is able to press against the code of his identity but he falls short of breaking it (Connolly,
2004, p. 175).
Having examined the different approaches to the Other, it can be argued that no one is able to break free from
the identity/otherness dialectic, leading Todorov to conclude that ‘we want equality without its compelling to
accept identity, but also difference without its degenerating into superiority/inferiority’ (ibid., p. 249).

Otherness/Identity Beyond Good and Evil?
The characters in the film Another Earth, decide to name the new planet ‘Earth Two.’ In that sense, they reduce it
to something secondary to their own identity, acting similarly to Todorov’s characters. Consequently, we are left
with one question: Can otherness then, be grasped without the need of an identity or is it destined to follow the
dialectical model and the problems it carries with it?
The necessity of having an identity is indisputable. Identity gives us the sense of ‘who we are,’ it gives meaning to
our experiences as subjects (Woodward, 1997, p. 39). Nevertheless, in order to give voice to the Other, whatever
that Other signifies through time, we have to come in terms with the idea that identities are ‘contingent’
(Connolly, 2002, p. 46). This supposes that no identity holds that objective Truth, or in other words objectivity is
no more ‘static’ (Golding, 1997, p. 12-13). If we follow that idea, we may be able to break free from the several
discourses of a superior identity over the Other because every single identity is ‘particular, constructed and
relational (ibid.).’ Identities are also ever-changing. Going back to Todorov, we can see how both conquerors and
conquered contribute in changing each other identity causing the formation of many hybrid identities.
Furthermore, we have seen how the understanding of the Other in certain characters was also ever-changing,
with Columbus, for example, calling the natives evil and cowards and then all of a sudden, changes his view and he
calls them good and generous. These are sufficient examples, which show that there is no such a thing as pure
identity, let alone a superior identity - the ‘bearer of objective Truth’.
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How can we achieve that? Following Golding, I suggest through imagination and curiosity (1997, p. 22). Curiosity
leads us to start a journey in order to find out the Other, to genuinely understand it, without taking anything for
certain, fixed on a single vantage and filtered through our own identities. Subsequently then, we have to follow
the change of heart that Las Casas had at his later writings, where he suggests that everything is a matter of
perspective (Todorov, 1992, p. 193).
Only then the Other will have the possibility of becoming ‘An-Other’ (Irigaray, 1995, p. 8), which is not second to
any other identity and does not aim to be any identity’s equal, but an independent subject. Only then we will be
able to go beyond good and evil and escape the need to define otherness as oppositional, similar, superior or
inferior to an identity.
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BUTTRESSING STRATEGY: A STRATEGY TO
DEACTIVATES THE THREAT OF FEMALE ‘OTHER’ IN
IRANIAN SOCIETY/CINEMA
ELNAZ NASEHI
It has been amply discussed that women in cinema signifies to-be-looked-at-ness according to male desire. But at
the same time, it connotes the sexual difference. She is a threat; an “other” who signifies differences and the
castration anxiety. The Iranian new censorial veiling system, however, necessitates the questioning of usual wellestablished conventions of classic cinema in order to alter this dominant form of representation of sexuality in
cinema and its signification processes. This veiling system hinders the sexually objectifying gaze in Iranian cinema.
However, being rooted in buttressing perspective on femininity as a source of corruption that needs to be
controlled and buttressed in order to protect the male domination, image of women still signifies the duality of
desire and threat. In classic dominant cinema, male unconscious deactivates the threat of female figure through
utilizing two visual and narrative mechanisms (Mulvey, [1975]1990); Hollinger, 2012); voyeurism/sadistic
voyeurism and fetishism/fetishistic scopophilia. In contrary to western psychoanalytic arguments, the threat of
female figure in Iranian society/ cinema as the different ‘other’ is not a threat of castration but the threat of
humiliation and corruption. While Western mainstream cinema deals with this ‘other’s putative threat’ through
the mechanism of sadistic voyeurism and fetishistic scopophilia, this newly-emerged cinema utilizes the aversion
as a tool to deal with this threat; the threat which is historically rooted in buttressing perspective on femininity.
Questioning the ahistoricity of psychoanalysis, the current research endeavors to excavate and theorize the
specific “neopatriarchal unconscious” of Iranian society and its impact on the formation of new language and new
gaze of Iranian cinema.
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TURKEY AS THE CONSTITUTIVE OTHER OF
“EUROPE”
AYÇA DEMET ATAY
Identities are constructed through difference, and as Hall writes, identities can function only “because of their
capacity to exclude, to leave out, to render ‘outside’” (1996, p. 5). In Connolly’s words, “Identity requires
difference in order to be and converts difference into otherness in order to secure its own self-certainty” (2002, p.
64). Historically, Turkey has been the “other” that the “European” identity consumed as its constitutive outside. In
fact, the very adjective “European”, Europeaus, was used for the first time within the context of the Turkish threat
to Europe following the conquest of Constantinople by the Ottoman Empire, when Pope Pius II called the Res
Publica Christiana to form a joint force to defend Europe.
This paper discusses how Turkey has been the constitutive other of the constructed notion of the European
identity by presenting a literature review on the subject.
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